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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The newspaper industry in the United States remained in a state of 
status quo until the 1950s relying mainly upon the moveable type press 
invented by Johann Gutenberg in about 1435, mechanical typewriters and 
lead pencils. 1 The 1950s and the 1960s were the electronic age in the 
industry. The· 1970s have given every indication of being the computer 
age as newspapers have begun computerized composition, makeup and pro-
d . 2 uction~ Major advancements in production technology have almost all 
centered around computer-oriented systems. The improved systems have 
moved from the pressroom to the typesetting room in the past few years 
3 
and now the systems have been moving more steadily into the newsroom. 
Richard c. Steele, president and publisher of the Worcester (Mass.) 
Telegram~ Evening Gazette, has bel~eved computer technology will re-
place the lead pencil of the editor and the mechanical typewriters of 
the reporters and editors in the newsroom. 4 
A 1971 Masters thesis by Susan Turner Bennett at the University of 
Florida provided a further indication of the status of computer tech-
nology in the newspaper industry. Mrs. Bennett sent questionnaires to 
. 5 
348 newspapers in 48 states and received 258 responses. Respondents 
reported jobs being performed by computers at their newspapers were 
hyphenation and justification of type; accounting operations; storage 
and sorting of classified advertising; compiling subscriber lists; 
1 
2 
electronic editing; storage and retrieval of information from the news-
paper library, and display advertising composition. 6 
Mrs. Bennett also reported about future applications of computer 
technology in the newspaper industry. Tasks the respondents expected 
to be performed within the next decade were abstraction of wire copy, 
page layout and satellite plant operations. 7 
Additional indications of the expectations of the future and the 
pace of technological change as it will affect the procedures of re-
ceiving, writing and editing stories in the newsroom was reflected in 
the results of a Rand Corporation survey reported by Ben H. Bagdikian 
in The Informatio.u ~achines. Opinions were gathered from specialists, 
persons in the communications field, and nonspecialists, those persons 
in fields relevant to the future of communications such as ~orporate 
research and academics.8 
Specialists believed that before 1979 reporters would be trans-
mitting their stories to the newsroom either with light portable key-
boards using a radio or telephone connection, or with portable.facsimile 
machines. The nonspecialists predicted portable keyboards would be in 
9 
use by 1988 and portable facsimile by 1996. A few large newspapers 
have been using portable facsimile senders since 197o. 10 
Specialists and nonspecialists predicted that by the mid 1980s it 
would be common practice among newspapers to place all news into the 
computer in digital form. Most respondents had low confidence in the 
adoption by newspapers of machines that automatically read typed copy, 
which for the computer was a relatively complicated process. A few of 
the best known specialists said machine reading of copy would grow and 
would be widespread by 1980 because it has been a form of information 
3 
that men have been accustomed to handling. The majority of those sur-
veyed doubted that it would be widespread by 2000. 
The respondents foresaw editors in the mid 1980s in different parts 
of the building, or even in different cities, working at consoles that 
would be like high quality television screens on which they would call 
up an individual story, discuss it in voice conference and make changes 
in the material on the screen. When a decision could be made on the 
final version of the story and alterations will have been made on the 
screen, the story would be re-entered into the computer. The special-
ists and non-specialists agreed that in the late 1980s page makeup and 
methods of displaying stories in the newspaper would be done by editors 1• 
working by mutually reactive video screens. Some suggested that com-
puters could be programmed with a large variety of page designs that the 
machine automatically would suggest on the basis of length, emphasis and 
style of the individual stories that the editor selects. Creation of 
the finished page would be almost instantaneous. A number who agreed as 
to the technical feasibility of computerized editing questioned whether 
newspaper publishers and editors would be willing to do this using con-
. 11 
soles which presently cost $80,000. 
While the application of computer equipment in the newsroom would 
seem to be extremely varied and offer numerous advantages, two major 
disadvantages reported by newspapers have been high costs and inefficient 
use of the equipment by newsroom staff members, particularly recent 
journalism school graduates. The purchasing and leasing cost of com-
puters was reported (18.6 per cent) as the second single greatest dis-
advantage of computerization by publishers and editors surveyed by Mrs. 
12 Bennett. The first and single greatest disadvantage of computerization 
4 
cited by the publishers and editors was the inability of the staff to 
h . ff. . 13 use computers at t eir greatest e iciency. Approximately 63 per cent 
agreed strongly that college journalism instruction has been inadequate 
in teaching graduates how new technology could be utilized. 14 Thirty 
graduates of 24 journalism schools who have been working in newsrooms 
throughout the country reported in a 1972 survey by the Associated Press 
Managing Editors Association that information they received in class 
was outdated and did not cover developments in automation in the news-
15 
room. 
The Responsibility of Journalism Education 
The criticisms of journalism education have seemed noteworthy as 
the preparation of newsmen has been to a great degree the responsibility 
of journalism education. As of the 1974 autumn session 55,078 students 
were majoring in journalism in four-year and graduate colleges and uni-
versities in the United States. This is 6,751 more students than in 
1973, and in the past 10 years journalism enrollments have climbed from 
15,820 to 55,078. In the 1973-74 academic year 3,961 of 7,667 graduates 
16 
of journalism programs completed work in the news-editorial sequence. 
Sixty departments, schools anq colleges of journalism, 59 under-
graduate and one graduate, have had news-editorial sequences that have 
been accredited by the American Council on Education for Journalism 
(ACEJ). 17 ACEJ has defined an accredited sequence as an organized group 
of related courses intended to prepare students for professional careers 
in a particular area of journalism. The news-editorial sequence has 
been an organized group of related courses which should prepare students 
f . . d d. . 18 or a career in newspaper reporting an e iting. News-editorial 
5 
sequences not accredited by ACEJ have been offered at 100 departments, 
. . 19 
schools and colleges of JOUrnalism. 
While the Bennett and APMEA studies indicated some dissatisfaction 
among some publishers and editors and some students as to the prepara-
tion offered by journalism programs in the new technology, there has 
been no clearly defined body of information as to how students have 
been prepared in newsroom computer technology. There have been indi-
cations that the transition in the newsroom has posed problems for 
journalism programs. 
Dean John Paul Jones of the University of Florida College of Jour-
nalism & Connnunications has identified the major problem as obtaining 
the money necessary to purchase the expensive computer-oriented equip-
ment. He has maintained a wait-and-see attitude because the machinery 
has been changing too fast to make it practical to invest large sums of 
money for equipment which may be obsolete in a year. 20 John H. Colburn, 
vice president for corporate development of Landmark Connnunications, 
has said journalism programs must give students the opportunity to work 
with the new equipment now. He estimated that it would cost perhaps 
$400,000 to $500,000 to equip a journalism school for entry into the 
computerized newsroom technology, with perhaps an additional $25,000 
21 
annually for supp lies, maintenance and upkeep. William D. Rinehart, 
director of the American Newspaper Publishers Association Research In-
stitute (ANPA/RI), has said he has seen no need to invest in costly 
equipment for the classroom as no machine can substitute for a well-
. d . 10 22 traine JOUrna ist. Peter Trigg, an Orlando (Fla.) Sentinel editor, 
has said the current journalism school approach of explaining equipment 
use and allowing students to view it in operation at newspapers has 
6 
23 . 24 25 been sufficient at this time. Colburn, ANPA/RI and others agreed 
that the first step journalism schools should take would be to replace 
mechanical typewriters with electric typewriters. The Gannett News-
papers have been attempting to provide some exposure to newsroom tech-
nology by having a van containing some of the equipment, including 
electr:i,c typewriters, visit journalism schools throughout the n.ation. 26 
Editors and educators have raised other points relevant to prepara-
tion offered in newsroom technology by journalism programs• Various 
editors wanted computer science and management courses to become part 
of the curriculum for news-editorial students. 27 Educators and editors 
agreed at a 1972 symposium that there has been a need for more communi-
cation and contact between newspapermen and journalism students and 
educators if students and instructors were to know how things really 
28 have been in the newsroom. Curtis MacDougall, professor ·emeritus, 
Medill School of Journalism, Northwestern (Illinois) University, has 
maintained that journalism faculties have been filled by Ph.D.s who 
have been theory oriented and have hadlittle or no newsroom experience 
and the result has been an increasing gap between the reality of the 
f 0 1 d 0 d d 0 0 29 c h pro ess1ona newsroom an reporting an e 1t1ng courses. · oncern as 
been expressed for the need to train future newsmen how to use the com-
puter outside the newsroom as much of the information which has been 
the basis of news stories has been increasingly stored in computers and 
30 
the reporters should learn to interrogate these sources. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem this study was concerned with has been the lack of in-
formation as to the instruction provided in newsroom computer technology 
7 
in both the 60 ACEJ accredited and the 100 nonaccredited news-editorial 
course sequences in departments, schools and colleges of journalism. 
At present there has been no clearly defined body of information as to 
what instruction has been provided to ACEJ accredited and non-accredited 
news-editorial sequences in departments, schools and colleges of jour-
nalism in the use of newsroom computer technology, and whether the in-
struction provided has been necessary. 
Statement of the Purpose 
The purpose of the study was to describe what instruction has been 
provided in newsroom computer technology to students in the 60 ACEJ ac-
credited and the 100 non-accredited news-editorial course sequences in 
departments, schools and colleges of journalism. The study has com-
pared instruction provided in the accredited news-editorial sequences 
to instruction provided in the non-accredited news-editorial sequences. 
The study also has provided opinions of top administrators of journalism 
programs in regard to the problems of cost, adequacy of faculty, in-
creased enrollment and journalism education-newspaper co-operation. The 
opinions of top administrators of journalism programs having accredited 
news-editorial sequences have been compared with opinions of top ad-
ministrators of journalism programs having non-accredited news-editorial 
sequences. 
It was anticipated that data gathered in the survey would provide 
information as to what top administrators believed would be the ideal 
in offering instruction in newsroom computer technology and what in-
struction top administrators predicted would be offered in 1980 in news-
room computer technology. The gathering of such data allowed the 
8 
investigator to compare the present instruction offered to what would 
be the ideal instruction offered and to what instruction would be of-
fered in 1980 in newsroom computer technology. The comparison has been 
offered within the accredited sequences and within the n~:m-accredited 
sequences and between the accredited and non-accredited sequences. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study has been limited to the 60 ACEJ accredited31 and to 60 
of the 100 non-accredited news-editorial sequences 32 offered in depart-
mentsj schools and colleges of journalism which have been reported in 
the January 1974 Journalism Educator. The 60 non-accredited sequences 
were selected at random. Each of the 100 non-accredited sequences were 
assigned a number from 1 to 100 and the first 60 numbers selected repre-
sented the 60 non-accredited sequences surveyed in this study. 
The study has not included newspaper news personnel. The survey 
was designed to gather information as to what instruction in newsroom 
computer technology has been according to journalism educators, and 
what journalism educators identified as the problems in providing this 
instruction. The survey was designed to gather beliefs as to the ideal 
instruction in newsroom computer technology according to journalism 
educators and what instruction journalism educators predicted would be 
offered in 1980 in newsroom computer technology. The study was not de-
signed to gather the descriptions, attitudes and opinions, beliefs and 
predictions of newspaper news personnel in regard to instruction in 
newsroom computer technology in the news-editorial sequence. 
9 
Assumption 
The investigator assumed that the subjects to be surveyed would 
respond to the questionnaire objectively and responsibly. Based upon 
this assumption, the investigator deemed it unnecessary to reverse the 
direction of item responses at any point or points in the survey ques-
tionnaire. All questionnaire item responses were stated as Strongly 
Agree, Most Desirable, Most Likely and of Great Significance from the 
left polar extreme to Strongly Disagree, Least Desirable, Least Likely 
and No Significance at the right polar extreme. 
The investigator assumed the journalism educators were capable of 
determining what instruction in newsroom computer technology was neces-
sary to prepare students for positions on news staffs of commercial 
newspapers. 
The investigator assumed that the comparison between the accredited 
sequences and the non-accredited sequences would indicate that the ac-
credited sequences were providing their students with more exposure to 
and hands-on use of newsroom computer equipment within the journalism 
facility and at commercial newspapers, and had greater contact with 
professional newsmen than non-accredited sequences did. This assump-
tion was based upon the sequences being accredited as. having to comply 
with and be part of various aspects of accreditation such as one ob-
jective stated that accreditation should aid in the co-ordination of 
33, 
educational programs with the needs of the profession; that one pur-
pose was to serve as a guide to employers in all mass communication 
34 fields as to which schools and departments were worthy of approval; 
another purpose was to promote closer relationships among the media, 
the communication research organization and journalism education with 
10 
the idea of having met the educational and professional needs of the 
35 
areas which the schools serve, and that members of accrediting teams 
. 1 d d f . 1 36 inc u e pro essiona newsmen. - Objectives, purposes and selection of 
visiting team as stated in the ACEJ acyreditation pamphlet have been 
presented in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Ben H. Bagdikian in The Information Machines describes the pre-
dicted changes in the occupations and education of Americans by the 
year 2000 in relation to the effect upon the audience for news. In 
terms of absolute size the audience for news should increase tremen-
dously. Occupations in the United States have been rapidly moving in 
the direction of professional, managerial and technical white collar 
jobs, which constitute a peak market for news. Farm laborers, unskilled 
manual labor and rural farmers, jobs with the lowest news usage have 
been continually eliminated by automation and other social changes. By 
the year 2000 more than one-half of the population·should have two 
years of college and graduate degress should be common. 
The audience would be confronted by the limitations of time to con-
sume all the information which would be available. Men and women with 
higher levels of education have tended to move into occupations that 
have enlarged responsibilities and this has changed the patterns of 
their daily lives. They have not been governed by an eight-hour day, 
five-day work week. Working lunches, working dinners, evening meetings, 
after-meal reading of professional or commercial literature, participa-
tion in professional, civic and/or intense social groups have become 
more common. Leisure time has been reduced. The time available for 
reading a newspaper has been lessened and the times when news has been 
13 
14 
on television often conflicted with the working dinner and evening 
meetings. 
If the human reading speed could be increased to 1,000 words per 
minute, a man who has spent two hours per day reading news and newslike 
information could absorb 120,000 words of print news per day. Major 
newspapers already have presented that much print news every day and 
the average time spent reading a newspaper has been 30 minutes. 1 (Very 
. 2 few adults can read as fast as 850 words per minute.) 
"Present transmission of most news to newspapers and broadcasting 
stations is at a rate of less than 60 words a minute.113 New techniques 
have brought about a tremendous increase in the rate, and in some 
places a rate of 2,400 words per minute has been taking place from com-
d . f h d" 4 puter to ocumentary version or uman rea 1ng. 
Speeding the mechanical transmission rates would not be a measure 
of what man would be able or willing to receive. 5 What the trends of 
the characteristics of the American audience and of technology have 
seemed to forecast has been a system of news which would off er a richer 
variety of information, a rapid way to detect what information would be 
available, an easy means of pursuing subjects of maximum interest to tqe 
individual beyond the standard presentation and control over the time 
when information would be available. 6 
The Computer Enters the Newspaper Industry 
The newspaper industry has not ignored these projections and has 
been replacing the traditional lead pencils, mechanical typewriters and 
typesetting equipment with computer technology to meet the demands of 
predicted audience changes. According to the most recent reports by 
15 
Editor & Publisher, Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) typesetting machines have 
been in use in 40 newspapers, 478 Video Display Terminals (VDT) have 
been in use in 96 newspapers, more than 100 Optical Character Reader 
7 (OCR) systems have been in use and 20 newspapers have OCR-VDT systems. 
The electronic digital computer entered the newspaper industry in Au-
gust 1960 as the first fully automated accounting system wa~ installed 
at the Aurora (Ill.) Beacon News, and by 1965 there were more than 100 
. . h . d 8 computers in use in t e newspaper in ustry. The application of the 
computer has been found in numerous phases of the newspaper industry. 
The Florida Times-Union and Jacksonville Journal, both owned by the 
Florida Publishing Company, have been using a computer system which has 
included control of advertising production, accounting functions and 
subscriber billing. 9 A high-speed computer capable of making many de-
cisions in a milli-second has done all the justification and hypenation 
of lines of type at the Plainfield (N.J ~) Courier-Post, allowing 600 
lines of type to have been set an hour compared to 200 which could be 
10 
set manually. The Dayton (Ohio) Journal Herald and the Dayton Daily 
News, both owned by Dayton Newspapers, Inc., have used a computer sys-
tern which has included the delivery of newspapers, scheduling and place-
11 
ment of advertising and accounting procedures. The.§.!. Petersburg 
(Fla.) Times and Evening Independent in 1969 were the first newspaper 
operation to install computer equipment ~or filing and retrieval of 
more than 2,000,000 clippings, more than 750,000 photographs and other 
. 12 
materials. The Watertown (N.Y.) Daily Times has designed a system 
which has allowed the storage and retrieval of five 24-hour-a-day wire 
services, which means that once a request for a story has been made ·the 
story has been on its way to being set into type in less than five 
13 
seconds. 
16 
The Wire Services Make Use of the Computer 
The major wire services, Associated Press (AP) and United Press 
International (UPI), have used the computer in their news gathering and 
disseminating processes. AP began handling the daily transmission of 
general news by computer in 1964, 14 and UPI began computerized general 
news service in 1965. 15 Among the latest technological advances intro-
duced by UPI have been transmission of news pictures by a Telephoto 
Scan-Converter from any point in the world to any other point without 
the need to rescan or manually handle the picture in any way, 16 and in 
1975 UPI should complete the linking of all its major domestic news 
bureaus, about 100, to a central data bank in New York. Long range 
plans of UPI have called for the extension of this all-electric news 
system by linking the foreign bureaus of the wire service directly to 
computers in New York. 17 The use of computerized copy processing in 
the 1972 general election provided vote tables virtually without error, 
Wes Gallagher, president of AP, has reported. The extension of CRT 
editing has reduced error, has increased the number of words transmitted 
and has been accompanied by a one-third reduction in the New York tele-
type operating staff. Since 1970 AP has eliminated 150 teletype opera-
ting positions. 18 In 1973 AP introduced the use of the laser beam in 
the delivery of news photographs by wire. Laser photographs have pro-
vided far better picture quality than conventional methods and have 
represented the initial step toward electronic editing of pictures on 
television screens and high transmission speed when digital connnunica-
, f · 1 · , b , 1 bl 19 tion ac1 1t1es ecome ava1 a e. 
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Computer Technology Has Moved into the Newsroom 
The wire services have not been the only intrusion of computer 
technology in the newspaper newsroom. The mechanical typewriter, lead 
pencil, glue pot and scissors have been increasingly replaced by the 
CRT, the VDT and the OCR. Mechanical typewriters and lead pencils have 
been for many years in many newsrooms the standard tools in the prepara-
tion of news. The reporter followed a standard procedure as he prepared 
a story on the mechanical typewriter. In the upper left corner of the 
page he typed his last name, the number of the page and a one· or two-
word description (slug) of the story. The reporter started the first 
page of the story about one-third of the way down the page. Each para-
graph was indented five spaces and margins of at least one-half inch 
were provided on each side of the paper. The typewritten manuscript 
(copy) was double or tripled spaced. If the story continued beyond one 
page, the word 11more11 was typed at the bottom of each subsequent page 
until the final page of the story was typed. The second and any subse-
quent pages also were numbered and had the last name of the reporter 
and a slug in the upper left corner. A sign such as 11 3011 (#) or "endit" 
20 
always was placed beneath the last paragraph of a story. 
A reporter was not expected to type letter-perfect copy, but his 
story was to be readable. The reporter used the copy editing -symbols 
to provide the copy editor a story which read smoothly and correctly. 
After he removed the story from the mechanical typewriter the reporter 
used a lead pencil to mark the copy with the appropriate symbols. If a 
word was crossed out, he pencilled a bridge over it from the preceding 
word to the word following the crossed-out word. If a sentence was 
eliminated, he connected the sentences on each side of the elimination 
18 
with a pencil mark. If a letter or word was not legible or correct, 
the reporter crossed out the illegible or incorrect letter or word and 
21 printed the correction above the crossed-out letter or word. 
When the reporter finished marking the story he or a copy boy 
(messenger) took the story to the copy desk. The editor in charge of 
the copy desk would mark in pencil on the first page of the story how 
many columns wide, the size of the type and how many lines of type the 
headline would be and upon what newspaper page the story would appear. 
The story then was given to a copy editor who was to edit the story and 
write the headline. 
The copy editor had a pencil, scissors and paste and a mechanical 
typewriter. As he read the copy he applied copy editing symbols with 
his pencil to mark paragraphs, connect words and/or sentences, delete 
letters, words and/or sentences, make spelling, punctuation and gramma-
tical corrections and to insert information where necessary. The copy 
editor placed many of his marks and his insertions in the double or 
triple spaces between typewritten lines. Most of 1the editing was done 
with a pencil, which demanded legible printing or handwriting, but some 
insertions were typed. The editor used his scissors and paste pot if 
he wished to change the order of the story and/or to place inserts in 
the story. Headlines were written by hand or on the typewriter on a 
separate sheet of paper or on the top one-third of the first page of the 
story, the space provided by the reporter. The headline and story were 
then placed in a pneumatic tube and were sent to the composing room to 
b , 22 e set in type. Copy editors followed the same procedures when edit-
. , h. h k f h . . 23 ing stories w ic were ta en rom t e news wire services. 
The editor in charge of the copy desk was responsible for designing 
19 
the appearance of each page. He designed (dummied) a page on an 8-by.;.. 
10 inch white sheet of paper (layout dummy) which was a reduced-size 
version of the newspaper page. The sheet was marked in columns from 
left to right and in inches from top to bottom. With his pencil the 
editor in charge drew a facsimile of the ultimate page, providing pre-
cise instructions as to where headlines, stories, pictures and typo-· 
graphical devices such as rules and dashes would be placed. A dummy 
for each pag.e. was s.ent to the composing room where the appropriate 
stories, headlines, pictures and devices were assembled into the vari-
24 
ous pages. 
The above procedures have been followed in most newsrooms, but the 
computer has been advancing steadily into the newsroom and predictions 
by persons in the communications field and in fields relevant to com-
munications have indicated that newsroom procedure would change. The 
American Newspaper Publisher Association Research Institute (ANPA/RI) 
reported in March 1973 that there were 700 computers in use in the 
United States newspaper industry. The ANPA/RI did not report the ex-
act number but did state that many of the computers were being used in 
h 0 h . f 25 t e newsroom in t e preparation o news. 
The Detroit News has had perhaps the most automated newsroom of 
any major newspaper in the United States. Most~ reporters have not 
been using mechanical typewriters and from 30 to 40 per cent of al.1 
copy, local and wire, has been handled without conventional typing or 
editing with paper and pencil. Wire news service stories have arrived 
on regular teletype lines at speeds of 60 words per minute, but rather 
than actuating a teletype printer the set of electrical impulses that 
has represented each key struck in the originating machine of the wire 
20 
news service, each story has gone directly into the computer memory of 
the News. 
The local reporter has been seated at the console keyboard, which 
has been fingered like an electric rather than a mechanical typewriter, 
of a CRT. The CRT has a screen. The reporter has hit a key called 
SLUG and two blank lines have appeared on the screen. On these two 
lines he has instructed the computer where to send the completed story 
and has typed the first four letters of his last name, a description of 
the story, the edition the story is scheduled for and the date. He then 
has typed his story. As he has typed, his story has appeared on the 
screen. He has been able to delete or add to a line he has typed, using 
a set of command keys to move a cursor (a bright oblong of light) over 
the place he wished to alter. The reporter has typed in the change, and 
the screen has shown this and automatically has made room for the ad-
ditions and has closed up for the deletions. He could move the story 
up on the screen to make more room or could roll it down to look for an 
earlier typed portion. 
If the reporter was close to deadline he could send any length por-
tion of the story to the copy desk by pressing a.MORE key. If the re-
porter has the time to read over his entire story he could make what-
ever changes he believed were necessary. He then has pushed a key 
marked END which has sent the story into the computer. 
The editor in charge of the copy desk could learn what stories were 
in the computer by pressing a key marked DIRECTORY. This has instructed 
the computer to display on the screen of the editor a list of all stor-
ies placed in the computer for use by his desk. Any story could then 
be called up on the screen for reading by the editor for final editing 
21 
with a penci 1 emitting a beam of light rather than a lead pencil, scis-
sors or paste. When this process has been completed a key marked COMP 
ROOM has been pressed and the story has been sent into a computer that 
automatically has produced a coded paper tape at about 1,000 words per 
minute; the coded tape has been fed into machinery which at the con-
ventional 14 lines per minute has produced the type. Headlines still 
have been handwritten and have been sent to the composing room to be 
set in type. The computerized procedure has allowed the News to move 
some copy deadlines back three to three and one-half hours without 
26 
changing the time of delivery to newsstands and homes. 
Among other newspapers where reporters and editors have turned from 
mechanical typewriters, lead pencils and gluepots to computer equipment 
have been the Trenton (N.J.) ~,27 San Diego Union and Evening Trib-
28 29 
une and Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle _and Herald. VDTs have been used in 
the editing of copy at the Daytona Beach _(Fla.) News Journal and re-
porters have composed copy on the VDT at the Huntington (W.Va.) Adver-
. 30 
tiser. The Davenport (Ia•) Times-Democrat adopted an electronic sys-
tern for editing and processing news and advertising copy in 1973. The 
newspaper has had a $650,000 system which included 24 video typewriters 
d f CRT d . . . 1 31 an our e 1t1ng termina s. The Gannett Company has ordered a 
$250,000 electronic newsroom system for its Co.coa (Fla.) Today newspaper 
that would include a new video typewriter. It would make possible an 
. 32 
all electronic newsroom. As reported in Chapter I, a few large news-
papers were using portable facsimile senders in 1970.33 Teleram Cor-
poration announced in 1974 that it has sold a number of Portable Re-
porter Terminals. The portable visual display terminal captured and 
transmitted the original keystrokes of the reporter who via telephone 
22 
line could transmit his story to the home office hard copy printers, a 
host computer or other editing devices in the electronic data handling 
systems of the newsroom. The portable was compact enough to fit under 
. 1 34 an airp ane seat. 
Some Differing Views of the Newspaper of the Future 
The·advent of computer technology into the newspaper industry has 
produced differing opinions as to what the future of the industry would 
be. To some all of this has indicated the end of the printed-on-paper 
newspaper. To others the demand for the printed-on-paper newspaper 
should continue, but the production of the newspaper would become more 
dependent upon computer technology. Merrill and Lowenstein predicted 
that during the next few decades the broadcast media would most likely 
take over more functions of the print media, leaving print· in a com-
pletely subordinate position. They predicted tha,t newspaper staffs 
would be under contract to provide news progrannning for Cable Antenna 
Television (CATV). 
Ultimately each home would have a television screen and a finger-
board full of keys somewhere in the room. A reader could use his key-
board to select for viewing a new~paper, magazine or book; he could se-
lect articles of particular interest; if he should come to a word he did 
not know or if he desired information about a person mentioned in the 
article, the reader could press a hold button to retain the article and 
push another button to receive the definition of the word or the back-
ground infonnation about the person mentioned in the article. News-
papers, magazines and books would be designed as they have been except 
that reporters, writers and editors would need to produce only a single 
35 
copy for storage on a computer tape. 
Distribution of the information product would be instant, indi-
vidual and personal. The newspaper subscriber would receive a black 
box to place somewhere on his television set when he starts his news-
paper subscription. The box would be his access to the information 
bank that his newspaper has maintained for him. The bank would be 
stored with information and each subscriber would be able to select 
23 
whatever information he desired from the bank, receiving a printout of 
the story or a historical summary of conditions leading to that particu-
lar story or comments or opinions about the story subject matter or all 
f h . f . 36 o t e 1n ormat1on. 
By 1979, give or take a year, newspapers, and perhaps maga-
zines too, will be printed in your living room. This is the 
substance of a start.ling full page ad that appeared in 1970 
in Advertising Age, the bible of Madison Avenue. The ad was 
inserted by McGraw-Hill in behalf of its electronics periodi~ 
cal • • • The ad went on: 'All it will take is a compact 
printout unit attached to an ordinary TV set. When you are 
ready for the stock market closings, ball games scores, or 
movie listings, you 1 ll be able to get any part of it, or all 
of it, any hour of the day or night. 1 37 
Richard Tobin has agreed that the electronic newspaper would be 
very possible, but that the paper-and-ink newspaper also may continue. 
He.made two points~ (1) that the computer would be in the newsroom and 
would play a significant role, and (2) however the newspaper would come 
to the reader, those who edited the news inevitably would be more in-
volved and beset by what would be transmitted than by the transmitting 
devices. 
As to the first point, Tobin wrote about the devices. Almost one-
third of the nation 1 s daily newspapers already have been using computers. 
to drive typesetting equipment and many others have been exploring or 
have adopted a form of offset printing similar to electronic printing, 
24 
photographic typesetting, high-speed data transmission computer automa-
tion. Eventually there could be no typesetters at all, no stereotypers, 
no pressmen or linotype operators as they have been known. 
The VDT has been central to this change in publishing. The CRT has 
been the principal element in the VDT. In the newsroom the editor would 
sit before a CRT display terminal. He would use a keyboard to call on-
to the screen a story that has been stored earlier. He could edit the 
story as though he had a pencil in his hand, but the pencil he would 
hold emits light which could move across the screen to delete words or 
paragraphs, could write in changes and could shift lines around. If the 
editor changed his mind he could call back the story as it was before he 
started. When the editor was finished he would send the edited copy 
back into a memory disc or would send it to production for makeup. 
Editing in this manner would be no faster than the present lead 
pencil, but when combined with an automated system of printing it would 
have unlimited applications. The production plant of the future would 
be an entirely automated computer complex. The main inputs to the com-
puter complex would be by CRT terminals. There would be optical charac-
ter recognition devices and graphics digitizing scanners that would con-
vert photographs and artwork into digital forms for computers. Marked 
up copy would be sent to the computer with an OCR and editors would make 
up pages by manipulating copy, photographs and art work. The editors 
would use the CRT to shorten or lengthen stories and to change type 
faces or column measures. When the editors were finished the fully 
made up pages would be produced by computer-driven high-speed phototype-
setters. 
The reporter would type his story on his own typewriter display 
25 
s.creen connected directly to the computer. He could change and edit 
his story as he typed, calling back parts or the entire story. He 
could go to another display screen and could type a request to the li-
brary for background information on his story. In seconds he would 
have abstracts on the screen, and seconds later he would have full 
printouts of any of the stories he wished. When the reporter finished 
writing his own story he would send it to the computer where the editor 
could call for the story whenever the editor was ready. 
On a big daily newspaper each department probably would have its 
own display terminals and would perform its own layout function. At 
some point the sports section, the family section, the business section 
and Page One would come together where an editor or makeup man would 
put together tha edition of the newspaper by the use of the CRT. The 
editor or makeup man would approve each page and would send it for 
photo .. composition, a process accomplished in seconds. The news depart-
ment would control production. Proofreading would have been done be-
fore the text would be released by the news department and printing er-
38 
rors in a CRT system have been so rare that they could be tolerated. 
General Manager Ron Rickman of the Davenport (Ia.) Times-Democrat re-
ported that the editorial department of the newspaper would soon realize 
full operational control of the composing room, thus returning to the 
editors the responsibility they abdicated more than 100 years ago--
total responsibility for the product. The move to complete control was 
begun about eight years ago and all that has remained to achieve total 
newsroom control has been the elimination of paper tape and wiring to-
gether in an on-line mode and the direct feeding of all wire service 
' 1 . h 39 materia s into t e computer system. 
As to the second point of Tobin, he has said that if print and 
broadcast news distribution have joined hands technically, the age of 
news monopoly has become a reality. This has raised the question of 
centralization of power as fewer and fewer persons have been telling 
more and more persons what has been the news • 
• regardless of the new techniques, and perhaps because 
of them, every journalist worth his salt has to be more 
vigilant than at any time since the founding of the Repub-
lic to be certain that 1984 is not what George Orwell 
gloomily foresaw.40 
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Not everyone has seen the end of the print-on-paper newspaper, nor 
has the matter of ethics and responsibility been dismissed in the age 
of the computerized newspaper. 
Despite television, radio, cable TV, the future of 
home facsimile, or a computer console that will furnish 
the latest sports, markets or weather reports at the 
touch of a button, the newspaper will be a vital part of 
every household of the 21st century if we design it for 
a new era. 
This means a quality product. Quality means ac-
curate responsible reporting ••• believable advertis-
ing and content that is typographically clean • • • 41 
John H. Colburn, vice president for corporate development of Land-
mark Connnunications, has been of the opinion that readers have been 
creatures of habit and would continue to demand newspapers for in-depth 
information. He has contended that most persons could not absorb in-
formation as readily from broadcast as they could from print. Colburn 
has warned that people would continue to demand newspapers only as long 
as the newspapers were visually attractive and contained current in-
formation which readers sought, needed and believed. The computerized 
newspaper could provide this visual appeal as it would allow more time 
to create page makeup; light pencils and optical scanners would allow 
the editor to assemble the news more quickly, would allow the editor to 
27 
wait longer before he decided what stories to use. This saving of time 
should be spent checking and insuring the accuracy of the news and its 
h . 1 . 42 typograp ica presentation. 
Robert G. Marbut, president of the Harte-Hanks Newspapers, Inc., 
has considered cable television, home communications systems and com-
puter services as potential competitors of the newspaper. He has be-
lieved that people would continue to demand newspapers for at least the 
next 15 to 20 years because newspapers would possess unique character-
istics that would satify the need for mass information in salvageable 
graphic form at a reasonable price. Marbut agreed with Colburn that 
computers would be everywhere in the newsroom and that the challenge 
would be to provide more visually attractive and more truthful and more 
accurate newspapers. He has envisioned big city newspapers following 
the lead of the Los Angeles Times by establishing satellite printing 
plants in the suburbs. The newspaper would retain most of the basic 
news-editorial content, but would have information of particular local 
interest to those persons in the suburbs. Suburban newspapers would 
add international and national news to the local news content. These 
advances would be made possible by the computer which would allow news 
to be gathered, assembled, edited and transmitted from a central plant 
to a satellite plant more rapidly' than a separate edition for a particu-
lar suburb or a section of national and/or international news could be 
d d d . . 43 processe un er present con 1t1ons. A page could be transmitted from 
a central plant to a satellite.plant about 50 miles away in four 
minutes .• 44 Marbut has said that as long as newsp'apers would utilize the 
computer to advantage, such as in ways cited above, newspapers not only 
would remain as print-on-paper, but they would be profitable. 45 The 
28 
Christian Science Monitor with its editions of January 3, 1974, has 
launched a new facsimile transmission system between its Boston, Mass., 
headquarters and its remote printing plants in Glendale, Calif,, 
Chicago, and Somerset, N.J. Officials of the Monitor have said the 
electronic transmission over telephone lines has eliminated sending 
pages by airplane and delays caused by airline strikes and bad weather 
at airports. Full pages could be transmitted at an average speed of 
five minutes, per page and each edition would contain substantially 
46 fresher news. 
Lyle Erb of Copley Newspapers, Inc., has said newspapers would 
utilize the new technology in the newsroom, and newspapers would con-
tinue to be demanded in their print-on-paper form because readers have 
relied on newspapers for opinions, interpretations, advice, rationales 
and entertainment~ Erb has claimed that newspaper owners and publishers 
have not been investing in computerized equipment to pave the way for 
the electronic newspaper which could be viewed on the home screen, but 
that investments have been made to improve the print-on-paper news-
47 paper. 
In a study previously cited, Susan Turner Bennett asked editors and 
publishers to predict if and when a technological innovation would take 
place. Of 258 responses. only 1. 7 per cent said that page layout and de-
sign by computer would never take place, and 47 per cent were of the 
opinion it would take place by 1973 to 1975. 48 Development and testing 
of designs for a full page composition system have been underway at the 
Federal Systems Division of International Business Machine Corp. No 
date has been set for implementation of the three-year project. 49 The 
development of a Composition and Makeup Terminal (CAM) for the Newspaper 
29 
System Development Group (NSDG) was announced in May •. The terminal 
would be part of an overall system which included an IBM 370 Host com-
50 puter. Mrs. Bennett reported that 4.5 per cent of the editors and 
publishers answ.ered that computer abstraction of wire service news to 
100-word sununaries would never take place and 47.2 per cent said it 
51 
would take place by 1973 to 1975; 21.9 per cent answered that copy 
editing by computer would never take place and 30.5 per cent answered 
52 it would take place by 1973 to 1975, and 15.5 per cent said that home 
facsimile transmission would never take place and 29.6 per cent an-
sw~red that it would happen by 1976 to 1980. 53 
There was a difference of opinion as to whether newspapers would 
be transformed from printed products to electronic information fac-
similes transmitted for viewing on. home screens or they would remain 
print-on-paper products. What did not seem to be questioned or disputed 
was that the computer would become a vital part of the newsroom opera-
tion. This lack of dispute was supported by the increase in computer 
equipment that has been brought into the newsroom and the investment 
that has been made on the development of comput~rized newsroom equip-
ment. 
Some Concerns of Management 
The present application of computer technology in the newsroom and 
the newspaper industry and the projections that computer technology 
would become an increasingly vital part of the newsroom have been real-
ities which have been of considerable concern to management in regard 
to economics, labor and the education and/or training of personnel. 
Dave West of the Trenton (N. J.) Times said reporters using electric 
30 
typewriters tended to go through a carbon ribbon in two or three days. 
At a cost of 80 cents each with approximately 100 electric typewriters, 
54 
the ribbons could become a costly item. More than 100 newsmen at-
tended the first "Electronics Extras for the Newsroom" seminar of the 
American Newspaper Publishers Ass.ociation (ANPA) in January 1973 for an 
55 
updating in the use of computer technology and labor relations; com-
puterized aspects. of newspapers were discussed in January 1973 at the 
56 Great Lakes Newspaper Mechanical Conference; Texas newsmen attended 
a seminar in new printing techniques in November 1969, 57 and in June 
1967 a seminar for newsmen was conducted at Colorado State University 
h . h 1 d d h f . . . 58 w ic inc u e t e use o computers in connnunication. Since 1966 the 
ANPA/RI has brought together eminent scientists at Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology to focus specifically on newspaper technology pro-
59 grams, In 1970 Knight Newspapers Inc. established a research division 
which will explore and develop advanced newspaper technology. 60 
Robert Moyer, production manager of the Trenton (N.J.) Times, 
stressed the importance of management when he told the Great Lakes News-
paper Mechanical Conference in January 1973 that part of the solution 
to rising costs. of producing newspapers was found in the proper detail-
ing of management plans. He said this included the training of person-
nel in new techniques and utilizing a total systems approach from the 
typewriters of the reporters to the pressroom. This required high 
61 quality management planning, according to Moyer. 
In the next few years, all newspapers, large and small 
alike will be affected by time-sharing and the computer 
utility concepts. To appraise these new ideas with an 
open mind is absolutely necessary; to ignore them may be 
fatal. 62 
[Time-sharing has been a method of operation in which a computer 
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utility has been shared by several users for different purposes, such 
as classified advertising, subscriber lists, accounting, seemingly at 
the same time~ The computer has provided service to each user in se-
quence, but the high speed has made it appear that all users were being 
served simultaneously.] 
The need for high quality management planning was emphasized fur~ 
ther by the findings of Susan Turner Bennett in her 1971 Masters thesis 
at the University of Florida. The purchasing and leasing cost of com-
puters was reported (18.6 per cent) as the second greatest disadvantage 
64 
of computerization by publishers and editors surveyed by Mrs. Bennett. 
She reported that 21.8 per cent of the respondents invested $100,000 or 
more for computers and 48.l per cent invested $50,000 to $100,000. 
Fifty-seven per cent of the newspapers with 10,000 or less circulation 
invested up to $25,00o. 65 It was reported that computer equipment 
could be leased for as little as $100 a month to as much as $5,000 a 
month. The largest percentage (31.8) of newspapers that reported that 
66 they leased computers paid between $2,501 and $5,000 a month. 
The first and single greatest disadvantage of computerization cited 
by publishers and editors was the inability of the staff to use com-
h · ff· · 67 A · 1 73 5 f puters at t eir greatest e iciency. pproximate y • per cent o 
the respondents strongly agreed or agreed that computer short courses 
and seminars would be ess,ential as electronic editing increases, and 
62~.8 per cent agreed strongly that college journalism instruction has 
been inadequate in teaching graduates how new technology can be utili-
68 
zed. 
Predictions have been made that would seem to indicate more people 
would have a greater desire for more news and news s.uppliers should be 
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able to provide that greater quantity of news at greater speeds. Al-
though there has been disagreement as to whether newspapers would re-
main as print-on-paper or become part of electronic information fa-
cilities, it has become apparent that in either case newsmen of the fu-
ture would be required to utilize computer equipment in gathering, 
producing and disseminating the news. 
The technological revolution in the newspaper industry already has 
begun as increasing use of computerized equipment by the newspapers in 
the United States has been reported and the indications have been that 
the newspapers have been able to process and to make available infor-
mation more rapidly than ever before. The wire services, the suppliers 
of much of the news, have increased their gathering and disseminating 
of news by means of computerized equipment. The wire services' plans 
have indicated the speed of gathering and disseminating news should in-
crease, thus, more news would be available. The newspapers not only 
have been receiving more news from the wire services at greater speeds 
than before, but the newspapers thems.elves have been increasing the 
us.e of computers in their newsrooms to produce more of their own stor-
ies at a greater speed than before. 
As newspapers have been increasing the use of computerized equip-
ment in their operations, newspaper publishers and editors have com-
plained of the high cost of such equipment and the low efficiency of 
personnel who have used the equipment. One complaint has been the in-
adequate preparation of journalism program graduates in the new tech-
nology at a time when the new technology has grown in use and importance 
and has been expected to grow in use and importance in the newspaper 
industry. 
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The Role of Journalism Education 
The preparation of the newsmen who would be part of and who in 
many cases would manage and direct the technological revolution in the 
newsroom has been to a great degree the responsibility of journalism ed-
ucation. As of the 1974 autumn session 55,078 students.were majoring 
in journalism in four-year and graduate colleges and universities in 
the United States. This was 6,751 more students than in 1973, and in 
the past 10 years journalism enrollments have climbed from 15,820 to 
55,0~8. The 1973 figures were gathered in a survey to which 158 jour-
nalism programs responded, whereas in 1974 responses were received from 
164 journalism programs. Th.ere were 209 journalism units in colleges 
d . . . . h u . d s 69 an universities in t e nite tates .• In the 1973-74 academic year 
7,667 of 10,549 graduates of journalism programs completed work in the 
news-editorial, advertising, broadcast or public relations sequences; 
3,961 students (51.9 per cent) completed work in the news-editorial se-
70 quence, 
Sixty, 59 undergraduate and one graduate, departments, schools and 
colleges of journalism have had news-editorial sequences that have been 
71 
accredited by the American Council on Education for Journalism (ACEJ). 
ACEJ has repres.ented educational and professional organizations in jour-
nalism and has been the formally recognized agency for the accreditation 
of journalism programs in institutions of higher learning in the United 
72 States. Among the stated objectives of ACEJ as written in the by-laws 
has been to aid in the co-ordination of educational programs with the 
d f h f . 73 nee s o t e pro ession. Sequences accredited by the ACEJ have among 
their purposes the serving of a guide to prospective students who would 
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seek adequate preparation, to employers who would seek adequately 
trained personnel, to the public for worthy recognition and to promote 
closer relationship between journalism education and media men to better 
meet the educational and professional needs of the area the school or 
74 department serves. An accredited sequence has been defined by ACEJ 
as an organized group of related courses intended to prepare students 
for profess.ional careers- in a particular area of journalism. The news~ 
editorial sequence has an organized group of related courses which 
. . 75 
would prepare students for careers in newspaper reporting and editing. 
News-editorial sequences which have not been accredited by the ACEJ were 
offered at 100 departments, schools and colleges of journalism, accord-
76 ing to Journalism Educator. If the ACEJ accredited news-editorial se-
quences have been assigned the goal of and have been expected to serve 
the needs of the news profession and provide adequately trained person-
nel for careers in reporting and editing, then it has seemed reasonable 
that newspaper publishers and editors could expect students prepared and 
educated at this time and in the future to perform the tasks demanded by 
the presence of computer technology in the newsroom. 
Computer Technology Becomes Part of 
Journalism Education 
The changes,the demands upon journalism education to provide in-
struction in newsroom technology and increased journalism enrollments 
have dictated have been indicated in a number of instances. A new 
$3,000,000 plus journalism building, one part of the $15,000,000 com-
munications center at the University of Syracuse, opened in 1964 with 
77 provision for training students in computer technology. Ohio State 
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University has included the new technology in its news journalism 
78 building and began hands-on instruction on five VDTs during the sum-
mer session of 1973. 79 A new $7,000,000 facility for the Journalism 
Department and the campus newspaper at San Fernando Valley State College 
in California, opened in 1966. A provision included in the budget was 
$17,000 for composing room equipment including a Justowriter to punch 
1 . . .f. d 80 ine-Justi ie tape. An editing display system was among equipment 
provided for students at the University of South Carolina College of 
Journalism81 and a $20,000 newsroom which include OCR-faced electric 
. h b 1 d S B U · · 82 K typewriters as een comp ete at t. onaventure niversity. ansas 
State University and the University of Missouri at Columbia have added 
1 . d. . . 1 h . d 83 e ectronic e iting termina s to t eir stu ent newspapers. Eighteen 
seniors and graduate students at the University of Arizona have been en-
rolled in a course in electronics and have been doing their assignments 
on CRT terminals. The cours.e was conceived by the journalism depart-
ment. h . h b 1 d f 1 . . 84 T e equipment as een oane rom an e ectronics corporation. 
Some journalism school heads have been finding that newspapers with 
equipment may be in a position to allow journalism students to visit 
the newspapers. at off-peak hours for hands-on practice with terminals 
d f . . . . 85 an or viewing scanner operations. 
The journalism faculty at West Virginia University has added more 
basic science and mathematics courses to all its sequences at the lower 
division level in an effort to encourage majors to take basic courses 
. . d . . 86 in computer science an statistics. Some journalism professors have 
worked and/or were working on newspapers during summers or on leaves of 
87 
absence. Sixteen news-editorial sequence faculty members at the 
University of Florida attended a two-day s.eminar to update their 
88 
education in newspaper technology. 
Instruction for Present and Future Newsmen 
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One indication of the demand for instruction in newsroom computer 
technology placed upon journalism education by newsmen and the impor-
tance newsmen have assigned to exposing students to such instruction 
has been found in a paper, "New Technology, 11 presented to a conference 
"Education for Newspaper Journalists in the Seventies and Beyond" 
sponsored by the ANPA Foundation. The conference took place October 31 
through November 2, 1973 at Reston, Va. The presenter John E. Leard, 
executive editor of the Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch and News Leader, 
has served as an adjunct faculty member in the journalism department of 
Virginia Connnonwealth University in Richmond. He told the conference 
that when he taught a newspaper management course he had students visit 
a newspaper scanner operation and had them study the theory and applica-
tion of it and video terminals and then plan how to use them and how to 
k h h . 1 89 ma e t em pay on t eoret1ca newspapers. 
The presentation by Leard mostly concentrated on how instruction 
in the new technology should be offered to journalism students. News-
paper newsmen and journalism educators agreed every student needed at 
leqst the elementary use of the electric typewriter. Suggestions of-
fered by newsmen included working knowledge of the OCR, application of 
the computer and the concept of editing on CRTs, installations of CRTs, 
' t 
hands-on operation of scanners, CRTs and OCR in editing courses, lee-
tures and demonstrations on the development and principles of the com-
puter, hands-on use of terminals and familiarization with differences 
in equipment and how equipment could be best utilized. 90 91 Colburn and 
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editors H. Doyle Harvill of the Tampa (Fla.) Tribune and Robert Haifilan 
of the St. Peters.burg (Fla.) Times 92 agreed that journalism schools 
should get int.o the technological revolution by providing instruction 
on electronic devices as soon as possible. They said students. should 
have the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the new equipment 
they could have when they go to work. The first step would be to re-
place meehanical typewriters. with electric typewriters. 
Others have said investment in newsroom equipment by journalism 
programs was not nece~sary at this time. William D. Rinehart, director 
of the ANPA/.RI, said he has seen no need to invest.in costly equipment 
for the classroom as no machine could substitute for a well-trained 
journalist. ''A poorly trained journalist wi 11 be just as lost behind a 
VDT as he is behind a typewriter,'' Rinehart said. 93 Peter Trigg, an 
/ 
Orlando (Fla.) Sentinel editor, said the current journalism school ap-
proach of explaining the use of the CRT and allowing students to view 
them in operation at newspapers would be sufficient at this time. 94 
L. D. McAlister, managing editor of the Atlanta (Ga.) Journal, said he 
has seen no reason to teach courses in new tec~nology. He said teaching 
of the new technology should be the job of the newspapers. The journa-
lism educators should concentrate on teaching.editing and reporting, 
d . McAl" 95 accor 1ng to 1ster. At the AN:PA.Foundation conferences in Reston, 
Va., a majority of journalism educators. favored some hands-on instruc-
tion for familiarization with the equipment, but chiefly students should 
be presented a description o( the systems and their capabilities. 
Other suggestions included a comprehensive overview of production sys-
tems, a course in computer progranuning as an elective to a requirement 
in mathematics and concentration upon the skills of editing and reporting 
96 
rather than on technology. 
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Newsmen not only have express.ed concern as to having students oper-
ate computerized newsroom equipment~ but they have expressed concern at 
the lack of understanding students seem to have in regard to the utili-
zation of the new technology •. Some newsmen have been concerned about 
the lack of understanding for newspapers to operate efficiently in a 
technological society. The editors at the Southern Newspaper Publishers 
Association (SNPA) symposium in June 1972 expressed a desire to have 
computer science included in required liberal arts courses. 97 As re-
ported in Chapter I, the Bennett study showed editors felt journalism 
graduates were not prepared in the understanding and utilization of the 
98 
new technology. The Associated Press Managing Editors Association re-
ported in a 1972 study that journalism school graduates complained that 
they did not receive up-to-date information regarding developments. in 
technology in the newsroom. 99 Colburn and Pauls. Swensson, executive 
director of the !ill Street Journal sponsored Newspaper Fund, Inc., 
cited the need for creating an awareness of managerial problems and re-
sponsibilities regarding computer technology among journalism students. 
Colburn stated that new technology will not replace human intelligence 
and that journalism education should train not only for new skills, but 
should do a better job of training the mind. "Humanistic understanding 
and insight must be blended with a grasp of our technological society," 
he stated.loo Swensson viewed the newsmen of tomorrow as being a dif-
ferent kind of administrators, men who will be much better students of 
news and news management. "Include under news management the capacity 
to use computers in the newsroom as well as the business side," he 
stated.lOl These views agreed with those of. Moyer 102 cited on page 30~ 
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While executives in the newspaper industry have been calling for greater 
emphasis upon management courses in journalism programs, citing new 
technological developments as but one reason for this emphasis, the per-
centage of journalism schools and departments offering management se-
quences dropped from 18.3 per cent to 8.3 per cent during the 1960s. 
A study by George Everett at the University of Iowa showed that 67 
journalism programs reported they were not offering management courses. 
Thirty-nine schools or departments. with one or more sequences accredited 
by ACEJ offered management courses and 18 with one or more accredited 
sequences did not. The study did not indicate which management courses 
were in news-editorial sequences. Forty-five of the management courses 
were in news-editorial sequences. Forty-five of the manag.ement course 
titles did have the word "Newspaper" in the title. Twenty-four of the 
67 not offering management courses did in the past and 20 had discon-
tinued the courses in the past 10 years. The 67 programs that have been 
offering courses in management reported 125 management courses, an 
average of 1.87 each. Reasons for not offering management courses in-
cluded lack of funds to support such courses, lack of personnel qualified 
to teach such courses, qualified personnel who cannot spare the time to 
teach the course, not consistent with the goals of the program and lack 
of s.tudent interest. Fourteen schools and departments which did not of-
fer management courses. and 22 which did off er management courses hoped 
to expand the number of management courses taught. Two programs that 
have been offering management courses planned to reduce the number. 103 
Maxwell E. McCombs warned that understanding and using the computer 
in the news~oom is not the only challenge computers have presented to 
prospective journalists. McCombs. said that government files and public 
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records, traditional sources of information, have been replaced com-
pletely by magnetic tape reels and record clerks by computer program-
mers. He has been of the opinion that as more emphasis has been placed 
upon in-depth and investigative reporting there should be an increase 
in emphasis placed upon educating prospective newsmen as to how to 
utilize computerized data as this data would be more readily available 
,. .. ,-,_ 
and a set of information could be collated rapidly in a meaningful man-
ner. McCombs said the reporter could be more creative and flexible in 
the gathering and reporting of news, but that the creativeness and 
flexibility would be lost unless the reporter knew.how to intelligently 
interrogate his technological news sources. The reporter also would be 
faced with legal and ethical problems, such as the right to use and the 
. f d . i . d 104 exercise o goo taste in us ng certain ata. 
The Philadelphia Inguirer'in 1973 published a series analyzing the 
Philadelphia court system. The reporters utilized comprehensive in-
vestigation and computer analysis of more than 1,000 persons accused of 
violent crimes in Philadelphia for their stories .•. A. special computer 
program was designed by a member of the Washington Bureau of Knight News-
! K . h N I h I . 105 papers; nc. nig t ewspapers, nc. owns t e nguirer. 
Educator Contacts with the Media 
One aspect of preparing students for careers in newspaper reporting, 
editing and management has been bringing students in contact with pro-
fessional newspapermen. Such contact has allowed students to learn from 
persons who have lived daily with the operations of newsrooms and with 
the interrogating of and gathering of information from technological 
news sources. As cited on page 34, one of the purposes of sequences 
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accredited by ACEJ has been to promote closer relationships between 
journalism education and media men to better meet the needs of the area 
the journalism school or department serves .• 106 In 1962 DeWitt C. Red-
dick, then president of the American Association of Schools and Depart-
ments of Journalism (AASDJ), called for more interchange between pro-
fessional media men and schools and departments of journalism. One of 
the reasons he cited for closer and greater contact was the advent of 
h 1 . . . 107 tee no ogy in mass communications .• Vincent S. Jones, executive di-
rector of.the Gannett Newspapers, stated in 1969 that there was too 
little contact between the men who teach journalism and those who em-
1 . l" d 108 p oy JOurna ism st~ ents. The lack of adequate communication be-
tween journalism schools and departments and newspapers was a major 
point cited at a June 1972 SNPA.Foundation symposium at the University 
of South Carolina. A conclusion reached at the symposium attended by 
journalism deans and department heads and newspaper editors was that 
more visits by newsmen to classes and more visits by professors and stu-
dents to newspapers should take place so students and instructors would 
know how things really have been in the newsroom. 109 The matter of 
instructors knowing how things really have been in the newsroom has been 
of concern to Curtis MacDougall, professor emeritus, Medill School of 
' Journalism, Northwestern (Illinois) University. He has maintained that 
journalism schools have been filling their faculties. with Ph.D.s who 
have been theory oriented and have little or no newsroom experience. 
The result has been an increasing gap between the reality of the pro-
f . 1 d . d d . . 110 essiona newsroom an reporting an e iting courses. 
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Cost to Journalism Programs 
Another gap between the reality of the newsroom and the classroom 
has been apparent when the matter of providing CRTs, VDTs and other 
computerized newsroom equipment for journalism students has been men-
tioned. William R. Lindley reported in 1970 that the teaching of 
typography meant the expense of maintaining laboratories and the added 
f k . . h d . . . 111 cost o eeping up wit pro uction innovations. Newspapers have 
112 
spent thousands of dollars to purchase and lease computers. Some 
educators at the ANPA convention in Reston, Va., suggested that the 
latest devices should be provided in journalism programs for teaching, 
but several pointed out that budgets for such equipment are tight or 
. 113 
non-existent. Dean John Paul Jones of the University of Florida 
College of Journalism & Communications said he has maintained a wait-
and-see attitude because the machinery has been changing too fast to 
make it practical to invest large sums of money for equipment which may 
b b 1 . 114 e o so ete in a year. Colburn, a strong believer in having journal-
ism programs provide students with computerized newsroom equipment, 
estimated that it would cost perhaps $400,000 to $500,000 to equip a 
journalism school for entry into the computerized newsroom technology, 
with perhaps an additional $ 25, 000 annually for supp lies, maintenance 
115 
and upkeep. For some years to come many institutions would not be 
able to or ready to make the financial and other commitments necessary 
k . h h 1 . 116 to eep pace wit t e computer revo ution. Colburn said that some 
way should be found to provide students with opportunities to operate 
new devices. He suggested that universities obtain advice on equip-
ment from the ANPA/RI, obtain some equipment from companies replacing 
theirs, solicit financial support from publishers. through the state 
43 
press associations and ''put leverage on the legislatures to appropriate 
money on the same basis as they did to equip expensive broadcast equip-
117 
ment. 11 One means journalism educators have to provide hands-on in-
struction of computerized newsroom equipment has been the Gannett News-
papers technology van. Gannett Personnel Director Gerald M. Sass 
learned during his 12,000-mile tour of a dozen journalism programs in 
1973 that journalism educators have been concerned about how to teach 
the new technology but believed that costly installations of fast-
changing equipment could not be economically justified. Sass reported 
his findings to the officers and trus.tees of the Gannett Foundation. 
The result was the funding by Gannett of $280,000 to construct and 
equip a mobile technological van, and an annual operating budget of 
$170,000. The van has electric typewriters, an OCR, VDTs, a keyboard 
photo headline machine, a darkroom with a camera able to reproduce an 
entire newspaper page and a small offset press capable of printing a 
bl "d . 118 ta 01 -size newspaper page. The van has begun what is expected to 
be a three-year tour of 100 or more journalism programs to provide jour-
nalism students with hands-on instruction in newspaper computer tech:-
119 
no logy. 
The pressure to provide instruction in the operation and utiliza-
tion of the computer has been upon all of higher education, not only 
journalism education. Many students in many disciplines would need to 
use the computer in their work. Computer efficiency has multiplied 
faster than costs. Initially the computer has been costly, but this 
cost could be reduced by the use of time-sharing. 120 A computer could 
be rented. The cost of the computer should include salaries of any 
personnel involved, training of faculty members who would operate and 
44 
utilize the computer, creation of programs, supplies, maintenance and 
h 1 f h k b h d . h 1 d . 121 t e va ue o t e space ta en y t e computer an perip era evices. 
Warren Agee, dean of the School of Journalism, University of Georgia, 
said that journalism programs might find administrators more receptive 
to big budget items such as OCRs if they showed that such equipment 
122 
could also be used by other departments. 
The improper use of the computer could, in a sense, increase the 
cost, as indicated by Thomas M. Gallie. 
In two months, one can train a bright high school graduate 
how to operate a large computer skillfully. Surely col-
leges should not concern themselves with this type of 
vocational training. To teach button-pushing as an intro-
duction to computing would be equivalent to beginning a 
college journalism curriculum with a course on the use 
and maintenance of the typewriter. Both computer button-
pushing and typing skills are very useful kinds of know-
ledge, but the former does not define a computer any more 
than the latter tells us what journalism is.123 
What the journalist should do in using the computer would be to 
think in terms of ideas. He should understand the computer is a lan-
guage, and he should know what the computer can do, how the computer can 
do it and how by expressing the ideas in a clear and forceful language 
h ld k h f h d . d k 124 e cou ma e t e computer per orm t e esire tas • 
A 1970 The Quill survey indicated the importance of costs to jour-
nalism educators as reflected in the response of 46 journalism school· 
deans and directors. Enrollments in 44 of the 46 schools increased an 
average of 78 per cent from 1966 to 1970; the average increase in faculty 
was to and one-half persons; in 20 of the 46 schools and departments the 
tight faculty personnel situation has meant staying with programs that 
have been developed previously and thus new ideas and innovations were 
slow to originate. The education problems in 31 of the programs were 
caused by a tight budget, at 22 by lack of staff, at 13 by low salaries 
45 
and at 23 by increased enrollment. A lack of classroom and journalism 
laboratory space was critical in nine schools. 125 Journalism enroll-
ments in the past 10 years have climbed from 14,624 to 48,327. 126 
The review of the literature indicates that some changes. have 
taken place and more would seem necessary if journalism education would 
have a place in the computer age of the newspaper industry. Professor 
Leslie G. Moeller of the University of Iowa journalism faculty wrote in 
1968 that if journalism schools were to take on a new approach to meet 
the needs of the computer age, substantial changes in curriculum em-
phasis were needed. He stated that it would mean a change in orienta-
tion for faculty, a mental retooling for and a supplementary education 
for faculty members. Moeller wondered if the sixth graders in 1968 
were learning to program FORTRAN, what about journalism faculty mem-
127 bers. 
Reports have indicated some efforts by journalism schools to pro-
vide instruction in newsroom computer technology to students at the 
journalism school and at commercial newspapers and that some journalism 
faculty members have attempted to upgrade their education in newsroom 
computer technology. Problems which have been reported as associated 
with instruction in newsroom technology have been high cost of the 
equipment, tight journalism program budgets, contacts between journalism 
programs and newspapers, faculty members adequately prepared in news-
room technology, space in journalism facilities and rising journalism 
enrollments. 
As reported previously newspapermen have disagreed as to what in-
struction in the new technology should be provided to journalism students. 
and how that instruction should be provided. Some have claimed hands-on 
46 
instruction has not been necessary, but that an awareness. of the new 
technology through explanation and the viewing of equipment in operation 
has been necessary. Newsmen do seem to agree that whatever instruction 
there has been has been inadequate. 
As yet there has been no single body of information gathered from 
journalism educators which has described what newsroom computer equip-
ment has been available to journalism school students, what instruction 
and how that instruction in newsroom technology has been offered, what 
instruction would be desirable and what instruction probably would be 
like in the future. There has been no single body of information 
gathered from journalism educators which has described how the provision 
~ of instruction in the new technology has been related to cost of equip-
ment, tight journalism budgets, contacts between journalism programs and 
newspapers, adequacy of faculty preparation in news technology, space 
in. the journalism facility and increasing journalism enrollments. No 
indication has been offered as to whether there is a difference between 
instruction in newsroom technology in accredited and non-accredited 
news-editorial sequences. At a time when there has been a need for and 
indications of a future need for newsmen who would be able to utilize 
newsroom computer technology, there has been lack of information 
gathered from journalism educators describing instruction in newsroom 
computer technology in news-editorial sequences in journalism depart-
ments, schools and colleges. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
This study was concerned with the lack of information as to the 
instruction which has been provided in newsroom computer technology in 
both the American Council on Education: in Journalism (ACEJ) accredited 
news-editorial sequences and the non-accredited news-editorial se-
quences in departments, schools and colleges of journalism in the 
United States. At present there has been no clearly defined body of 
information as to how students in ACEJ accredited and non-accredited 
news-editorial sequences in departments·, schools and colleges of jour-
nalism have been prepared in newsroom computer technology. This in-
vestigator designed this study to gather information which would pro-
vide a description of what instruction has been provided in newsroom 
computer technology in accredited and non-accredited news-editorial se-
quences and would offer a comparison of that instruction. The study 
was designed to gather opinions of top administrators of journalism 
programs in regard to problems confronting their programs in attempting 
to provide instruction in newsroom computer technology. The opinions 
of top administrators of programs having accredited news-editorial se-
quences were compared with the opinions of top administrators of pro-
grams having non-accredited news-editorial sequences. It was antici-
pated that data gathered in the study would provide information as to 
what top administrators believed· would be the ideal in offering 
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instruction in ~ewsroom computer technology and what instruction top 
administrators predicted would be offered in 1980 in newsroom computer 
technology. The gathering of such data allowed the investigator to 
compare what present instruction has been offered to what would be the 
ideal instruction offered to what has been predicted would be the in-
struction offered in 1980 in newsroom computer technology. The com-
parisons were offered within the accredited news-editorial sequences 
and within the non-accredited news-editorial sequences and between the 
accredited and non-accredited news-editorial sequences. The investiga-
tor gathered the information by sending survey questionnaires by mail 
to top administrators of journalism programs. The survey questionnaires 
employed demographic items, Likert scale items and open-ended items to 
gather the information. The study was designed to provide a clearly 
defined body of information describing instruction offered at present 
in newsroom computer technology in accredited and non-accredited news-
editorial sequences. The investigator anticipated that information and 
opinions gathered would allow for the drawing of conclusions which 
I 
would be helpful in the provision of instruction in newsroom computer 
technology in accredited and non-accredited news-editorial sequences in 
the future. 
The Subjects 
The subjects surveyed in this study were the top administrators of 
schools, departments and colleges of journalism which had accredited 
and non-accredited news-editorial sequences. The January 1974 Journal-
~ Educator reported there were 60 departments, schools and colleges of 
journalism which had ACEJ accredited news-editorial sequences, Fifty-
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nine of the accredited sequences were in undergraduate programs and one 
accredited sequence was in a graduate program. 1 All 60 of the top ad-
ministrators of the journalism programs which had ACEJ accredited news-
editorial sequences were surveyed in this study~ According to the 
January 1974 Journalism Educator there were 100 departments, schools 
and colleges of journalism which had non-accredited news-editorial se-
2 quences. The investigator selected at random 60 of the 100 top admini-
strators of journalism programs which have non-accredited news-editorial 
sequences as. subjects of this study. Each of the 100 journalism pro-
grams which had a non-accredited sequence was assigned a number from 1 
to 100 and 60 of these numbers were drawn at random. The 60 numbers 
drawn at random represented the top administrators of the 60 Journalism 
programs having non-accredited news-editorial sequences which were sur-
veyed in this study and which were matched with 60 subjects in like po-
sitions in the 60 journalism programs which had ACEJ accredited news-
editorial sequences. 
A top administrator of a school, department or college of journal-
ism had the title of dean, head, chairman or director of a school, de-
partment or college of journalism. A top administrator was neither a 
subordinate to nor supervised by any other member 1 of the journalism 
program faculty. The top administrator was in charge of and responsible 
for all of the instruction offered in all of the journalism program se-
quences, including the news-editorial sequences, was the supervisor of 
all journalism program faculty members and was responsible for their 
hiring, firing and class teaching assignments. 
As previously reported the study was limited to the 60 top admini-
strators of journalism which had ACEJ accredited news-editorial sequences 
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because there are 60 such programs and to 60 top administrators of jour-
nalism programs which had non-accredited news-editorial sequences be-
cause the investigator believed it was not necessary to survey the 100 
non-accredited news-editorial sequences to provide a representative de-
scription of instruction in newsroom computer technology in non-
accredited sequences. The investigator selected at random 60 top ad-
ministrators of journalism programs which had non-accredited news-
editorial sequences to match the 60 top administrators of journalism 
programs which had ACEJ accredited news-editorial sequences. 
The study included only journalism educators and not newspaper 
personnel because the study sought the descriptions, opinions and pre-
dictions of journalism educators in regard to newsroom computer tech-
nology instruction and not the descriptions, opinions and predictions of 
newspaper news personnel in regard to instruction in newsroom computer 
technology. The investigator wanted to provide a clearly defined body 
of information regarding instruction in newsroom computer technology ac-
cording to journalism educators, who have been responsible to provide 
such instruction, and not according to newspaper news personnel. 
The investigator assumed journalism educators were capable of de-
termining what instruction in newsroo~ computer technology was necessary 
to prepare students for positions on news staffs of commercial news-
p.apers. 
The investigator assumed the comparison between accredited and non-
accredited sequences would indicate the accredited sequences were off er-
ing students more exposure to and hands-on use of newsroom computer 
equip~ent and greater contact with professional newsmen than non-
accredited sequences because of various aspects, of a sequence being 
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accredited. 
The investigator assumed that the subjects to be surveyed will re-
spond to the questionnaire with objectivity and responsibility. Based 
upon this assumption the investigator deemed it upnecessary to reverse 
the direction of Likert scale item responses at any point or points in 
the survey questionnaire. All questionnaire Likert item responses were 
stated as Strongly Agree, Most Desirable, Most Likely and of Great Sig-
nificance from the left polar extreme to Strongly Disagree, Least De-
sirable, Least Likely and No Significance at the right polar extreme. 
The Instrument 
The investigator designed a six-part survey questionnaire. Part I, 
Characteristics of Responding Sequences, was structured to gather demo-
graphic information about news-editorial sequence faculty and courses 
and the availability of newsroom computer equipment to news-editorial 
sequence students. A five-point Likert scale with polar extremes was 
constructed and was used in Parts II, III, IV and V. Part II, Present 
Practices, was concerned with present instruction, Part III, Desirable 
Practices, was concerned with what would be desirable as to instruction, 
Part IV, Predicted Practices, was concerned with predictions as to what 
instruction would be in 1980 and Part V, Obstacles .!:2_ Present Practices, 
was concerned with obstacles which exist in the provision of instruction 
in newsroom computer technology at present. Part VI had three open-
ended items. The items asked top administrators for specific examples 
of present instruction, plans for future instruction and offered an op-
portunity to make any comments the top administrators choose. The 
questionnaire items were drawn from materials presented in Chapter I, 
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Introduction, and Chapter II, Review of the Literature, of this study~ 
Part I, Characteristics of Responding Sequences, of the question-
naire was structured to gather demographic information and information 
regarding certain aspects of the instruction offered at present in news-
room computer technology in the news-editorial sequence in journalism de-
partments, schools and colleges. Items were structured to gain informa-
tion as to the name of the university, the number of students enrolled 
in the news-editorial sequence, the number of faculty who taught courses 
in the news-editorial sequence, how many faculty were full-time, how many 
faculty were part-time, what was the academic rank held by full-time and 
part-time faculty, what was the highest degree held by full-time and 
part-time faculty, whether courses in repotting, editing, production/ 
typography and newspaper management were offered in the news~editorial 
sequence, which of the four courses were required, and in which of the 
four courses instruction was offered in newsroom computer technology, 
whether a course in computer science was required of all news-editorial 
majors and if yes what department offered the course under what title, 
whether the news-editorial sequence offered a course in newspaper 
technology and if it was required, what newsroom computer equipment 
was available to news-editorial sequence students, in what quantities 
the equipment was available and where the equipment was available, 
in the classroom, the laboratory and/or the student newspaper. Top 
administrators were asked whether news-editorial students have had an 
opportunity to have hands-on instruction with newsroom computer 
equipment at connnercial newspapers, whether news-editorial students 
have viewed newsroom computer equipment in operation at commercial 
newspapers and whether news-editorial students have been required to 
extract data from a computer for story assignments. If the answer to 
the preceeding three items was no, the top administrator was asked to 
explain briefly why. 
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A five-point Likert scale with polar extremes was constructed and 
was used to gather information in Parts II, III, IV and V of the ques-
tionnaire. Part II, Present Practices, of the questionnaire had items 
which were concerned with present instruction in newsroom computer 
technology in the news-editorial sequence in journalism departments, 
schools and colleges. The items were concerned with whether verbal ex-
planation of newsroom computer equipment was all that was necessary at 
this time, whether viewing newsroom computer equipment in operation was 
necessary at this time, whether hands-on instruction of newsroom com-
puter equipment was necessary at this time, whether electric typewriters 
should replace mechanical typewriters at this time, whether newsroom 
computer equipment such as CRTs, OCRs and VDTs were necessary at this 
time, whether contact between the journalism program and the newspapers 
was adequate and if the contact was adequate what programs and means 
were provided to achieve adequacy, and if the contact was not adequate 
what programs and means should be provided to achieve adequacy and 
whether the teaching of newsroom computer technology was the responsi-
bility of the newspapers, not the journalism programs. Top administra-
tors were asked to respond to each item by checking the most appropriate 
response on a five-point Likert scale of Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, 
Disagree and Strongly Disagree. 
Part III, Desirable Practices, of the questionnaire had items which 
were concerned with what instruction in newsroom computer technology was 
most desirable, that if the top administrator faced no obstacles what 
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instruction in newsroom computer technology in the news-editorial se-
quence in journalism departments, schools and colleges should and would 
be provided. The items were whether instruction in newsroom computer ... 
equipment should be provided by explanation, whether instruction in 
newsroom computer equipment should be provided by viewing newsroom com~ 
puter equipment in operation, whether instruction in newsroom computer 
equipment should be hands-on instruction, whether electric typewriters 
should replace mechanical typewriters, whether investment should be 
made in all kinds of newsroom computer equipment, whether news-editorial 
students should be required to extract data from computers for story 
assignments, whether a computer science course should be required, 
whether the news-editorial sequence should offer its own newspaper 
technology course, whether the news-editorial sequence should have a 
newspaper management course, whether news-editorial students should 
visit conunercial newspapers at off-peak hours to have hands-on instruc-
tion in newsroom computer equipment, whether contacts between the jour-
nalism program and newspapers should be increased and whether the 
teaching of newsroom computer technology should be the responsibility 
of the newspapers, not journalism programs. Top administrators were 
asked to assume that no obstacles would exist in the provision of in-
struct ion in newsroom computer technology and to respond on a five-point 
Likert scale of Most Desirable, Desirable, Neutral, Not Desirable and 
Least Desirable. 
Part IV, Predicted Practices, of the questionnaire had items whi:ch 
were concerned with what top administrators believed would be taking 
place in 1980 in the provision of instruction in newsroom computer 
technology in the news-editorial sequence in journalism departments, 
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schools and colleges. The items were concerned with whether instruction 
in newsroom computer equipment would be provided by explanation, whether 
instruction in newsroom computer equipment would be provided by viewing 
newsroom computer equipment in operation, whether instruction in news-
room computer equipment would be hands-on instruction in the journalism 
facility, whether electric typewriters would replace mechanical type-
writers, whether investments would be made in all kinds of newsroom com-
puter equipment, whether news-editorial students would be required to 
extract data from computers for story assignments, whether a computer 
science course would be required, whether the news-editorial sequence 
would have its own newspaper technology course, whether the news-
editorial students would visit commercial newspapers at off-peak hours 
to have hands-on instruction with newsroom computer equipment, whether 
contact between newspapers and the journalism program would increase and 
whether the teaching of newsroom computer technology would become the 
responsibility of the newspapers rather than journalism programs. Top 
administrators were asked to respond to each item by checking the most 
appropriate response on a five-point Likert scale of Most Likely, Likely, 
Neutral, Not Likely and Least Likely. 
Part V, Obstacles to Present Practices, of the questionnaire was 
concerned with the obstacles which confronted top administrators in the 
provision of instruction in newsroom computer technology at present in 
the news-editorial sequence in. journalism departments, schools and col-
leges. The items were concerned with the obstacles of cost of newsroom 
computer equipment, the journalism program budget, the competence of the 
faculty members in newsroom technology, contact between the newspapers 
and the journalism program, the lack of space in the journalism facility 
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and the increased enrollments in the journalism program. Top admini-
strators were asked to respond to each item by checking the most ap-
propriate response on a five-point Likert scale of Great Significance, 
Significance, Neutral, Little Significance and No Significance. 
Three open-ended items were the final part of the questionnaire. 
The first of the three items requested specific examples of instructional 
opportunities in newsroom computer use such as laboratory assignments 
and exercises, classroom assignments and exercises, visits to newspapers 
and visits by newsmen to the journalism program, and that appropriate 
assignments, exercises and other literature be sent to the researcher. 
The\second open-ended item requested information regarding plans for 
the provision of instruction in newsroom computer equipment by 1980. 
The researcher requested that pertinent and appropriate literature re-
garding these plans be returned with the questionnaire. The third open-
ended item asked top administrators to offer any connnents they wished to 
make. 
Reliability of the Instrument 
The reliability of the instrument was measured by the split-half 
procedure after all the results had been compiled. Two separate scores 
were derived, one by scoring the odd-numbered items of the instrument. 
Item 7 in Part II was omitted in measuring the instrument to provide an 
even number of items to correlate in measuring the reliability of the 
instrument. The Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula was used to compute 
the measure of reliability. 
The split-half reliability coefficient for the entire instrument 
was 0.9106. The split-half reliability coefficient for Part II was 
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0.5002; for Part III 0.8830; for Part IV 0.8913, and for Part V, 0.8101. 
Validity of the Instrument 
The validity of the instrument was measured by the procedure of 
content and logical validity before the survey questionnaire was mailed 
to top administrators. The survey questionnaire was submitted to a 
panel of experts. The panel of experts was comprised of four persons 
who had or were working toward graduate degrees in some areas of mass 
cormnunications and who have had newspaper experience and/or journalism 
teaching experience. 
Motivation to Respond 
Each questionnaire was accompanied by a cover letter which ex-
plained the purpose of the study, the structure of the questionnaire and 
' 
requested the co-operation of the top administrator. The letter em-
phasized the contribution the top administrator could make by providing 
information which would become part of a clearly defined body of infor-
mation as to how students in news-editorial sequences in journalism pro-
grams have been prepared in the use of newsroom computer technology and 
that this body of information would contribute to the providing of in-
struction in newsroom computer technology in the future. A place was 
provided on the last page of the questionnaire to allow the responding 
top administrator to indicate whether he wanted a report of the findings 
of the study. Each mailing to a top administrator included a self-
addressed stamped envelope which could be used to return the response. 
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Procedures 
A questionnaire was sent to the top administrators of the 60 de-
partments, schools and colleges of journalism which had ACEJ accredited 
news-editorial sequences and to the randomly selected 60 top admini-
strators of journalism departments, schools and colleges which did not 
have ACEJ accredited news-edftorial sequences. The first mailing was 
September 30, 1974, and brought responses from 46 top administrators. 
The first follow-up mailing was October 14, 1974, and brought responses 
from 24 top administrators. The second follow-up mailing was October 
31, 1974, and brought responses from 11 top administrators. A final 
mailing was sent November 27. This mailing included a post card which 
requested the top administrator to indicate that he was not going to 
respond and to return the postcard to the investigator by December 20, 
1974. The final mailing brought a response from 24 top administrators. 
Four accredited and three non-accredited top administrators reported 
they would not return the questionnaire. The four mailings brought 98 
usable responses of which four accredited and two non-accredited pro-
vided open-ended responses only. Usable accredited responses were 54 
of 60 (90 per cent) and usable non-accredited responses were 44 of 60 
(73 per cent). Total usable responses were 98 of 120 (82 per cent). 
An example of the cover letter, attached memoranda and post card have 
been presented in Appendix B and an example of the questionnaire has 
been presented in Appendix C. According to Fred N. Kerlinger, a mail 
questio~naire would be weak in regard to the possible lack of response 
and the inability to check the responses given. If a mail questionnaire 
was used very effort should be made to obtain returns of at least 80 to 
90 per cent or more of the population sampled. If such returns were 
lacking some effort should be made to learn something of the non-
3 
respondents. 
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The study was descriptive in nature. Demographic data were re-
ported in three sets of frequency tables, one for top administrators of 
accredited sequences, one for top administrators of non-accredited se-
quences and one for all top administrators, listing the number and per-
centages of responses to each item. Results of the Likert scale items 
were reported in three sets of frequency tables, one for top administra-
tors of accredited sequences, one for top administrators of non-
accredited sequences and one for all top administrators, for Present 
Practices, Desirable Practices, Predicted Practices and Obstacles to 
Present Practices. The frequency tables reported the number and per-
centage of responses to each of the five points on the Likert scale for 
each item by each group of top administrators. Each of the five points 
was assigned a numerical value and a mean score was reported for each of 
the items responded to by each of the three groups of top administrators. 
A value of five was assigned to Strongly Agree, Most Desirable, Most 
Likely and Great Significance; a value of four was assigned to Agree, 
Desirable, Likely and Significance; a value of three was assigned to 
Neutral; a value of two was assigned to Disagree, Not Desirable, Not 
Likely and Little Significance, and a value of one was assigned to 
Strongly Disagree, Least Desirable, Least Likely and No Significance. 
The responses to the first open-ended item were reported in three 
sets of frequency tables, one for the top administrators of accredited 
sequences, one for top administrators of non-accredited sequences and 
one for all top administrators as to the number and percentage of those 
utilizing laboratory exercises, those utilizing classroom assignments, 
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those utilizing visits to newspapers and those utilizing visits by news-
men to the journalism program. In addition to the tables, responses to 
the first open-ended item were reported in an appendix as submitted by 
the top administrators. Responses to the second open-ended item were 
reported in three sets of frequency tables, one for each group of top 
administrators as to the number of those who were planning to utilize 
laboratory exercises, those who were planning to utilize classroom as-
signments, those who were planning to utilize visits to newspaper news-
rooms and those who were planning to utilize visits by newspaper news-
men to classrooms. Responses to the second open-ended item were re-
ported in an appendix as submitted by the top administrators. The re-
sponses to the third open-ended item were reported in an appendix as 
submitted by top administrators. 
Analysis of the Data 
The analysis was descriptive in nature. The investigator reported 
how many responses to each of the Characteristics of R.esE_onding Se-
quences items and what the responses•to these items were according to 
top administrators of accredited news-editorial sequences, top admini-
strators of non-accredited sequences and all top administrators. The 
investigator reported the average number of students enrolled in the 
sequence, the average number of faculty who taught in the sequence, the 
average full-time and the average part-time faculty members who taught 
in the sequence, the average number of degrees held by full-time and 
part-time faculty members who taught in the sequence, the number of 
news-editorial sequences which offered reporting, editing, production/ 
typography and newspaper management, the numbet of news-editorial 
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sequences which required reporting, editing, production/ 
typography and newspaper management, the number of reporting courses, 
editing courses, production/typography courses and newspaper management 
courses which offered instruction in newsroom computer technology, how 
many sequences required computer science of sequence majors and through 
what departments and under what titles computer science is offered, how 
many sequences offered a course in newspaper technology and if offered 
whether the course is required, how many sequences had electric type-
writers, Cathode Ray Tubes, Video Display Terminals, Optical Character 
Readers and/or scanners which have been available to news-editorial 
majors, the average quantity in which electric typewriters and each 
piece of newsroom computer equipment have been available, how many se-
quences have had electric typewriters and the computer equipment avail-
able in the classroom, laboratories and/or the student newspaper, how 
many sequences have provided opportunities for students to observe the 
computer equipment in operation at connnercial newspapers, how many se-
quences have provided students the opportunity to have hands-on in-
struction in computer equipment at connnercial newspapers, if students 
have not had the opportunity to observe and/or to have hands-on in-
struction at connnercial newspapers the major reason for this lack of 
opportunity, and how many sequences required students to extract data 
from computers for story assignments, and if this is not required what 
the major reason was for not requiring it. In instances where an 
average was reported the investigator also reported the median, the 
mode, and the range. The reporting of this data in frequency tables 
for top administrators of journalism programs with accredited sequences, 
top administrators of journalism programs with non-accredited sequences 
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and all top administrators of journalism programs allowed for the making 
of comparisons between and among the three categories. 
The reporting of the number and percentages of responses to each 
of the five points on the Likert scale items and the reporting of a 
mean score for each of the Likert scale items in frequency tables for 
each of the three categories of top administrators allowed the making 
of comparisons of the number, percentage and mean score between and 
among each of the three top administrator categories in regard to 
Present Practices, Desirable Practices, Predicted Practices and Ob-
stacles to Present Practices. The reporting of the number and per-
centage and the mean score allowed the investigator to present compari-
sons within each category of top administrators in regard to Present 
Practices, Desirable Practices, Predicted Practices and Obstacles to 
Present Practices. 
The reporting of responses to the first two open-ended items by 
number in frequency tables for each of the three categories of top ad-
ministrators allowed for the making of comparisons between and among 
each of the categories as to present utilization of laboratory exer-
cises, classroom assignments, visits to newspapers and visits by news-
men to classrooms and to the making of comparisons between and among 
each of the categories as to planned utilization of laboratory exer-
cises, classroom assignments, visits to newspapers and visits by news-
men to classrooms. The reporting of numbers allowed the making of com-
parisons between present utilization and planned utilization within 
each of the three categories of top administrators. In addition to the 
tables the responses ttere reported in appendices as submitted by the 
top administrators. 
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The responses to the third open-ended item were reported in an ap-
pendix as submitted by the top administrators. The responses were 
read closely to determine if any prominent or corrnnon line of thought 
regarding newsroom computer instruction was offered, and this line of 
thought was reported. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The four mailings brought usable responses, either in total or in 
part, from 54 of the 60 (90 per cent) of the top administrators that 
had American Council on Education for Journalism (ACEJ) accredited news-
editorial sequences and 44 of 60 (73 per cent) of the top administrators 
that did not have accredited news-editorial sequences. Four top ad-
ministrators of accredited news-editorial sequences and two top ad-
ministrators of non-accredited news-editorial sequences provided only 
open-ended responses. Total usable responses, either in total or in 
part, were received from 98 of 120 (82 per cent) of the top administra-
tors of journalism programs that had news-editorial sequences. 
This chapter has been divided into eight parts, Characteristics of 
Responding Sequences, Present Practices, Desirable Practices, Predicted 
Practices, Obstacles to Present Practices, Present Descriptions of In-
struction, 1980 Descriptions of Instruction and Connnents. In each part, 
with the exception of Connnents, each question has been stated, it has 
been followed by a table which has reported the responses to the ques-
tion and the table has been followed by a narrative which has summari-
zed and concluded what has been reported in the table. In Comments 
the question has been stated and has been followed by a summary and 
conclusion of all the responses. Where an open-ended response has been 
gathered the question has preceded the summary and conclusion of all 
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the responses to that question. Individual responses to each of the 
open-ended questions have been presented in appendices. 
Part I, Characteristics of Responding Sequences 
The first question asked for the name of the responding university. 
·Question 2: Number of students in news-editorial sequence. 
TABLE I 
STUDENT ENROLLMENT IN NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE 
Total 
Respondents Students Mean Median Mode Range 
Accredited 50 10,234 204.08 200 90,200,300 39-525 
Non-Accredited 42 5,362 127.60 86 60,150 30-350 
All 92 15,596 169.63 150 150,200 30-52.5 
Student enrollments in accredited news-editorial sequences seemed 
greater than student enrollments in non-accredited news-editorial se-
quences. The mean scores in Table I indicated that for every 1% stu-
dents enrolled in accredited sequences, there was 1 student enrolled in 
non•accredited sequences. The medians suggested accredited sequences 
had student enrollments which have been more than twice as large as non-
accredited sequences and the modes suggested that the most frequently 
occurring student enrollments in accredited sequences have been between 
1% to 2 times as great as' the most frequently occurring student enroll-
ments in non-accredited sequences. The range indicated that the 
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enrollment in the smallest sequences was approximately the same. How-
ever, the range indicated the largest accredited sequence had l~ times 
the enrollment of the largest non-accredited sequence. 
Question 3~ Number of faculty teaching courses in news-editorial 
sequence. 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
TABLE II 
FACULTY TEACHING COURSES IN NEWS-
EDITORIAL SEQUENCE 
Respondents 
50 
42 
92 
Faculty 
524 
229 
753 
Mean 
10.48 
5.45 
8.18 
Median 
10 
5 
7 
Mode 
5 
5 
5 
Range 
3-29 
1-18 
1-29 
The mean scores and the medians indicated there are approximately 
twice as many faculty members teaching courses in accredited news-
editorial sequences as teaching courses in non-accredited news-
editorial sequences. The modes suggested the most frequent number of 
faculty members teaching in either of the sequences has been five. The 
range indicated the smallest number of faculty and the largest number 
of faculty teaching courses in accredited sequences were each greater 
than the smallest and largest number in the non-accredited sequences. 
Question 4~ Number of full-time faculty in news-editorial 
sequence. Number of part-time faculty in news-
editorial sequence. 
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TABLE III 
FULL-TIME FACULTY IN NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE 
Full-time 
Respondents Faculty Mean Median Mode Range 
Accredited 49 370 7.55 6 5 2-20 
Non-Accredited 42 140 3.47 3 2 1-8 
All 91 516 5.67 5 2 1-20 
The mean scores and the medians suggested accredited news-
editorial sequences have had twice as many full-time faculty members as 
the non-accredited news-editorial sequences. The modes suggested that 
the most frequent number of full-time faculty members in accredited 
news-editorial sequences has been 2~ times as great as the most frequent 
number of full-time faculty in the non-accredited sequences. The range 
seemed to support the ratio of twice as many to 2~ times as many full-
time faculty members in accredited sequences compared to non-accredited 
sequences. 
TABLE IV 
PART~TIME FACULTY IN NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE 
Part-time 
Respondents Faculty Mean Median Mode Range 
Accredited 43 176 4.09 3 3 1-20 
Non-Accredited 37 93 2.51 2 1 1-16 
All 80 269 3.36 3 3 1-20 
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The mean scores and the median indicated that accredited news-
editorial sequences have had l~ part-time faculty members for every 1 
part-time faculty member non-accredited news-editorial sequences have 
had. The modes suggested that the most frequent number of part-time 
faculty accredited news-editorial sequences have had has been 3 times 
as great the number of part-time faculty the non-accredited news-
editorial sequences have had. The range indicated that accredited se-
quences tended to use a greater number of part-time faculty than non-
accredited sequences. 
Question 5: Number of full-time faculty holding rank of pro-
fessor, associate professor, assistant professor, 
instructor. Number of part-time faculty holding 
rank of professor, associate professor, assistant 
professor, instructor, other. 
TABLE V 
ACADEMIC RANK OF FULL-TIME FACULTY 
Full-time 
ResEondents Professor Mean Median Mode Range 
Accredited 48 132 0.75 2 2 0-12 
Non-Accredited 26 21 0.81 1 1 0- 2 
All 74 153 2.06 2 1 0-12 
Full-time 
Assoc. Prof. 
Accredited 47 131 2.78 2 2 0-10 
Non-Accredited 34 45 1.32 1 1 0- 5 
All 81 176 2.17 2 1 0-15 
Full-time 
Asst. Prof~ 
Accredited 48 132 2.75 2 2 0- 8 
Non-Accredited 35 70 2.00 1 1 0- 6 
All 83 202 2.49 2 1 0- 8 
Full-time 
Instructor 
Accredited 24 47 1.95 2 1 0- 6 
Non-Accredited 24 33 1.37 1 1 0- 6 
All 48 80 1.66 1 1 0- 6 
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The mean scores of reports of full-time faculty rank suggested that 
accredited news-editorial sequences have had a better than 3 to 1 ratio 
at the full professor rank and a better than 2 to 1 ratio at the asso-
ciate professor rank compared to non-accredited news-editorial sequences. 
At the assistant professor rank accredited sequences have had slightly 
less than 1\ assistant professors for every 1 assistant professor in 
non-accredited sequences. At the instructor rank the accredited se-
quences have had slightly more than an additional one-half faculty mem-
ber compared to the non-accredited sequences. 
The medians indicated that accredited sequences have had 2 full-
time professors at each rank compared to 1 for non-accredited sequences. 
The modes suggested the most frequent number of full-time faculty mem-
bers at each professorial rank in accredited sequences has been 2 com-
pared to 1 in non-accredited sequences. The modes suggested the most 
frequent number of full-time faculty at the instructor level in either 
sequence has been one. The ranges indicated that the most full-time 
professors employed in an accredited sequence was 6 ti.mes as great as 
in a non-accredited sequence, at the full-time associate professor rank 
in an accredited sequence it was 2 times as great as i.n a non-accredited 
sequence and at the full-time assistant professor rank in an accredited 
sequence it was 1 1/3 times as great as in a non-accredited sequence. 
The range at the full-time instructor level indicated no difference. 
The mean scores of reports of part-time faculty rank suggested that 
non-accredited news-editorial sequences have had an additional one-half 
more part-time faculty member at the rank of full professor and an ad-
ditional one-quarter more part-time faculty member at assistant profes-
sor than accredited news-editorial sequences and the accredited se-
quences have had approximately an additional one-half more part-time 
faculty at the instructor rank and almost 2 additional part-time faculty 
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at the rank of other than the non-accredited sequences. No difference 
was suggested at the rank of associate professor. The median indicated 
no differences except at the rank of assistant professor where accredited 
sequences have had 2 part-time faculty compared to 1 for the non-
accredited sequence. The mode suggested the most frequent number of 
part-time faculty has been in the non-accredited sequence at the rank 
of other, three. The modes were one at all ranks of accredited se-
quences. The ranges indicated that the most part-time assistant profes-
sors employed in a non-accredited sequence was almost twice as great as 
in an accredited sequence and at the part-time instructor rank in a non-
accredited sequence it was slightly less than l~ times as great as in a.n 
accredited sequence. The range indicated the most part-time others in 
an accredited sequence was almost 3 times as great as in a non-
accredited sequence. The 'table indicated the rank most often assigned 
to part-time faculty has been other and instructor. 
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TABLE VI 
ACADEMIC RANK OF PART-TIME FACULTY 
Part-Time 
Respondents Professor Mean Median Mode Range 
Accredited 4 4 1.00 1 1 
Non-Accredited 2 3 1.50 
All 6 7 1.16 1 1 
Part-Time 
Assoc. Prof. 
Accredited 2 2 1.00 1 
Non-Accredited 6 6 1.00 1 1 
All 8 8 1.00 1 1 
Part-Time 
Asst. Prof. 
Accredited 9 17 1.88 2 1 1-4 
Non-Accredited 8 17 2 .13 1 1 1-7 
All 17 34 2,00 1 1 1-7 
Part-Time 
Instructor 
Accredited 17 45 2.64 2 1 1-5 
Non-Accredited 15 34 2.26 2 1,2 1-7 
All 32 79 2.46 2 1 1-7 
Part-Time 
Others 
Accredited 23 116 5.04 3 1 1-20 
Non-Accredited 10 31 3.10 3 3 1- 7 
All 33 147 4.45 3 1,3 1-20 
Question 6: Number of full-time faculty whose highest 
Doctorate, Masters, Bachelors, No Degree. 
part-time faculty whose highest degree is 
Masters, Bachelors, No Degree. 
TABLE VII 
DEGREE HELD BY FULL-TIME FACULTY 
Full-time 
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degree is 
Number of 
Doctorate, 
Respondents Doctorates Mean Median Mode Range 
Accredited 49 191 3.89 4 1 0-13 
Non-Accredited 32 60 1.87 2 1 0- 5 
All 81 251 3.09 2 1 0-13 
Full~time 
Masters 
Accredited 47 205 4.36 4 4 0-13 
Non-Accredited 41 89 2.17 2 2 0- 6 
All 88 294 3.34 2 2 0-13 
Full-time 
Bachelors 
Accredited 24 36 1.50 1 1 0- 4 
Non-Accredited 12 13 1.08 1 1 0- 2 
All 36 49 1.36 1 1 0- 4 
The mean scores and the medians indicated accredited news-
editorial sequences have had 2 full-time faculty members with a doctor-
ate for every 1 full-time faculty member in non-accredited sequences, 
and 2 full-time faculty members with a masters for every 1 in a non-
accredited sequence. The mean scores suggested accredited sequences 
have had l~ bachelors degrees for every 1 in non-accredited sequences. 
The median suggested each sequence has had one bachelors degree. The 
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mode suggested the most frequent held degree in accredited sequences 
has been the masters, four, twice as. many as in non-accredited se-
quences. The ranges indicated that the most doctorates held by full-
time faculty in an accredited sequence was almost 3 times as great as 
in a non-accredited sequence, the most masters held in an accredited 
sequence was slightly more than 2 times as great as in a non-accredited 
sequence and the most bachelors held in an accredited sequence was 2 
times as great a~"'"\n a non-accredited sequence. The table indicated the 
highest degree held by most full-time faculty members has been the 
masters. 
TABLE VIII 
DEGREE HELD BY PART-TIME FACULTY --·. 
Part-time 
Respondents Doctorates Mean Median Mode Rarig'e 
Accredited 9 14 1.55 1 1 1- 5 
Non-Accredited 3 4 1.33 1 1 1- .2 
All 12 18 l.50 1 1 1- 5 
Part-time 
Masters 
Accredited 33 91 2.75 2 2 1- 7 
Non-Accredited 25 62 2.48 2 2 1-12 
All 58 153 2.63 2 2 1-12 
Part-time 
Bachelors 
Accredited 30 79 2.63 2 1 1-10 
Non-Accredited 14 30 2.14 1 1 1- 6 
All 44 109 2.47 2 1 1-10 
Part-time 
No degree 
Accredited 5 5 1 1 1 
Non-Accredited 2 3 1.5 
All 7 8 1.14 1 1 
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The mean scores indicated accredited editorial sequences have had 
an additional one-quarter doctorate, an additional one-quarter masters, 
an additional one-half bachelors. and an additional one-half members with 
no degree on the part-time faculty compared to non-accredited sequences. 
The medians suggested no difference except at the bachelors level where 
there have been 2 part-time bachelors in accredited sequences compared 
to 1 in non-accredited sequences. No differences. were suggested by the 
modes. The ranges indicated the most ·part-time faculty members holding 
doctorates in an accredited sequence was 2\ times as great as in a non-
accredited sequence and the most part-time faculty members holding 
bachelors degrees in an accredited sequence was slightly less than 
twice as great as in a non-accredited sequence. The range indicated 
the most part-time masters. held in a non-accredited sequence was slightly 
less. than twice as great as in an accredited sequence. 
Question 7: Check which of the following courses are offered in 
the news-editorial sequence. Reporting, Editing, 
Production/Typography, Newspaper Management. 
Accredited 
TABLE IX 
NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCES OFFERING REPORTING, 
EDITING; PRODUCTION/TYPOGRAPHY, 
NEWSPAPER MANAGEMENT COURSES 
Off er Off er Offer 
Res:eondents Re:eort ins. Edi tins Prod£T:>!:J2. 
50 50 ( 1001.) 50 ( 1001.) 34 ( 68'1.) 
Non-Accredited 42 42 (100%) 42 (100%) 24 (S?'Ye) 
All 92 92 (100%) 92 ( 100%) 58 (63%) 
Offer 
News Mgt, 
29 (58%) 
11 (26'Y.) 
40 (43%) 
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The table reported all accredited and non-accredited news-
editorial sequences have been offering reporting and editing courses, 
more than twice as many accredited sequences as non-accredited sequences 
have been offering courses in newspaper management and 10 more ac-
credited sequences than non-accredited sequences have been offering 
production/typography courses. The newspaper management cours.e has 
been the least offered course in each sequence. 
Question 8: Check which courses are required in the news-editorial 
sequence, Reporting, Editing, Production/Typography, 
Newspaper Management. 
TABLE X 
NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCES REQUIRING REPORTING, 
EDrTING, PRODUCTION/TYPOGRAPHY, 
NEWSPAPER MANAGEMENT 
Require Require Require Require 
Respondents Reporting Editing Prod/Typ. News Mgt. 
Accredited 50 50 ( 100%) 49 (98%) 19 (38%) 4 (8%) 
Non-Accredited 42 42 (100%) 42 ( 100"/o) 11 (26%) 4 ( 1010) 
All 92 92 ( 100%) 91 (99%) 30 (33'7o) 8 (9%) 
The table reported all accredited and non-accredited news-
editorial sequences have been requiring reporting, and all but one ac-
credited sequence and all non-accredited sequences have been requiring 
editing. The table reported 12 percent more accredited sequences than 
non-accredited sequences require a production/typography course and 2 
per cent more non-accredited sequences than accredited sequences 
require a newspaper manag~ent course. The table suggested that re-
porting and editing is required in almost all sequences, typography/ 
production is required in one of every three sequences and newspaper 
management in less than one in every 10 sequences. 
Question 9: In which courses is instruction in newsroom tech-
nology offered. Reporting, Editing, Production/ 
Typography, Newspaper Management. 
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Table XI reported instruction in newsroom technology has been of-
fered mostly in editing courses in both the accredited news-editorial 
sequences (82 per cent) and the non-accredited sequences (80 per cent). 
Production/typography courses have been second to the editing courses 
in the offering of instruction in newsroom technology in both the ac-
credited (51 percent) and the non-accredited (40 per cent) sequences. 
Instruction has been offered least in newspaper management courses in 
both the accredited (33 per cent) and the non-accredited (15 per cent) 
sequences. 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
TABLE XI 
REPORTING, EDITING, PRODUCTION/TYPOGRAPHY, 
NEWSPAPER MANAGEMENT COURSES OFFERING 
INSTRUCTION IN NEWSROOM TECHNOLOGY 
Instruct Instruct Instruct 
in· in in 
Respondents Reporting Editing Prod/Typ. 
49 22 ( 45'7.) 40 ( 82'7.) 25 ( 51'7.) 
40 11 ( 28'7.) 32 ( 80'7.) 16 ( 40'7.) 
89 33 (37io) 72 ( 8 lio) 41 ( 46'7.) 
Instruct 
in 
News Mgt. 
16 (33'7.) 
6 (15io) 
22 ( 25'7.) 
Question 10: A course in computer science is required of all 
news-editorial majors. Yes, No. If the answer 
is Yes, please indicate the title of the course 
and the department offering the course. 
TABLE XII 
NEWS ... EDITORIAL SEQUENCES REQUIRING MAJORS 
TO HAVE COURSE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
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Respondents Yes, Require Course 
No, Do Not 
Require Course 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
50 
42 
92 
0 ( O/o) 
1 (2%) 
1 ( l/o) 
50 (100/o) 
41 (98/o) 
91 (99/o) 
The table reported one per cent of all news-editorial sequences 
have required their majors to take a computer science course. The 
table reported one non-accredited sequence and no accredited sequence 
have required their news-editorial majors to take a computer science 
course. Two sequences reported they reconnnended computer science 
courses, one reported a computer science source is available as a 
general education course and a fourth reported such a requirement was 
being considered. 
Question 11: A course in newspaper technology is offered in 
the news-editorial sequence: Yes, No. 
TABLE XIII 
NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCES OFFERING NEW TECHNOLOGY 
COURSE IN NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE 
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Respondents Offer Course Do Not Offer Course 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
50 
39 
89 
5 (10%) 
5 ( 1370) 
10 ( ll%) 
45 (90%) 
34 (87%) 
79 (89%) 
The table reported ll per cent of all news-editorial sequences 
have offered new technology courses in the news-editorial sequence. A 
greater percentage (13 per cent) of non-accredited sequences than ac-
credited sequences (10 per cent) have offered such a course. 
Question 12: If the answer to 11 is Yes, is the course re-
quired. Yes, No. 
TABLE XIV 
NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCES REQUIRING MAJORS TO 
TAKE NEW TECHNOLOGY COURSE 
Respondents Require Course Do Not Require Course 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
5 
5 
10 
1 ( 2070) 
2 (40%) 
3 (30%) 
·• 
4 (80%) 
3 (60%) 
7 (70%) 
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The table reported·. 70 per. cent of all news-editorial sequences do 
not require their majors to take the news-editorial new technology 
course. A greater percentage (40 per cent) of non-accredited sequences 
than accredited sequences (20 per cent) required .their majors· to take 
sucl;i a course. 
Question 13: Check which newsroom equipment is available to 
news-editorial sequence majors on campus. 
Electric Typewriters., Cathode Ray Tube (CRT), 
Vide·o Display Terminal (VDT), Optical Charac-
ter Reader (OCR), Scanner. 
TABLE XV 
TECHNOLOGICAL NEWSROOM EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
TO NEWS-EDITORIAL MAJORS ON CAMPUS 
Electric 
Respondents Typewriter CRT VDT OCR Scanner 
Accredited 50 25 (50%) 5(10%) ll(22%) 1(2%) 
Non-Accredited 42 13 (31%) 5(12%) 3(10%) 1(2%) 1(2%) 
All 92 38 (41%) 10( 11/'o) 14( 15%) 2(2%) 1( l/'o) 
The table indicated most news-editorial sequences did not have 
technological newsroom equipment available on campus for news-editorial 
sequence majors. The equipment available most was the electric type-
writer. Twenty-five (50 per cent) accredited sequences and 13 (31 per 
cent) non-accredited sequences reported having electric typewriters 
available for majors on campus. The next most available equipment was 
the Video Display Terminal (VDT). Fifteen per cent of all sequences, 
more than twice as many accredited, sequences (22 per cent) as non-
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accredited sequences (10 per cent), reported VDTs have been available. 
Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT) have been available on 11 per cent of the cam-
puses, slightly more have been available in non-accredited sequences. 
(12 per cent) than accredited sequences (10 per cent). Optical Charac-
ter Readers (OCR) and scanners have been available in two per cent. or 
less of the sequences. 
Question 14: In what quantities is newsroom equipment avail-
able: Electric Typewriters, CRT, VDT, OCR, 
Scanner 
Table XVI suggested technological newsroom equipment has been 
available in small quantities and accredited news-editorial sequences 
have had more equipment than non-accredited sequences. The mean scores 
of electric typewriters suggested an accredited sequence had less than 
30 typewriters and a non-accredited sequence less than seven. The 
medians were 16 for accredited and four for non-accredited se~uences 
and the modes indicated the most frequent number of typewriters had by 
accredited sequences was six and by non-accredited sequences four. The 
mean scores suggested that both sequences have had less than two CRTs 
and less than two VDTs available. The medians and modes indicated the 
availability of the VDTs and the CRTs has not exceeded two in either 
s-equence. 
TABLE XVI 
AVAILABILITY OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
NEWSROOM EQUIPMENT 
Electric 
Respondents Typewriters Mean Median Mode Range 
Accredited 23 638 27.78 16 6 2-200 
Non-Accredited 12 79 6.58 4 4 1- 28 
All 35 717 20.48 12 20 1-200 
CRT 
Accredited 5 9 1.80 2 1,2 1- 3· 
Non-Accredited 4 5 1.25 1 1 1- 2 
All 9 14 1.55 1 1 1- 3 
VDT 
Accredited 10 19 1.90 1 1 1- 5 
Non-Accredited 2 3 1.50 1- 2 
All 12 22 1.83 1 1 1- 5 
The means and medians indicated an accredited sequence has had 
about 4 times as many electric typewriters as a non-accredited sequence 
and the mode indicated the most frequent number of electric typewriters 
had by an accredited sequence was l~ as many as the most frequent num-
ber of electric typewriters had by a non-accredited sequence. The mean 
scores suggested an accredited sequence has approximately one-half more 
VDTs and CRTs than a non-accredited sequence which is supported by the 
modes for CRTs but not for VDTs. One accredited sequence and one non-
accredited sequence each reported having one OCR and one non-accredited 
sequence had all three scanners reported. The ranges supported the 
indication that equipment has been available in small quantities and 
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that accredit-ed sequenees have had more equipment than non-accredited 
sequences. The greatest difference is that the most electric type-. 
writers had by an accredited sequence was 7 times as. great as the most 
electric typewriters had by a non-accredited sequence. 
Question 15: Where is the newsroom equipment available: 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
Electric typewriters in classroom, labora-
tories, student newspaper. CRT in class-
room, laboratories, student newspaper. 
OCR in classroom, laboratories, student 
newspaper. Scanner in classroom, labora-
tories, student newspaper. 
TABLE XVII 
LOCATION OF AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGICAL 
NEWSROOM EQUIPMENT 
Electric Typewriter Electric Typewriter Electric Typewriter 
Classroom Laboratory Student Paper 
11 18 7 
3 10 5 
14 28 12 
CRT-Classroom CRT-Laboratory CRT-Student Newspaper 
3 4 
2 1 1 
2 4 5 
VDT-Classroom VDT-Laboratory VDT-Student Newspaper 
1 7 3 
1 1 
2 8 3 
The table reported the distribution of technological equipment 
among the classroom, laboratories and student newspaper. Electric 
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typewriters and VDTs have been located most often in the laboratories 
and CRTs most often in the student newspaper. 
In four accredited news-editorial sequences the same electric 
typewriters have served in both a classroom and laboratory situation 
and in one instance have served in both a student newspaper and a labor-
atory situation. In one accredited sequence the same CRT has served 
the laboratory and the student newspaper. The one OCR reported in an 
accredited sequence was in the student newspaper. In three non-
accredited sequences the same electric typewriters have served in the 
classroom, laboratory and student newspaper. In one non-accredited se-
quence the same CRT has served in the laboratory and the student news-
paper. The one OCR reported by a non-accredited sequence was. located 
in the student newspaper and the three scanners reported were located 
in the laboratory situation. 
Question 16: Have news-editorial majors seen newsroom computer 
equipment in operation at commercial newspapers7 
Yes, No. 
TABLE XVIII 
NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCES WITH MAJORS HAVING 
SEEN EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION AT 
COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPERS 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
Respondents 
50 
40 
90 
.. 
. 
.. 
Yes 
47 (94/o} 
37 (93%) 
84 (93/o) 
No 
3 (6%) 
3 ( 7°/.,) 
6 ( 7/.) 
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The table reported 93 per cent of all news-editorial sequences, 94 
per cent of the accredited and 93 per cent of the non-accredited se-
quences, have had their news-editorial majors view newsroom computer 
equipment in operation at connnercial newspapers. 
Question 17: Have news-editorial majors had an opportunity 
to. have hands-on instruction in newsroom com-
puter equipment at connnercial newspapers? 
Yes, No. 
TABLE XIX 
NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCES WITH MAJORS HAVING 
HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION AT 
COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPERS 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
Respondents 
50 
40 
90 
Yes 
14 ( 28/o) 
8 ( 20%) 
22 (25%) 
No 
36 (72/o) 
32 (80'i'o) 
68 (7 5%) 
The table reported that one in four (25 per cent) news-editorial 
sequences have had majors who have had hands-on instruction in newsroom 
computer equipment at connnercial newspapers. More accredited sequences 
(28 per cent) reported majors have had the opportunity for hands-on in-
struction at connnercial newspapers than did non-accredited sequences 
(20 per cent). 
Question 18: If the answer to 16 and/or 17 is No, briefly 
explain why. 
The reason most cited as to why students have not seen equipment or 
had hands-on instruction at a connnercial newspaper was that the 
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equipment was not available at the local newspaper. In instances where 
students could see the equipment but not have hands-on instruction, the 
determining factor was the newspaper policy, in most instances set by 
the union, which did not allow hands-on use. Another factor was the 
number of students the newspaper had to acconnnodate. The absence of 
availability locally prompted some top administrators to report that 
they could not afford financially the expense of transporting students 
to the nearest plant equipped with newsroom computer equipment. Indi-
vidual responses have been placed in Appendix D. 
Question 19: News-editorial students are required to extract 
data from computers for story assignments? 
Accredited 
Non-Accredited 
All 
Yes, No. 
TABLE XX 
NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCES REQUIRING MAJORS 
TO EXTRACT DATA FROM COMPUTERS 
FOR STORY ASSIGNMENTS 
Respondents 
47 
39 
86 
Yes 
9 (19%) 
5 ( 13%) 
14 ( 16%) 
No 
38 (81%) 
34 (87%) 
72 (84%) 
The table reported less than one news-editorial sequence in five 
(16 per cent) has required majors to extract data from computers for 
story assignments. More accredited sequences (19 per cent) than non-
accredited sequences (13 per cent) have required majors to extract data 
for story assignments. 
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Question 20: If the answer to 19 is No, briefly explain why. 
The most cited reason for not having required majors to extract 
data from computers for story assignments has been the absence of a 
computer. The second most cited reason was that news-editorial programs 
have been designed to train newsmen not researchers or computer scien-
tists. Individual responses have been placed in Appendix E. 
Part II, Present Practices 
In Part II, top administrators checked the choice which was most 
appropriate in describing present instruction in newsroom computer 
technology. 
Item 1: Verbal explanation of newsroom computer equipment 
is a 11 that is neces s.ary at this time • 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XXI 
PRESENT APPROPRIATENESS OF VERBAL EXPLANATION 
AS ONLY MEANS OF INSTRUCTION 
Respond- Strongly 
ents Agree Agree Neutral Dil!lagree 
48 6( 12%) 3(6%) 29( 60%) 
40 10(25%) 4(10/o) 17(43/o) 
88 16( 18%) 7(8%) 46(52/o) 
Strongly 
Disagree 
10(21%) 
9( 22/o) 
19(22%) 
Mean 
2.10 
2.37 
2.22 
The table indicated that accredited and non-accredited sequences 
top administrators disagreed strongly that verbal explanation of news-
room computer equipment has been all that has been needed at this time. 
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No top administrator has expressed strong agreement. Mean scores sug-
gested that top administrators of accredited sequences disagreed more 
(2.10) than top administrators of non-accredited sequences (2,37). 
Item 2: Viewing newsroom computer equipment in operation is 
necessary at this time. 
TABLE XXII 
PRESENT APPROPRIATENESS OF VIEWING NEWSROOM 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION 
AS MEANS OF INSTRUCTION 
Respond- Strongly 
ents Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Accredited 49 19(39%) 21(43i.) 5(10%) 3(6%) 1(2%) 
Non-Acer, 41 12(29%) 24(58%) 3( 7%) 1(3%) 1(3%) 
All 90 31(35%) 45(50i.) 8{ 9%) 4(4%) 2(2%) 
The table indicated top administrators of accredited and non-
Mean 
4.10 
4.09 
4.-10 
accredited s.equences agreed viewing is necess~ry at this time. Two per 
cent of accredited and three per cent of the non-accredited top admini-
strators strongly disagreed and six per cent of the accredited and 
three per cent of the non-accredited top administrators disagreed as to 
the pres.ent necessity of viewing. The mean scores suggested strong 
agreement as to the present necessity for viewing between accredited 
(4.10) and non-accredited (4.09) top administrators. 
Item 3: Hands-on instruction of newsroom computer equipment 
is necessary at this time. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XXIII 
PRESENT APPROPRIATENESS OF HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION 
AS MEANS OF NECESSARY INSTRUCTION 
Respond- Strongly Strongly 
ents Agree Agree Neutral Disagree . Disagree 
48 6( 1270) 21( 4470) 11(23%) 10( 2170) 
40 11(28%) 16(40%) 7( 1870) 5(12%) 1(2%) 
88 17(19'10) 37(4370) 18(2070) 15( 177.) 1(1%) 
The mean scores indicated that top administrators in both $e-
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Mean 
3.47 
3.78 
3.61 
quences agreed (3.61) there has be:en .a need for hands-on instruction of 
newsroom computer technology, although non-accredited top administra-
tors (3,78) indicated a need for hands-on instruction more than ac-
credited top administrators (3 .47). One non-accredited and no ac-
credited top administrators strongly disagreed as to the present need. 
Item 4: Electric typewriters should replace mechanical 
typewriters at this time. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer, 
All 
TABLE XXIV 
PRESENT APPROPRIATENESS OF REPLACING MECHANICAL 
TYPEWRITERS WITH ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS 
Respond..; Strongly Strongly 
en ts Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree 
49 17(35%) 18(37%) 10(2070) 2( 4'7.) 2( 470) 
39 11(28%) 16(41%) 4(10%) 5( 1370) 3( 870) 
88 28(32%) 34(39%) 14( 1570) 7 ( 6'7.) 5(6%) 
Mean 
3.94 
3.69 
3.83 
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The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited•and 
non-accredited sequences (3.83) agreed there was a need to replace me-
chanical typewriters with electric typewriters at this time. The mean 
scores suggested the accredited top administrators (3.94) agreed more 
strongly than the non-accredited top administrators (3,69) of the need 
to replace mechanical typewriters with electric typewriters. Of all 
top administrators, 12 per cent disagreed and strongly disagreed as to 
the need to replace mechanical typewriters with electric typewriters. 
Item 5: Newsroom equipment such as CRTs, VDTs, OCRs and 
scanners are not necessary at this time. 
TABLE XXV 
PRESENT APPROPRIATENESS OF NECESSITY OF NOT 
HAVING NEWSROOM COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
Respond- Strongly 
en ts Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 
Accredited 46 1(2%) 10(22/o) 6(13%) 22(48%) 
Non-Acer. 41 1(2%) 13 ( 32/o) 5(12%) 15(37%) 
All 87 2( 2/o) 23( 28/o) 11( 12/o) 37(43%) 
Strongly 
Disagree 
7(15%) 
7(17/o) 
14(15/o) 
Mean 
2.47 
2.65 
2.56 
The mean scores suggested that all top administrators (2.56) dis-
agreed that newsroom computer equipment was not necessary at this time. 
Thirty per cent of all top administrators strongly agreed and agreed 
that newsroom computer equipment was not necessary at this time. The 
mean scores suggested that top administrators of accredited sequences 
disagreed more (2.47) than non-accredited sequence top administrators 
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(2.65) that newsroom computer equipment was not necessary at this time. 
Item 6: Contact between the journalism program and news-
papers is adequate. 
If the answer to 6 is Strongly Agree or Agree 
please briefly describe how adequacy is achieved: 
If the answer to 6 is Disagree or Strongly Dis-
agree please briefly describe what must be done 
to achieve adequate level of contact: 
Respond-
TABLE XXVI 
PRESENT ADEQUACY OF CONTACT BETWEEN 
JOURNALISM PROGRAM AND NEWSPAPERS 
Strongly Strongly 
en ts Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree Mean 
Accredited 47 9( 19%) 19(.40%) 9(19%) 8(17%) 2( 5%) 3.53 
Non-Acer. 40 6(15%) l8(45io) 3( 8%) 9(22%) 4(10%) 3.33 
All 87 15(17%) 37(43%) 12(14%) 17(19%) 6( 7%) 3.43 
The mean scores suggested all top administrators (3.43) agreed more 
than they disagreed that contact between the journalism program and the 
newspapers was adequate. The agreement of the adequacy of contact ap-
peared less strong among non-accredited sequences (3.33) than among ac-
credited sequences (3.53). Sixty per cent of :the non-accredited se-
quences top administrators strongly agreed and agreed that contact was 
adequate compared to 59 per cent of the accredited sequences top ad-
ministrators and 22 per cent of the accredited sequences top adminis-
trators disagreed and strongly disagreed that contact was adequate com-
pared to 32 per cent of the non-accredited sequences top administrators 
who disagreed and strongly disagreed that contact was adequate. 
"'."""~ 
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The reason most cited in describing contact as adequate was in-
ternships where news-editorial students work on newspapers. Other 
reasons were visits to classes by newsmen, visits to newspapers by the 
classes and having newsmen teach some courses in the journalism program. 
Internships were mentioned more often by top administrators of accredited 
sequences than non-accredited sequences. As to those who judges contact 
as inadequate, the major reason cited by non-accredited sequences top 
administrators was the lack of internships. The major reason cited by 
accredited s.equences top administrators was the distance from the jour-
nalism program to the nearest newspapers, particularly those newspapers 
with newsroom computer equipment. Individual responses have been pre-
sented in Appendix F. 
Item 7: Teaching of newsroom computer technology is the 
responsibility of the newspapers, not the jour-
nalism programs. 
Respond-
en ts 
Accredited 45 
Non-Acer. 41 
All 86 
TABLE XXVII 
PRESENT PREFERENCE TO HAVING NEWSPAPERS 
TEACH NEWSROOM COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 
1(2'7o) 4( 9'7o) 8(18%) 22(49%) 
2(5%) 2( 5'7o) 10(24%) 19(46%) 
3(3%) 6(7%) 18(21%) 41( 48'7o) 
Strongly 
Disagree 
10(22%) 
8(20%) 
18(21%) 
Mean 
2.20 
2.29 
2.24 
The mean scores suggested that all top administrators disagreed 
strongly (2.24) the teaching of newsroom technology was the 
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responsibility of the newspapers, not journalism programs. The top ad-
ministrators of accredited sequences disagreed more (2.20) than the top 
administrators of non•accredited sequences (2.29). Nine (10 per cent) 
of all top administrators strongly agreed and agreed the responsibility 
belonged to the newspapers. 
Part III, Desirable Practices 
In Part III, top administrators selected the choice which was most 
appropriate in describing what they would want to be done in providing 
instruction in newsroom computer technology. They were asked to assume 
they faced no obstacles, such as a budget limitation. 
Item 1: Instruction in newsroom computer equipment should 
be provided by explanation. 
Respond-
en ts 
Accredited 47 
Non-Acer. 40 
All 87 
TABLE XXVII I 
DESIRABILITY OF PROVIDING INSTRUCTION 
BY EXPLANATION 
Most Desir- Not 
Desirable able Neutral Desirable 
6(13%) 25(53%) 1(2%) 8( 17%) 
3( 8%) 17(42%) 2( 5'/o) 10(25%) 
9( 10%) 42( 48/o) 3( 4/o) 18(21%) 
Least 
Desirable 
7(15%) 
8( 20/o) 
15(17%) 
Mean 
3.32 
2.92 
3.14 
The mean scores. suggested disagreement between top administrators 
of accredited sequences and non-accredited sequences as to the desira-
bility of providing instruction in newsroom computer equipment by 
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explanation. The mean scores suggested the non-accredited sequences 
considered providing instruction by explanation would be slightly un-
desirable (2.92}, an almost neutral rating. Accredited sequences seemed 
to agree that explanation would be desirable (3.32}. The mean score of 
top administrators (3.14} suggested they considered providing instruc-
tion by explanation would be somewhat desirable. Sixty-six per cent of 
accredited top administrators reported explanation would be most desir-
able and desirable compared to 50 per cent of non-accredited top ad-
ministrators. Thirty-two per cent of accredited administrators reported 
explanation would be not desirable and least desirable compared to 45 
per cent of non-accredited top administrators. Fifty~eight per cent of 
all top administrators reported explanation would be most desirable and 
desirable compared to 38 per cent who reported explanation would be not 
desirable and least desirable. 
Item 2: Instruction in newsroom computer equipment should 
be provided by viewing newsroom computer equipment 
in operation. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XXIX 
DESIRABILITY OF PROVIDING INSTRUCTION BY 
VIEWING EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION 
Respond- Most Desir- Not 
en ts Desirable able Neutral Desirable 
47 6(13%} 32(68%} 2(4%} 6(13%} 
41 3( Bi.} 29(74io} 2(5io} 5(13%} 
88 9( lOio} 61(71%} 4(5io} 11( 13io} 
Least 
Desirable 
1(2%} 
1( lio} 
Mean 
3.76 
3.76 
3.76 
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The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited and 
non-accredited sequences agreed viewing newsroom computer equipment 
would be desirable. Both had.a mean score of 3.76. Seven (15 per cent) 
accredited sequences and five (13 per cent) non-accredited sequences 
reported viewing would be not desirable and least desirable. 
Item 3: Instruction in newsroom computer equipment should 
be hands-on operation at the journalism school. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XXX 
DESIRABILITY OF PROVIDING INSTRUCTION BY 
HANDS..;ON OPERATION AT JOURNALISM SCHOOL 
Respond- Most Desir- Not 
en ts Desirable able Neutral Desirable 
48 22(4610) 23(48%) 2( 410) 1(2%) 
41 22(54%) 12(29%) 5(12%) 2(5%) 
89 44(49%) 35(3910) 7 ( 810) 3( 410) 
Least 
Desirable 
------
------
------
Mean 
4.38 
4.31 
4.35 
The mean scores suggested that hands-on operation of newsroom com-
puter equipment at the journalism school would be more desirable to top 
administrators of accredited sequences (4.38) than to top administrators 
of non-accredited sequences (4.31). Both agreed strongly the instruc-
tion would be desirable. One (2 per cent) accredited sequence and two 
(5 per cent) non-accredited sequences reported hands-on instruction at 
the journalism school would be not desirable and no top administrator 
reported hands-on instruction at the journalism school would be least 
desirable. 
Item 4: Electric typewriters should replace mechanical 
typewriters. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XXXI 
DESIRABILITY OF REPLACING MECHANICAL TYPEWRITERS 
WITH ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS 
Respond- Most Desir- Not Least 
en ts Desirable able Neutral Desirable Desirable 
47 21(45/o) 17 (36/.) 8( 17/o) 1(2/.) 
39 20(511o) 14(36/.) 1( 3/o) 1( 3io) 3( 7io) 
86 41(4870) 31(36/.) 9( 10/o) 2( 2/.) 3( 4/.) 
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Mean 
4.23 
4.21 
4.22 
The mean scores suggested that the replacing of mechanical type-
writers with electric typewriters would be more desirable to top ad-
ministrators of accredited s.equences (4.23) than to top administrators 
of non-accredited sequences (4.21). Both agreed strongly the replacing 
of mechanical typewriters with electric typewriters would be desirable. 
One (2 per cent) accredited sequence and one (3 per cent) non-accredited 
sequence reported replacement would be not desirable and no accredited 
sequences and three (7 per cent) non-accredited sequences reported it 
would be least desirable. 
Item 5: Investment should be made in all kinds of newsroom 
computer equipment. 
.TABLE XXXII 
DESIRABILITY OF INVESTMENT IN ALL KINDS 
OF NEWSROOM COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
Respond- Most Desir- Not Least 
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ents Desirable able Neutral Desirable Desirable Mean 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
48 
40 
88 
9( 197.) 
5( 137.) 
14( 167.) 
13( 27i.) 5( lOi.) 
16( 4010) ' ·7( l 7i.) 
29( 337.) 12( 137.) 
13(27i.) 
9( 227.) 
22( 257.) 
8(17i.) 
3( Bi.) 
11(137.) 
3.04 
3.28 
3.15 
The mean scores suggested that investing in all kinds of newsroom 
computer equipment would be more desirable to top administrators of non-
accredited sequences (3.28) than to top administrators of accredited se-
quences (3.04), an almost neutral score. The neutrality was reflected 
somewhat in the mean score of all top administrators (3.15). Twenty-
two (46 per cent) top administrators of accredited sequences reported 
investment would be most desirable and desirable compared to 21 ~44 per 
cent) accredited sequences which reported it would be not desirable and 
least desirable. Twenty_-one ( 53 per cent) non-accredited top admini-
strators reported it would be most desirable and desirable, 7 per cent 
more than accredited sequences, and 12 (30 per cent) non-accredited se-
quences reported it would be not desirable and least desirable, 14 per 
cent less than accredited sequences. Forty-three (49 per cent) of all 
top administrators reported investment would be most desirable and de-
sirable compared to 33 (38 per cent) who reported it would be not de-
sirable and least desirable. 
Item 6: News-editorial students should be required to ex-
tract data from computers for story assignments. 
TABLE XXXIII 
DESIRABILITY OF HAVING NEWS-EDITORIAL STUDENTS .EXTRACT 
DATA FROM COMPUTERS FOR STORY ASSIGNMENTS 
;~~ 
.. 
Respond- Most Desir- Not Least 
en ts Desirable able Neutral Desirable Desirable 
Accredited 48 7(15/o) 28(58%) 10( 21/o) 3( 6/o) 
Non-Acer. 39 6( 15/o) 18(46/o) 10( 26%) 5(13%) 
All 87 13( 15%) 46( 53/o) 20(23%) 8( 9/o) 
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Mean 
3.81 
3.64 
3.74 
The mean scores suggested the extraction of data from computers by• 
news-editorial students for story assignments would be more desirable 
to top administrators of accredited sequences (3 .81) than to top ad-
ministrators of non-accredited se~uences (3.64). Both agreed on the 
desirability of having students extract data. None of the top admini-
strators reported extracting data would be least desirable and three 
(6 per cent) accredited sequences and five (13 per cent) non-
accredited sequences reported it would be not desirable. 
Item 7: News-editorial students should be required to 
take a computer science course. 
TABLE XXXIV 
DESIRABILITY OF REQUIRING COMPUTER SCIENCE COURSE 
Respond- Most Desir- Not Least 
en ts Desirable able Neutral Desirable Desirable 
Accredited 47 1( 2/o) 16(34/o) 20{ 43/o) 9(19/o) 1(21o) 
Non-Acer. 41 3(71o) 14(34/o) 13( 32/o) 8(20%) 3(7%) 
All 88 4(5%) 30(34%) 33(371o) 17(19%) 4( 5%) 
Mean 
3.15 
3.15 
3.15 
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The mean scores suggested that the requiring of a computer science 
course would be slightly desirable to top administrators of accredited 
and non-accredited sequences, although the mean scores tended toward 
neutral. Both sequences had mean scores of 3.15. Twenty (43 per cent) 
accredited sequences and 13 (32 per cent) non-accredited sequences re-
ported they would be neutral toward the requiring of computer science. 
Item 8: News-editorial sequence should have its own news-
paper technology course. 
TABLE XXXV 
DESIRABILITY OF NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE 
NEWSPAPER TECHNOLOGY COURSE 
Respond- Most Desir- Not 
ents Desirable able Neutral Desirable 
Least 
Desirable 
Accredited 50 2( 4%) 27(54%) 10( 20io) 9( 18io) 2(4%) 
Non-Acer. 38 5( l3io) 20(53%) 4(10%) 9(24%) 
All 88 7( 8%) 47(53io) 14( 16%) 18(21%) 2( 2io) 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited se-
Mean 
3.56 
3.55 
3.55 
quences and non-accredited sequences were in virtual agreement as to the 
desirability of the news-editorial sequence having its own newspaper 
technology course. The accredited sequences mean score was 3.56 and the 
non-accredited sequences 3.55. Nine (18 per cent) accredited sequences 
reported it would be not desirable and 2 (4 per cent) reported it would 
be least desirable compared to 9 (24 per cent) non-accredited sequences 
that reported it would be not desirable and none that reported it would 
be least desirable. 
Item 9: News-editorial sequences should have a newspaper 
management course. 
TABLE XXXVI 
DESIRABILITY OF NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE 
NEWSPAPER MANAGEMENT COURSE 
Respond- Most Desir- Not Least 
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en ts Desirable able Neutral Desirable Desirable Mean 
Accredited 49 12( 24io) 22(46%) 12(24%) 3(6%) 3.88 
Non-Acer. 37 8(22io) 2S( 68io) 2( Sia) 2( Sia) 4.0S 
All 86 20( 23ia) 47(SS%) 14(16%) S( 6ia) 3.96 
The mean scores suggested having a newspaper management course in 
the news-editorial sequence would be more desirable (4.0S) to top ad-
ministrators of non-accredited sequences than to top administrators of 
accredited sequences (3.88). Both agreed strongly a newspaper manage-
ment course would be desirable. None of the respondents reported it 
would be least desirable and two (S per cent) non-accredited sequences 
and three (6 per cent) accredited sequences reported it would be not 
desirable. 
Item 10: News-editorial students should visit corrnnercial 
newspapers at off-peak hours to have hands-on 
instruction with newsroom computer equipment. 
TABLE XXXVII 
DESIRABILITY OF NEWS -EDITORIAL STUDENTS VISITING COMMERCIAL 
NEWSPAPERS AT OFF-PEAK HOURS FOR HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION 
Respond- Most Desir- Not Least 
ents Desirable able Neutral Desirable Desirable 
Accredited 49 7(14%) 31(64%) 7( 14%) 4( Bio) 
Non-Acer. 36 6(17%) 28(78%) 2( 5%) 
All 85 13( 15%) 59( 69%) 9( ll%) 4(5%) 
The mean scores suggested visits by news-editorial students to 
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Mean 
3.84 
4.ll 
3.95 
cormnercial newspapers during off-peak hours to have hands-on instruction 
in newsroom computer equipment would be more desirable to non-accredited 
sequences top administrators (4.11) than to accredited sequences top 
administrators (3.84). Both agreed strongly the visits would be desir-
able. None of the non-accredited sequences reported such visits would 
be not desirable and least desirable and four (8 per cent) accredited 
sequences reported it would be not desirable and none reported it would 
be least desirable. 
Item ll: Contact between journalism programs and newspapers 
should be increased. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
DESIRABILITY OF INCREASING CONTACT BETWEEN 
JOURNALISM PROGRAMS AND NEWSPAPERS 
Respond- Most Desir- Not 
en ts Desirable able Neutral Desirable 
Accredited 49 17(35%) 29(59%) 3(6%) 
Non-Acer. 37 19(51%) 18(49%) 
All 86 36(42%) 47(55%) 3(3%) 
Least 
Desirable Mean 
4.29 
4.51 
4.38 
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The mean scores suggested increasing contact between the journalism 
program and newspapers would be more desirable to top administrators of 
non-accredited sequences (4.51) than to top administrators of accredited 
sequences (4.29). Both agreed strongly on the desirability of increas-
ing contacts. No top administrator reported the increasing of contacts 
would be not desirable or least desirable. 
Item 12: Teaching of newsroom computer technology should 
be the responsibility of the newspapers, not the 
journalism programs. 
TABLE XXXIX 
DESIRABILITY OF HAVING NEWSPAPERS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR TEACHING NEWSROOM COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
Respond- Most Desir- Not 
ents Desirable able Neutral Desirable 
Accredited 46 2(4%) 2( 4/o) 15(32/o) 21(46%) 
Non-Acer. 37 1(3%) 4( 10%) 7(19%) 18(49%) 
All 83 3(4%) 6( ~ 71o) 22( 25/o) 39(47%) 
Most 
Desirable 
6( 14%) 
7(19%) 
13( 17%) 
Mean 
2.41 
2.30 
2.36 
The mean scores suggested that the desirability of having newspapers 
rather than journalism schools be responsible for teaching newsroom com-
puter technology would be more undesirable to non-accredited sequences 
top administrators (2.30) than accredited sequences top administrators 
(2.41). Both agreed rather strongly having the newspapers rather than 
the journalism schools responsible for teaching newsroom computer tech-
nology would be undesirable. One (3 per cent) non-accredited sequence 
reported it was most desirable and 4 (10 per cent) reported it was 
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most desirable compared to 2 (4 per cent) accredited sequences that re-
ported it was most desirable and 2 (4 per cent) that reported it was 
desirable. Fifteen (32 per cent) accredited sequences were neutral. 
Part IV, Predicted Practices 
In Part IV, top administrators checked the choice which was most 
appropriate in their program in describing what they believed would 
happen by 1980 in the provision of instruction in newsroom technology. 
Item 1: Instruction in newsroom computer equipment will 
be provided by explanation. 
TABLE XL 
LIKELIHOOD OF PROVIDING INSTRUCTION BY 
EXPLANATION 
Respond- Most Not 
ents Likely Likely Neutral Likely 
Least 
Likely 
Accredited 46 9(20%) 16(35%) 4( 9/o) 8(17/o) 9 ( 20/o) 
Non-Acer. 40 7( 18/o) 20( 50/o) 1(3%) 6(15/o) 6(15%) 
All 86 16( 19/o) 36(42%) 5( 6%) 14( 16/o) 15(17/o) 
The mean scores suggested that top administrators of non-
Mean 
3.17 
3.40 
3.28 
accredited sequences (3.40) believed verbal explanation would be used 
to provide instruction in newsroom technology more than top administra-
tors of accredited sequences (3.17) believed verbal explanation would 
be used. Both believed the use of verbal explanation was likely with 
the mean score of accredited sequences tending more toward neutral. 
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Eight (17 per cent) accredited sequences reported it was not likely in-
struction in newsroom computer equipment would be provided by verbal 
explanation and 9 (20 per cent) reported it was least likely compared 
to 6 (15 per cent) non-accredited sequences that reported it was not 
likely and 6 (15 per cent) that reported it was least likely. 
Item 2: Instruction in newsroom computer equipment will be 
provided by viewing newsroom computer equipment in 
operation. 
TABLE XLI 
LIKELIHOOD OF PROVIPING INSTRUCTION BY 
VIEWING EQUIPMENT IN OPERATION 
Respond- Most Not 
ents Likely Likely Neutral Likely 
Least 
Likely 
Accredited 46 9(20%) 20(42%) 4(' 9/.) 9( 20/.) 4(9%) 
Non-Acer. 36 7(20%) 18( 50/.) 6(17%) 3( 8%) 2(5%) 
All 82 16(20%) 38( 36/.) 10(12%) 12(15%) 6( 71.) 
Mean 
3.46 
3.69 
3.56 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of non-accredited se-
quences (3.69) believed instruction would be provided in newsroom tech-
nology by viewing computer equipment in action more than top administra-
tors of accredited sequences (3.46) believed viewing would be used in 
instruction. Both believed viewing was likely. Three (8 per cent) non-
accredited sequences reported that viewing was not likely and 2 (5 per 
cent) reported it was least likely compared to 9 (20 per cent) accredited 
sequences that reported viewing was not likely and 4 (9 per cent) that 
reported it was least likely. 
Item 3: Instruction in .newsroom computer equipment will be 
hands-on instruction at the journalism school. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XLII 
LIKELIHOOD OF PROVIDING HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION 
AT JOURNALISM SCHOOL 
Respond- Most Not 
ents Likely Likely Neutral Likely 
47 19( 40/o) 25(53%) 3( 7io) 
37 10(27%) 14(38/o) 4( 10/o) 8( 22/o) 
84 29(35/o) 39(46%) 4( 4%) 11(13%) 
Least 
Likely 
1(3/o) 
1(2%) 
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Mean 
4.26 
3.65 
4.00 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited sequences 
(4.26) believed hands-on instruct.ion in newsroom computer equipment at 
the journalism school was more likely than non-accredited sequences top 
administrators (3.65) believed it was likely. Both believed hands-on 
instruction was likely. Three (7 per cent) accredited sequences re-
ported hands-on instruction was not likely and none reported it was 
least likely compared to 8 (22 per cent) non-accredited sequences that 
reported it was not likely and 1 (3 per cent) that reported it was least 
likely. 
Item 4g Electric typewriters will replace mechanical type-
writers. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XLIII 
LIKELIHOOD ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS WILL REPLACE 
MECHANICAL TYPEWRITERS 
Respond- Most Not 
en ts Likely . Likely Neutral Likely 
47 25(53/o) 14(29%) 4(9%) 4(9%) 
39 13(33%) 18(46%) 3(8%) 3(8%) 
86 38(44/o) 32(37%) 7(8%) 7(8%) 
Least 
Likely 
2(5%) 
2(3%) 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited se-
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Mean. 
4.28 
3o95 
4ol3 
quences (4.28) believed electric typewriters would replace mechanical 
typewriters more than top administrators of non-accredited sequences 
(3e95) believed electric typewriters would replace mechanical type-
writerse Both believed strongly electric typewriters would replace me-
chanical typewriterso Four (9 per cent) accredited sequences reported 
replacing of mechanical typewriters with electric typewriters was not 
likely and no sequence reported it was least likely compared to 3 (8 
per cent) non-accredited sequences that reported the change was not 
likely and 2 (5 per cent) that reported it was least likelye 
Item 5: Investment will be made in all kinds of computer equip-
mento 
The mean scores of Table XLIV suggested top administrators of non-
accredited sequences (2.64) believed investment in all kinds of computer 
equipment is less likely than top administrators of accredited sequences 
(2.85). Both believed that investment in all kinds of equipment ap-
peared less than likely. Five (12 per cent) non-accredited sequences 
reported investment was most likely and 8 (19 per cent) reported it was 
ll4 
likely compared to 4 (9 per cent) accredited sequences that reported it 
was most likely and 15 (33 per cent) that reported it was likelyo 
Accredited 
Non-Acero 
All 
TABLE XLIV 
LIKELIHOOD OF INVESTMENT IN ALL KINDS 
OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
Respond- Most Not 
en ts Likely Likely Neutral Likely 
46 4( 9%) 15(33/o) 2( 4%) 20(43/o) 
42 5(12/o) 8( 19/o) 5(12%) 15(36%) 
88 9( 10%) 23(26%) 7( 8%) 35(40%) 
Least 
Likely 
5(ll%) 
9(21%) 
14(16%) 
Item 6~ News-editorial students will be required to extract 
data from computers for story assignmentse 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XLV 
LIKELIHOOD NEWS-EDITORIAL STUDENTS WILL EXTRACT 
DATA FROM COMPUTERS FOR STORY ASSIGNMENTS 
Respond- Most Not Least 
ents Likely Likely'. Neutral Likely Likely 
46 6(13%) 19(41%) 12(26/o) 9(20%) 
41 9(22/o) ll(29/o) 13(30%) 6( 16/o) 2(5%) 
87 15(17%) 30(34%) 25(29%) 15(17%) 2(3%) 
Mean 
2.85 
2e64 
2o75 
Mean 
3o48 
3o48 
3.48 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of non-accredited 
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sequences and accredited sequences were in virtual agreement in be-
lieving it was likely news-editorial students would be required to ex-
tract data from computers for story assignments.. Both had mean scores 
of 3.48,, Twenty-five (29 per cent) of the top administrators were 
neutral, 12 (26 per cent) accredited sequences and 13 (30 per cent) 
non-accredited sequences .. 
Item 7i A c9mputer science course will be requiredo 
TABLE XLVI 
LIKELIHOOD COMPUTER SCIENCE COURSE WILL BE REQUIRED 
Respond- Most Not Least 
en ts Likely Likely Neutral Likely Likely Mean 
Accredited 46 1( 2%) 12(26%) 14(30%) 19(42%) 2o89 
Non-Acer. 42 6(14%) 9(21%) 5(12%) 18(43'70) 4( 10'7o) 2 .. 88 
All 88 7( 8%) 21(24%) 19(22/o) 37(42%) 4( 4%) 2 .. 88 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of non-accredited se-
quences (2e88) and top administrators of accredited sequences (2.89) 
were in virtual agreement in believing that the requiring of a com-
puter science course was less than likely. The mean scores tended to-
ward neutral.. Six (14 per cent) non-accredited sequences reported the 
requirement of a computer science course was most likely and 9 (21 per 
cent) reported it was likely compared to 1 (2 per cent) accredited se-
quence that reported it was most likely and 12 (26 per cent) that re-
ported it was likely. 
Item 8: News-editorial sequence will have its own newspaper· 
technology course. 
TABLE XLVII 
LIKELIHOOD NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE WILL HAVE 
NEWSPAPER TECHNOLOGY COURSE 
Respond- Most Not 
ents Likely Likely Neutral Likely 
Least 
Likely 
Accredited 46 6(13%) 22(48%) 4( 9%) 13(28%) 1(2%) 
Non-Acer. 42 7(17%) 12( 29/o) 13(30%) 8(19%) 2(5%) 
All 88 13(15%) 34(39%) 17(19%) 21(24%) 3(3%) 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited se-
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Mean 
3.41 
3o33 
3.38 
quences (3.41) believed it was likely the news-editorial sequence will 
have its own newspaper technology course more than top administrators 
of non-accredited sequences (3.33) believed it was likely. Both be-
lieved it was likely the sequence would have a newspaper technology 
course. Thirteen (30 per cent) of non-accredited sequences were neutral 
compared to 4 (9 per cent) accredited sequences that were neutral. 
Thirteen (28 per cent) accredited sequences reported it was not likely 
the sequence would have its own newspaper technology course and 1 (2 
per cent) reported it was least likely compared to 8 (19 per cent) non-
accredited sequences that reported it was not likely and 2 (5 per cent) 
that reported it was least likely. 
Item 9: News-editorial sequence will have a newspaper 
management course. 
Accredited 
Non-Acer. 
All 
TABLE XLVIII 
LIKELIHOOD NEWS-EDITORIAL SEQUENCE WILL HAVE 
NEWSPAPER MANAGEMENT COURSE 
Respond- Most Not 
ents Likely Likely Neutral Likely 
46 15(33%) 20(43%) 6(13%) 5(11%) 
42 12(29%) 19(45%) 5(12%) 3( 7%) 
88 27(31%) 39(44%) 11(13%) 8( 9%) 
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Least 
Likely Mean 
3.98 
3(7%) 3.81 
3(4%) 3.90 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited sequences 
(3.98) believed it was likely the news-editorial sequence would have a 
newspaper management course more than top administrators of non-
accredited sequences (3.81) believed it was likely. Both believed 
strongly the sequence would have a newspaper management course. None 
of the accredited sequences reported it was least likely and 5 (11 per 
cent) reported it was not likely that the sequence would have a newspaper 
management course compared to 3 (7 per cent) non-accredited sequences 
that reported it was least likely and 3 (7 per cent) that reported it 
was not likely. 
Item 10: News-editorial students will visit commercial news-
papers at off-peak hours to have hands-on instruction 
with newsroom computer equipment. 
TABLE XLIX 
LIKELIHOOD NEWS-EDITORIAL STUDENTS WILL HAVE HANDS-ON 
INSTRUCTION IN NEWSROOM COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AT 
OFF-PEAK HOURS AT COMMERCIAL NEWSPAPERS 
Respond- Most Not Least 
en ts Likely Likely Neutral Likely Likely 
Accredited 45 7(16%) 22(49%) 4( 9%) 12(26%) 
Non-Acer. 40 8(20%) 20(50%) 5(131Q) 7(17%) 
All 85 15(18%) 42(49%) 9(11%) 19(22%) 
The mean scores suggested that top administrators of non-
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Mean 
3.53 
3.73 
3o62 
accredited sequences (3.73) believed it was likely news-editorial stu-
dents would visit commercial newspapers during off-peak hours for hands-
on instruction in newsroom computer equipment more than top administra-
tors of accredited sequences (3.53) believed it was likelyo Both 
believed the visits were likely. No top administrator reported visits 
were least likely. Twelve (26 per cent) accredited sequences reported 
it was not likely compared to 7 (17 per cent) non-accredited sequences 
that reported it was not likely. 
Item 11: Contact between newspapers and journalism program 
will increaseo 
The mean scores of Table L suggested top administrators of non-
accredited sequences (4.24) believed it was likely contacts between 
newspapers and the journalism program would increase more than top ad-
ministrators of accredited sequences believed it was likely contacts 
would increase (4.13). Both believed strongly it was likely that con-
tacts would increase. No top administrator of a non-accredited sequence 
reported the likelihood of contacts was not likely and least likely. 
ll9 
Three (6 per cent) accredited sequences reported it was not likely and 
none reported it was least likely. 
TABLE L 
LIKELIHOOD CONTACT BETWEEN NEWSPAPERS AND 
JOURNALISM PROGRAM WILL INCREASE 
Respond- Most Not 
ents Likely Likely Neutral Likely 
Accredited 47 17(36%) 22(47%) 5( ll%) 3(6%) 
Non-Acer. 41 14(34%) 23(56%) 4(10%) 
All 88 31(35%) 45(5lio) 9(10%) 3(4%) 
Least 
Likely 
Item 12: Teaching of newsroom computer technology will be-
come the responsibility of the newspapers rather 
than the journalism programs. 
TABLE LI 
LIKELIHOOD RESPONSIBILITY OF TEACHING NEWSROOM COMPUTER 
TECHNOLOGY WILL BE ASSUMED BY NEWSPAPERS 
Respond- Most Not Least 
ents Likely Likely Neutral Likely Likely 
Accredited 44 2(5%) 4( 9%) 5(ll%) 28(64%) 5(ll%) 
Non-Acer. 40 1(2io) 7(18io) 8(20%) 17(42%) 7(18%) 
All 84 3(4%) ll(13%) 13(15%) 45(54%) 12(14%) 
Mean 
4.13 
4.24 
4ol8 
Mean 
2.32 
2 .. 45 
2.38 
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The mean scores suggested the top administrators of accredited se-
quences (2.32) believed it was not likely that the responsibility for 
teaching newsroom computer technology would be transferred from the 
journalism programs to the newspapers more than the top administrators 
of non-accredited sequences (2.45) believed it was not likely. Both 
believed rather strongly it was not likely the newspapers would take 
this responsibility from the journalism programso 
Two (5 per cent) accredited sequences reported the transferring of 
responsibility of teaching newsroom computer technology to the news-
papers was most likely and 4 (9 per cent) reported it was likely com-
pared to 1 (2 per cent) non-accredited sequence that reported it was 
most likely and 7 (18 per cent) that reported it was likely. 
Part V, Obstacles to Present Practices 
In Part V, top administrators checked the choice which was most 
appropriate in describing the obstacles which stand in their way of 
providing instruction in newsroom computer technology at present. 
Item 1: Among the obstacles to providing instruction in 
newsroom computer technology, the cost of news-
room computer equipment is of 
The mean scores of Table LII suggested the cost of newsroom com-
puter equipment has been an obstacle of high significance to top ad-
ministrators. Mean scores suggested the cost of newsroom computer 
equipment has been a greater obstacle to accredited sequences (4.92) 
than to non-accredited sequences (4.71). Forty-six (92 per cent) top 
administrators of accredited sequences reported cost has been an ob-
stacle of great significance compared to 33 (80 per cent) non-
accredited top administrators who reported cost was of great significance. 
TABLE LII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF COST OF NEWSROOM COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 
AS OBSTACLE TO PROVIDING INSTRUCTION 
Great Little No 
Respond- Signifi- Signifi- Signifi- Signifi-
ents ca nee ca nee Neutral ca nee ca nee 
Accredited 50 46(92%) 4( 8%) 
Non-Acer. 41 33(80%) 6(16%) 1(2%) 1(2%) 
All 91 79(87%) 10(11%) 1(2%) 1(1%) 
Item 2: Among the obstacles to providing instruction in 
newsroom computer technology, the journalism 
program budget is of 
TABLE LIII 
SIGNIFICANCE OF JOURNALISM PROGRAM BUDGET 
AS OBSTACLE TO PROVIDING INSTRUCTION 
Great Little No 
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- Mean 
4.92 
4. 71 
4.82 
Respond- Signifi- Signifi- Signifi- Signifi-
ents ca nee cance Neutral ca nee ca nee Mean 
Accredited 50 39(78%) 9(18%) 1(2%) 1(2%) 4.70 
Non-Acer. 41 32(78%) 7(18%) 1(2%) 1(2%) 4068 
All 91 71(78%) 16(18%) 2(2%) 2(2%) 4.69 
The mean scores suggested that top administrators of accredited 
sequences (4.70) and of non-accredited sequences (4.68) were in virtual 
agreement as to the significance of the journalism budget. Both 
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agreed the budget is of high significance in providing instruction in 
newsroo111 computer technology. The p~rcentage responses reported by 
both sequences were identical. 
Item 3: Among the obstacles to providing instruction in 
newsroom computer technology, the competence of 
the faculty members in newsroom technology is of 
TABLE LIV 
SIGNIFICANCE OF FACULTY COMPETENCE IN NEWSROOM TECHNOLOGY 
AS OBSTACLE TO PROVIDING INSTRUCTION 
Great Little No 
Respond- Signifi• Signifi- Signifi- Signifi-
ents ca nee cance Neutral cance ca nee 
Accredited 50 4( 8%) 20(40%) 4(8%) 18(36%) 4( 8%) 
Non-Acer. 41 6(16%) 16(38%) 4(9%) 8(20%) 7(17%) 
All 91 10(11%) 36(40%) 8(9%) 26(28%) 11(12%) 
Mean 
3.04 
3.15 
3.09 
The mean scores suggested top administrators of accredited and of 
non-accredited sequences identified faculty competence in newsroom tech-
no logy as a more significant than less significant obstacle;,. buoi·.botb 
tended toward neutral. Accredited sequences had a mean score of 3.04 
and non-accredited sequences 3.15. Twenty-four (48 per cent) accredited 
sequences reported faculty competence was of great significance and sig-
nificance as an obstacle to instruction compared to 22 (44 per cent) 
that reported it was of little significance and no significance. Twenty-
two. (,54 ·:per ,cent) .non,...aocredi.ted ·.s.equences. rep,o.r,ted· ;i t:.w:as. o.f gr.eat ·.·sig- ·: 
nificance arid signific-ance<~ii_d .15 (.3:7::per. cent}: rep.or.tedc,ft :.r.Y:as: .o:f li:&tle 
significance and no significance. 
Item 4: Among the obstacles to providing instru.ction in 
newsroom computer technology, contact between 
newspapers and the journalism program is of 
TABLE LV 
SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTACT BETWEEN NEWSPAPERS AND JOURNALISM 
PROGRAM AS OBSTACLE TO PROVIDING INSTRUCTION 
Great Little No 
Respond- Signifi- Signifi .. Signifi- Signifi-
ents cance ca nee Neutral cance ca nee 
Accredited 50 3( 6%) 10(20%) 8(16io) 20(40%) 9(18%) 
Non-Acer., 41 7(17%) 14(34%) 5(12io) 10(29%) 5(12%) 
All 91 10(11%) 24(26io) 13(15%) 30(33%) 14( 15io) 
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Mean 
2 .. 56 
3.,20 
2.85 
The mean scores suggested the top administrators of accredited se-
quences and top administrators of non-accredited sequences disagreed as 
to the significance of contact between the newspapers and the journal-
ism program as an obstacle to providing instruction in newsroom tech• 
nologyo Accredited sequences (2.56) mean score suggested contact was 
not a significant problem. Non-accredited sequences (3.20) mean score 
suggested contact was of some significance.. The mean score of all top 
administrators (2.85) suggested contact was of less significance than 
more significance and it reflected a tendency toward neutrality sug-
gested in the non-accredited mean score. Thirteen (26 per cent) ac-
credited sequences reported contact was of great significance and 
significance as an obstacle to instruction compared to 21 <(.5.1 .. p:er .. ,.c.e~tJ 
.... ....... ' . -
,. 
12~ 
non-accredited sequences that reported contact was of great signifia 
cance and significance. 
Item 5: Among the obstacles to providing instruction in 
newsroom computer technology~ lack of space in 
the journalism facility is of 
TABLE LVI 
SIGNIFICANCE OF SPACE IN THE JOURNALISM FACIL'.tTY 
AS OBSTACLE TO PROVIDING INSTRUCTION . 
Great Little No 
Respond- Signifi- Signifi- Signifi• Signifi .. 
ents ca nee cance Neutral ca nee cance 
Accredited 50 5(10%) 18(36%) 3(6'Yo) 18(36%) 6(12%) 
Non-Acer. 41 9(22%) 15(37%) 4(9%) 8(20%) 5(12%) 
All 91 14(15%) 33(36%) 7(8%) 26(29%) 11(12%) 
. -<::.-~-...,~--. 
Mean 
2.96 
3.,37 
3ol4 
The mean scores suggested the top administrators of accredited se-
quences and top administrators of non-accredited sequences disagreed as 
to the significance of space in the journalism facility as an obstacle 
to providing instruction in newsroom technology. Accredited sequences 
had a mean score of 2.96, suggesting space was a less significant ob-
stacle than a more significant obstacle. The mean score seemed to tend 
toward neutral. Non-accredited sequences had a mean score of 3.37, 
suggesting space has been a significant obstacle in providing instruc-
tion. The mean score for all top administrators was 3.14~ a score that 
tended toward neutral. Twenty-three (46 per cent) accredited sequences 
reported space was an obstacle of great significance and significance 
compared to 24 (59 per cent) non-accredited sequences that reported 
space as an obstacle of great significance and significance, 
Item 6z Among the obstacles to providing instruction in 
newsroom computer technology, increased enroll-
ment is of 
TABLE LVll 
SIGNIFICANCE OF INCREASED ENROLLMENT AS 
OBSTACLE TO PROVIDING INSTRUCTION 
Great Little No 
Respond~ Signifi- Signifi- Signifi- Signifi-
en ts cance cance Neutral cance cance 
Accredited 50 9(18%) 22( 44/o) 6(12%) 10(20%) 3 ( 6/0 ) 
Non~Accr. 41 5(12%) 14(34/o) 5(12%) 14(34%) 3(8%) 
All 91 14(15%) 36(40%) 11( 12%) 24(26%) 6(7%) 
The mean scores suggested increased enrollments has been an ob-
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Mean 
3.48 
3.10 
3.31 
stacle of more significance to accredited sequences (3.48) than to non-
accredited sequences (3,10)~ a score which seemed t6 tend toward 
neutral. Both agreed increased enrollment has been a more significant 
than less significant obstacle. Thirteen (26 per cent) accredited se-
quences reported increased enrollment has been of little significance 
and no significance as an obstacle compared to 17 (42 per cent) non-
accredited sequences that reported increased enrollment has been of 
li.ttle significance and great significance as an obstacle. 
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Part VI, Present Descriptions of Instruction 
In Part VI, top administrators were asked to provide any descrip-
tion of specific examples of present instructional opportunities in the 
use of newsroom computer technology. 
TABLE LVIII 
PRESENT METHODS OF INSTRUCTION 
Respond- Laboratory Classroom Visits to Visits from 
en ts Exercises Activity Newspapers Newsmen 
Accredited 33 21(66%) 16(48%) 19(58%) 11(33%) 
Non-Acer, 32 9(28%) 17(53%) 20(63%) 10(31%) 
All 65 30( 46%) 33(51%) 39(60%) 21 (32%) 
Table LVIII has been compiled from the descriptions offered by 
top administrators. All top administrators of accredited sequences 
and top administrators of non=accredited sequences indicated visits to 
newspapers to view equipment has been the most used method of instruc-
tion and classroom activity has been the second most used method, Ac-
credited sequences indicated laboratory exercises, many of them simu-
lated rather than hands-on instruction, have been the most used method 
while non=accredited sequences reported laboratory exercises were the 
least used method, The second most used method of instruction by ac-
credited sequences has been visits to newspapers. The least used 
method reported by all top administrators and administrators of ac-
credited sequences has been visits from newsmen. 
• 
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Reports from top administrators indicated some hands-on instruc-
tion has been offered in laboratories with the most common equipment 
having been the electric typewriter and some has been made available 
on visits by the Gannett Technology Van. Some students have had hands-
on experience on internships at newspapers and in classes engaged in 
producing copy for a newspaper, commercial, college and laboratory. 
Individual descriptions have been presented in Appendix G. 
Part VI, 1980 Descriptions of Instruction 
In the second part of Part VI, top administrators were asked to 
provide any specific information as to how they planned to offer in-
struction in newsroom computer technology by 1980. 
TABLE LIX 
1980 METHODS OF INSTRUCTION 
Respond- Laboratory Classroom Visits to Visits from 
en ts Exercises Activity Newspapers Newsmen 
Accredited 37 18(49/'o) 6(16%) 1 (3/'o) 0(0%) 
Non-Acer. 30 10(33%) 6(20%) 2(7%) 1(3%) 
All. 67 28(42/'o} 12(18%) 3(4%) 1(2%) 
Table LIX has been compiled from descriptions offered by top ad-
ministrators. The reports by administrators of accredited and non-
accredited sequences indicated laboratory exercises would be the most 
used method of instruction in 1980 and that classroom activity would be 
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the second most usedo Accredited sequences indicated they would make 
greater use of laboratory exercises than would non-accredited sequences 
and non•accredited sequences indicated they would make greater use of · 
classroom activity than would accredited sequences. Reports from top 
administrators indicated that major problems were their budgets, the 
cost of equipment and rapid change which has been taking place in the 
development of newsroom technology. Individual descriptions have been 
presented in Appendix H. 
Part VI, Corrnnents 
In Part VI, part 3, top administrators were asked to provide any 
additional comments they wished to makeo A frequent comment offered 
was that journalism schools should concentrate on educating and prea 
paring future newsmen and that the role of journalism education was not 
to train researchers and/or computer scientists& The problems of the 
journalism program budget, cost of equipment and obsolesence of news-
room computer equipment were also mentioned. Individual responses 
have been presented in Appendix I. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The major findings of this study were (1) An indication there was 
a lack of newsroom computer equipment available in the offering of in-
struction in news-editorial sequences. The apparent lack of equipment 
seemed related to mostly economic factors faced by top administrators of 
journalism programs which had news-editorial sequences. Other apparent-
ly lesser factors which seemed to be related to the lack of equipment 
.. ·were a belief of some top administrators that the mission of the news-
editorial sequence has been to train newsmen, not to train researchers 
and computer scientists, increasing enrollments, the lack of space in 
journalism facilities and the competence of faculty in newsroom tech-
nology. (2) An indication that journalism programs wanted to retain 
the responsibility of providing instruction in newsroom technology to 
news-editorial students and not to have it placed in the hands of com-
mercial newspapers or to have much instruction provided by another aca-
demic discipline. 
Another finding was that there was an apparent difference between 
accredited and non-accredited news-editorial sequences. Differences 
were suggested in the characteristics of the enrollments and faculty of 
the respondents, the availability of equipment, present instruction and 
the outlook for instruction in the future. 
Other findings were (1) Top administrators suggested more newsroom 
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equipment should be available in the news-editorial sequence by 1980 
than was available at present; (2) Top administrators suggested what 
would be most desirable in instruction in newsroom computer equipment 
would not be what was most likely to be available in 1980. 
Sununary and Conclusions 
The first major finding was an indication of the apparent lack of 
newsroom computer equipment available in the offering of instruction in 
news-editorial sequences. This lack of equipment seemed to be related 
to mostly economic factors faced by top administrators. Other apparent-
ly lesser factors which seemed related to the apparent lack of equipment 
were a belief of some top administrators that the mission of the news-
editorial sequence was to train and educate newsmen not researchers and 
computer scientists, increasing enrollments, the lack of space in the 
journalism facility and the competence of faculty in newsroom tech-
nology. 
An indication of the lack of equipment available in the news-
editorial sequence has been reported (Table LVIII, page 126). The table 
and the accompanying summary of descriptions of present instruction of-
fered by top administrators reported most instruction has been by ver-
bal explanations in class by faculty members and visiting newsmen and 
by trips to newspaper plants to view computerized equipment in opera-
tion. These methods of instruction have not involved investment in 
equipment, thus an indication of the lack of equipment has been offered. 
The summaries of open-ended responses following Table LIX, page 127, 
and of Comments, page 128, have indicated the top administrators con-
cern for financing the cost of equipment and the concern that the 
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rapid changes in technology could result in investments being made in 
equipment which would soon be obsolete. The summary of Conunents and 
individual responses in Appendix I also have reported the belief by 
some top administrators that journalism programs should not be con-
cerned with instruction in newsroom technology, but should be concerned 
with training news-editorial sequence students to gather, report and 
edit news. This rejection of instruction in newsroom computer tech-
nology could be a further indication of why there was a lack of equip~ 
ment in addition to the obstacles economic factors have presented. 
Top administrators have indicated (Table LII, page 121, and Table 
LIII, page 121) that the obstacles most significant to providing in-
struction in newsroom computer technology have been the cost of the 
equipment and journalism budgets. A further indication of the economic 
factors has been suggested in Table XXV, page 97, which reported that 
top administrators disagreed that newsroom computer equipment was not 
necessary at this time. Although the top administrators have expressed 
a need for equipment, the equipment has not been available and this 
could be explained by the cost of equipment and the journalism budgets. 
Evidence of the lack of equipment was suggested in Table XV, page 
87, which reported that less than half of all news-editorial sequences, 
half of the accredited and less than one-third of the non-accredited, 
have electric typewriters, the most common piece of equipment. When 
Table I, page 73, and Table XVI, page 89, have been examined it has 
been suggested that there has been one electric typewriter, the most 
basic and necessary piece of newsroom computer equipment, for every 
21. 73 students in all news-editorial sequences. Table XVI. also re-
ported the low number of Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT), Video Display 
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Terminals (VDT), Optical Character Readers (OCR) and scanners which 
have been available to news-editorial students. Table XVII, page 90, 
reported a further indication of the lack of equipment as it was re-
ported that much of th~ equipment, particularly electric typewriters, 
has served in more than one instructional setting. 
Another indication of the lack of equipment has been suggested 
(Table XX, page 93). Less than 20 per cent of all news-editorial se-
quences required students to extract data from a computer for story as-
signments. The sununary of open-end responses to Question 20, page 94, 
indicated that extraction of data has not been required because of a 
lack of computer facilities and because data extraction has not been 
considered a necessary part of instruction. The first reason suggested 
the existence of economic factors and the ,second reason suggested the 
belief of some top administrators that news-editorial majors should be 
trained to be newsmen not researchers and computer scientists. 
I 
Table XXII, page 95, reported top administrators agreed that viewing 
newsroom computer· equipmeii.t' in operation was a neces.sary ;part of;:present-
instruction and Table XVIIt, page 91, -reparted ntbre tha:n 90 per cent ' . ,,,. 
of news-editorial sequences have had students view equipment in opera-
tion at conunercial newspapers. As top administrators agreed that view-
ing was necessary and so many sequences have had the viewing take place 
at conunercial newspapers, it has been suggested further that equipment 
has been lacking at the journalism program facility. Another economic 
aspect was indicated by responses to Question 18, pages 92 and 93,.in 
which top administrators who reported students had not seen the equip~ 
ment in operation at conunercial newspapers had not done so because the 
journalism program could not afford the cost of having students travel 
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'to a newspaper to observe the equipment. 
Other obstacles apparently less related to the lack of equipment 
than economic factors but which did seem related were repor,ted as in-
, creasing enrollments (Tab le LVII, page 125), lack of space 'in the 
journalism facility (Table LVI, page 124), and competence of faculty 
in the new technology (Table LIV, page 122). "As enrollment's increase 
' it could be inferred that providing equipment in adequate numbers for 
each student becomes more difficult (as noted on page 73, and Table XVI, 
page 89). It also could be inferred that the greater the enrollment 
the greater the cost of trips to newspapers and the more difficult it 
would be for the newspapers to accommodate the greater n~mber of students 
in the provision. of· viewing ancl hands-on instruct:i;Q.IJ.l.(Quei;qqn ·18;, .pages 
92 and 93). The lack of space in the journalism facility and the compe-
tenc.e of faculty in newsroom technology were.,reported as apparently 
·slightly significant obstacles to the provision of instruction and 
,seemed less significant obstacles than increasing enrollments, cost of 
equipment and journalism program budgets. It could be inferred that the 
lack of space would limit the size and/or the number of pieces of equip-
ment which could be placed in the journalism facility. It could be in-
. ferred that top administrators could be hesitant to purchase equipment 
for instructional use by faculty which was not competent in newsroom 
technology and this could explain to some degree why visits to news-
papers and from newsmen were used to the degree they were (Table LVIII, 
.page 126, Table XVIII, page 91, and Table XIX, page 92). 
The indicated lack of equipment would suggest that instruction in 
newsroom computer technology was less than what journalism program top 
administrators would prefer. This could be inferred from Table XXIII, 
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page 96, Table XXIV, page 96, and Table XXV, page 97, in which top 
administrators reported that present instructional practices should in-
elude hands-on instruction, the replacement of mechanical typewriters 
with electric typewriters and newsroom equipment such as CRTs, VDTs, 
OCRs and scanners. This has been further supported by Table XXI, page 
94, in which top administrators reported more than verbal·explanation 
was necessary at present. 
The second major finding was an indication that journalism pro-
grams wanted to retain the responsibility of providing instruction in 
newsroom technology to news-editorial students and not to have it 
placed in the hands of connnercial newspapets and not to have much in-
struction provided by another academic discipline. Top administrators 
reported (Table XXVII, page 99, Table XXXIX, page 109, and Table LI, 
page 119) that the responsibility of teaching newsroom technology 
should not be assigned to newspapers at present, that such assignment 
was not desirable and that such assignment was not likely. In each in-
stance less than 20 per cent of the top administrators indicated a 
preference to have the responsibility of the teacijing of newsroom tech-
nology assumed by newspapers. 
Further indications by the top administrators that instruction 
should remain the responsibility of the journalism programs has been 
presented (Table XXX, page 102, and Table XLII, page 112). The tables 
' 
reported top administrators reported that hands-on instruction in news-
room computer equipment at the journal ism school 'seemed desirable and 
seemed likely. Top administrators reported (Table XXXI, page 103, and 
Table XLIII, page 113) that it appeared desirable and likely that 
electric typewriters would replace mechanical typewriters. The top 
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administrators have suggested in Table LIX, page 127, and the accom-
panying summary that they had hopes of obtaining or would obtain com-
puter equipment to be used for instruction in the journalism facility. 
A comparison of Table LIX, page 127, indicated that by 1980 more in-
struction would be taking place in the laboratory than would be taking 
place in the classroom and upon visits to newspapers. Another indica-
tion that journalism programs could be taking more responsibility in 
the instruction of newsroom technology could be found (Table XXXVI, 
page 107, and Table XLVIII, page 117) as top administrators reported 
newspaper management courses seemed desirable and likely as part of the 
news-editorial sequence. This could indicate that the top administra-
tors have been aware of criticisms by newspaper management and some 
journalism program graduates (see pages 30, 31, 38 and 39) and the 
low percentage of news-editorial sequences which have required a news -
paper management course (Table X, page 83) and the one in four sequences 
which have offered instruction in newsroom technology in a newspaper 
management course (Table XI, page 84). 
It should not be concluded that journalism programs would not con-
tinue to depend upon visits to newspapers to provide instruction. Top 
administrators reported (Table XLIV, page 114) that it seemed less than 
likely that investment would be made in all kinds of computer equipment. 
It could be inferred that if the equipment would not be available in 
the journalism facility it could be available at a commercial facility. 
As top administrators reported (Table XXIX, page 101, and Table XLI, 
page 111) that viewing seemed a desirable and likely means of instruc-
tion and that having students visit commercial newspapers at off-peak 
hours for hands-on instruction seemed a desirable and likely means of 
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providing instruction (Tables XXXVII, page 108, and Table XLIX, page 
118), it could be concluded that visits to newspapers would be neces-
sary in some instances. 
Indications that top administrators did not plan to have much in-
struction provided by another academic discipline in computer equipment 
have been offered (Table XII, page 85, Table XIII, page 86, and Table 
XIV, page 86). Only one news,-editorial sequence required its majors to 
have a course in computer science outside the sequence. Although only 
10 sequences offered a course in the new technology in the news-
editorial sequence, but three required majors to take the course of-
fered in the sequence. Top administrators reported _it seemed more de-
sirable to have a newspaper technology course within the sequence 
(Table XXXV, page 106) than to require a computer science course (Table 
XXXIV, page 105). Top administrators reported it appeared less than 
likely a computer science course would be required (Table XLVI, page 
115), but it seemed more than likely that the sequences would have a 
newspaper technology course (XLVII, page 116). The top administrators 
reported that although a few sequences offered their own new technology 
course (Table XIII, page 86) and fewer required it (Table XIV, page 86), 
more sequences required their own course than required a computer course 
outside the sequence (Table XII, page 85). Top administrators reported 
it seemed more desirable and likely that sequences would provide in-
struction in the new technology than it seemed desirable or likely majors 
would be required to learn about computers outside the sequence. This 
appeared to be a further indication that journalism programs want the 
responsibility for providing instruction in newsroom computer technology 
to the greatest extent possible. 
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Although it has been reported that there is a lack of equipment in 
the journalism facility in the providing of instruction in newsroom com-
puter equipment and that it could be inferred this lack of equipment 
suggested instruction was less than what journalism top administrators 
would prefer, journalism programs did want to retain the responsibility 
of providing instruction in newsroom technology. It has been indicated 
journalism programs did want the responsibility and not have it placed 
upon the newspapers, although some instruction would be provided at 
commercial newspapers but to a lesser extent than at present. Top ad-
ministrators also suggested instruction on-campus would remain mostly in 
the journalism program. 
Another finding was that there was an apparent difference between 
accredited and non-accredited news-editorial sequences. Differences are 
suggested in the characteristics of the enrollments and faculty of the 
respondents, the availability of equipment, present instruction and the 
outlook for instruction in the future. 
Student enrollment in accredited sequences appeared greater than 
in non-accredited sequences (Table I, page 73) and was accompanied by 
faculty teaching courses in the news-editorial sequence (Table II, page 
74), full-time faculty (Table III, page 75) and part-time faculty (Table 
IV, page 75) in the accredited sequences that seemed larger than in 
non-accredited sequences. Accredited sequences s.eemed to have more 
full-time professors at each academic rank than did non-accredited se-
quences (Table V, page 76) and more faculty members in accredited se-
quences appeared to have graduate degrees, both at the doctorate and 
masters level, than did non-accredited sequences faculty members (Table 
VII, page 80). Non-accredited sequences had more part-time faculty 
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members at the professorial ranks, with the exception of associate, 
than did accredited sequences but fewer at the instructor and other 
ranks (Table VI, page 79). Part-time faculty members of accredited se-
quences held more graduate degrees and more bachelor degrees than did 
part-time faculty of non-accredited sequences (Table VIII, page 81). 
The reports that accredited sequences have had larger enrollments 
and more faculty members in total and more faculty members who held 
more graduate degrees could be attributed to the presence of accredita-
tion. Students could be attracted more to accredited sequences because 
among the objectives of accredited sequences, which have been designed 
to prepare a student for a particular career, has been that the educa-
tion program has been co-ordinated with the needs of the profession 
and a purpose has been that accreditation would serve as a guide to 
employers that students were graduates of approved professionally 
oriented programs (see pages 9, 10, 33 and 34) • 
Faculty members too could be more attracted to programs which had 
professional approval and claimed to provide closer contact among the 
media professionals, communication research organizations and journalism 
education (see pages 9, 10, 33 and 34). An indication of quality faculty 
could be suggested in Table LIV, page 122. Top administrators of both 
sequences reported faculty competence in newsroom technology seemed to 
be an obstacle in the provision of instruction. Top administrators of 
accredited sequences reported faculty competence seemed of less signifi-
cance than did non-accredited sequences and a greater percentage of ac-
credited sequences reported competence seemed an obstacle of less 
significance than did non-accredited sequences. 
A greater percentage of accredited sequences than non-accredited 
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sequences have offered courses in production/typography and newspaper 
management (Table IX, page 82) and a greater percentage of accredited 
than non-accredited sequences have offered instruction in newsroom 
technology in reporting, editing, production/typography and newspaper 
management courses (Table XI, page 84). A greater percentage of non-
accredited sequences than accredited sequences required editing and 
newspaper management (Table X, page 83). One reason accredited se-
quences seemed to be offering more instruction in newsroom technology 
was accredited sequences had more equipment. 
Table XV, page 87, reported a greater percentage of accredited se-
quences had more electric typewriters and VDTs than non-accredited se-
quences, non-accredited sequences had a slightly higher percentage of 
sequences with CRTs and scanners and the sequences were equal in the 
possession of OCRs. Table XVI, page 89, reported that total and average, 
accredited sequences had more electric typewriters, VDTs and CRTs, each 
had the same number of OCRs and one non-accredited sequence had the only 
scanners. Another indication was that more accredited sequences than 
non-accredited sequences reported having used laboratory exercises 
(Table LVIII, page 126) and most newsroom computer equipment was re-
ported available in the laboratory than any other location (Table XVII, 
page 90). Although an apparent lack of equipment was indicated among 
all sequences, the apparent lack of equipment seemed more evident in 
the non-accredited sequences. Another indication of the lack of the 
availability of computer equipment to non-accredited sequences was that 
a smaller percentage of non-accredited than accredited sequences re-
quired majors to extract data from computers for story assignment (Table 
XX, page 93). 
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It should be noted that non-accredited sequences top administra-
tors reported lack of space in the journalism facility seemed a signifi-
cant obstacle in the provision of newsroom computer instruction. Ac-
credited sequences reported lack of space seemed a less than significant 
obstacle (Table LVI, page 124). It could be inferred the lack of space 
could limit the size. and/or number of pieces of equipment the non-
accredited sequences could make available. Accredited sequences re-
ported increased enrollments seemed a more significant obstacle to the 
provision of instruction than did non-accredited sequences, although 
non-accredited sequences did report increased enrollments did seem a 
slight obstacle. It could be inferred that providing equipment in 
ade4uate numbers for each student becomes more difficult with increased 
enrollments (page 133). Non-accredited sequences reported that faculty 
competence in newsroom technology seemed to be an obstacle to instruc-
tion (Table LIV, page 122) and it could be inferred that top admini-
strators of non-accredited sequences could be hesitant to purchase 
equipment which would be used for instructional purposes by that 
faculty. This combination of factors could further explain why the ap-
parent lack of equipment seemed more evident in non-accredited sequences. 
Another reason why accredited sequences seemed to be offering more 
instruction in newsroom technology than non-accredited sequences was 
because contact between newspapers and accredited sequences appeared to 
be more adequate than contact between newspapers and non-accredited se-
quences. Accredited sequences reported the availability of internships 
in describing reasons for adequate contacts and non-accredited sequences 
reported the lack of internships in describing the contact as inadequate 
(Table XXVI, page 98). A greater percentage of accredited sequences than 
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non-accredited sequences reported students had hands-on instruction at 
conunercial newspapers (Table XIX, page 92). This apparent ~ifference­
in adequacy of contact was supported further in Table LV, page 123, as 
contacts between newspapers and the journalism program were reported by 
non-accredited sequences to seem to be a significant obstacle in pro-
viding instruction in newsroom computer technology. Accredited se-
quences reported the contact did not seem to be a significant obstacle. 
The apparent presence of more equipment in accredited sequences 
than non-accredited sequences and the greater adequacy of contacts with 
newspapers reported by accredited sequences could be attributed to ac-
creditation. Despite economic obstacles and increasing enrollments and 
to some degree faculty competence, top administrators of accredited se-
quences could have sensed more of an obligation and responsibility to 
provide equipment for instruction because of the objectives of accredi-
tation which have called for co-ordination of journalism education with 
the needs of the profession (see pages 9, 10, 33 and 34). The greater 
adequacy of contact and the apparent absence of an obstacle related to 
contacts could be attributed to the purpose of accreditation which pre-
sumed contact between journalism education and professional journalists 
(see pages 9, 10, 33 and 34). 
Evidence of the difference accreditation could make seemed to be 
suggested by examining present practices in that accredited sequences 
disagreed more than non-accredited sequences that verbal explanation was 
the only means of instruction necessary at present (Table XXI, page 94); 
accredited and non-accredited sequences were in virtual agreement that 
viewing of newsroom computer equipment was necessary at present (Table 
XXII, page 95); accredited sequences agreed more than non-accredited 
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sequences that electric typewriters should replace mechanical typewrit-
ers at this time (Table XXIV, page 96); accredited sequences disagreed 
more than non-accredited sequences that it was not necessary to have 
newsroom computer equipment at present (Table XXV, page 97) and ac-
credited sequences disagreed more than non-accredited sequences that 
newspapers not journalism programs shoµld have the responsibility of 
teaching newsroom technology (Table XXVII, page 99). The above results 
indicated that top administrators of accredited sequences agreed more 
strongly than non-accredited sequence top administrators to measures 
that would involve greater expense although they agreed more than non-
accredited sequence top administrators that cost of equipment (Table 
LII, page 121) and journalism program budgets (Table LIII, page 121) 
were obstacles to the provision of instruction. This seemed to suggest 
again that despite economic obstacles top administrators believed they 
have an obligation to the objectives and purposes of accreditation (see 
pages 9, 10, 33 and 34). As hands-on instruction has been more avail-
able to accredited sequences than non-accredited sequences at the jour-
nalism facility and commercial newspapers, this could exp lain why non-
accredited sequence top administrators agreed more than accredited se-
quence top administrators that hands-on instruction was necessary at 
present (Table XXIII, page 96). 
Another indication of the difference between contacts of non-
accredited sequences and newspapers and accredited sequences and news-
papers could be suggested by examining Desirable Practices, Table XXXVI, 
Table XXXVII and Table XXXVIII. Table XXXVI, page 107, indicated it 
was more desirable for non-accredited sequences than for accredited se-
quences to have a newspaper management course. The greater desire 
could be explained as non-accredited sequences have been a way of ap-
pealing to professional newsmen who have cited the need for management 
skills among journalism students (see pages 30, 31, 38 and 39) • However, 
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it should be remembered that non-accredited sequences offered newspaper 
management courses less than did accredited sequences (Table IX, page 
82) and offered instruction in newsroom technology in newspaper manage-
ment courses less than accredited sequences did (Table XI, page 84). 
This could reflect the need of a course offering which is greater among 
non-accredited sequences than accredited sequences. Non-accredited se-
quences indicated greater desire than did accredited sequences to have 
news-editorial students visit commercial newspapers at off-peak hours 
for hands-on instruction (Table XXXVII, page 108) and indicated greater 
desire than accredited sequences did to increase contacts between jour-
nalism programs and newspapers (Table XXXVIII, page 108). These re-
sults seemed to suggest a greater desire for contact between non-
accredited sequences and newspapers. The desire for contact could be 
greater than that of accredited sequences because a significant obstacle 
to the provision of newsroom computer instruction reported by non-
accredi ted sequences was the contact (or lack of contact) between the 
newspapers and the non-accredited sequences. Accredited sequences in-
dicated contacts between newspapers and the accredited sequences were 
not a significant obstacle (Table LV, page 123). 
The outlook suggested as to instruction in newsroom technology in 
the future appeared to be that accredited sequences would have more 
equipment available in the journalism facility than non-accredited se-
quences and non-accredited sequences would increase contacts with com-
mercial newspapers more than accredited sequences. Accredited se-
quences reported providing instruction by explanation seemed less likely 
by 1980 than the likelihood reported by non-accredited sequences (Table 
XL, page 110); accredited sequences reported viewing seemed less likely 
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by 1980 than the likelihood reported by non-accredited sequences (Table 
XLI, page 111) and the likelihood reported by each seemed less than the 
present necessity of viewing reported by each (Table XXII, page 95); 
accredited sequ:ences reported hands-on instruction in the journalism 
facility appeared more likely by 1980 than the likelihood reported by 
non-accredited sequences (Table XLII, page 112); accredited sequences 
reported replacing mechanical typewriters with electric typewriters by 
1980 seemed more likely than the likelihood reported by non-accredited 
sequences (Table XLIII, page 113) and the likelihood reported to each 
appeared more than the present necessity to replace ~echanical type-
writers with electric typewriters reported by each (Table XXIV, page 96); 
although both sequences indicated it was more unlikely that investments 
would be made in all kinds of computer equipment by 1980, accredited se-
quences indicated the likelihood of investments was greater than did 
non-accredited sequences (Table XLIV, page 114). Although both se-
quences indicated disagreement that investment in all kinds of computer 
equipment was not necessary at present, accredited sequences disagreed 
more strongly (Table XXV, page 97). This seemed to support the greater 
likelihood of investment being made by accredited sequences than by 
non-accredited sequences. With the likelihood greater that accredited 
sequences would have less explanation and viewing and would have more 
hands-on instruction, replacement of mechanical typewriters with electric 
typewriters and investments in all kinds of equipment than would non-
accredited sequences and accredited sequences would have less explanation 
and viewing and more hands-on instruction and replacement of mechanical 
typewriters than that indicated as necessary at present, it would seem 
that accredited sequences would increase by 1980 the use of newsroom 
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computer equipment at the journalism facility more than non-accredited 
sequences. This suggested increase despite economic obstacles reported 
in Table LII, page 121, Table LIII, page 121, Table LIX, page 127, and 
in the Comments, page 128, seemed to be further evidence that top ad-
ministrators of accredited sequence believed they had an obligation to 
meet accreditation standards. 
Non-accredited sequences reported hands-on instruction for news-
editorial students at commercial newspapers seemed more likely by 1980 
than the likelihood indicated by accredited sequences (Table XLIX, page 
118) and non-accredited sequences indicated an increase in contact be-
tween the journalism program and newspapers seemed more likely by 1980 
than the likelihood indicated by accredited sequences (Table L, page 
119). One explanation of the likelihood of increased contact indicated 
by non-accredited sequences could be non-accredited sequences apparently 
would not be offering as much hands-on instruction at the journalism 
facility as accredited sequences and could need increased contacts for 
hands-on instruction. Another explanation of the likelihood of the in-
creased contact could be the non-accredited sequences indicated they 
would not have the equipment in the journalism facility that accredited 
sequences would have and a greater need would exist to visit newspaper 
plants and to have newsmen visit the journalism program to provide in-
formation about the new technology. Another explanation could be that 
contacts of non-accredited sequences with newspapers were indicated to 
be less adequate than contacts of accredited sequences (Table XXVI, 
page 98). These increases in contacts could overcome an obstacle to 
providing instruction in newsroom computer equipment reported by non-
accredited sequences (Table LV, page 123) and could ease the obstacles 
of lack of space (Table LVI, page 124) and faculty competence (Table 
LIV, page 122) • 
An apparent difference between accredited sequences and non-
accredited sequences has been suggested. It has been indicated that 
accredited sequences have attracted more students, more faculty who 
seem to be somewhat more competent and have more graduate education, 
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had more equipment available for instruction in newsroom technology, 
appeared to have more adequate contact with newsmen and seemed to have 
provided more and seemed likely to provide more instruction in newsroom 
technology. Accreditation and the obligation to meeting accreditation 
standards sensed by top administrators of accredited sequences seemed to 
provide some explanation to the advantages held by accredited sequences. 
Another finding was that top administrators of all sequences sug-
gested more newsroom computer equipment should be available in the 
news-editorial sequence than what was available at present. Top ad-
ministrators indicated that the likelihood of viewing was not as likely 
(Table XLI, page 111) as was the present appropriateness of viewing 
(Table XXII, page 95); that the likelihood of hands-on instruction at 
the journalism facility seemed more likely (Table XLII, page 112) than 
the present appropriateness of hands-on instruction (Table XXIII, page 
96) and that the replacement of mechanical typewriters seemed more 
likely (Table XLII.I, page 113) than the present appropriateness of re-
placing mechanical typewriters (Table XXIV, page 96). The inference was 
that if viewing were lessened and hands-on instruction and the replace-
ment of mechanical typewriters with electric typewriters were increased, 
more equipment would have to be available in 1980 than was available at 
present. This inference was further supported in Table LVIII, page 126, 
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and Table LIX, page 127) which reported more of the total instruction 
would be offered in the laboratory in 1980 than was offered in the 
laboratory at present, and less would be offered in the classroom, on 
visits to newspapers and on visits from newsmen in 1980 than was of-
fered at present. The laboratory has been the location of most of the 
available newsroom computer equipment (Table XVII, page 90). 
Another finding was that top administrators suggested that what 
would be most desirable in instruction in newsroom computer"equipment 
would not be what seemed most likely to be available in instruction in 
newsroom computer equipment by 1980. Top administrators indicated 
viewing equipment in operation seemed more desirable (Table XXIX, page 
101) than likely (Table XLI, page 111); hands-on instruction at the 
journalism facility seemed more desirable (Table XXX, page 102) than 
likely (Table XLII, page 112); the replacing of mechanical typewriters 
with electric typewriters seemed more desirable (Table XXXI, page 103) 
than likely (Table XLIII, page 113); the necessity of purchasing all 
kinds of newsroom computer eqyipment seemed more desirable (Table XXXII, 
page 104) than likely (Table XLIV, page 114); contact between the jour-
nalism program and newspapers seemed more desirable (Table XXXVIII, page 
108) than likely (Table L, page 119); the extraction of data from com-
puters for story assignments seemed more desirable (Table XXXIII, page 
105) than likely (Table XLV, page 114); the requirement of a computer 
science course seemed more desirable (Table XXXIV, page 105) than likely 
(Table XLVI, page 115); a news-editorial sequence newsroom technology 
course seemed more desirable (Table XXXV, page 106) than likely (Table 
XLVII, page 116); a newspaper management course seemed more desirable 
(Table XXXVI, page 107) than likely (Table XLVIII, page 117) and visits 
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to newspapers for hands-on instruction by journalism students seemed 
more desirable (Table XXXVII, page 108) than likely (Table XLIX, page 
118). The only more likely (Table XL, page 110) than desirable (Table 
XXVIII, page 100) result was the provision of verbal explanation as a 
means of instruction. 
The differences in desirability as compared to likelihood in ver-
bal explanation, viewing of equipment in operation, hands-on instruction 
at the journalism school, replacement of mechanical typewriters with 
electric typewriters and extracting data from computers for story as-
signments could be explained by the economic factors of equipment cost 
and budget as achieving the aforementioned would involve the purchase of 
equipment. Differences noted in relation to viewing, contacts between 
the journalism program and newspapers and hands-on instruction at news-
papers in off-peak hours could be explained by economic factors and by 
newspaper policy. If the viewing were to take place at a newspaper this 
as well as having contact at the newspaper and instruction at the news-
paper could involve the cost of transporting students and hands-on in-
struction could be less likely because of a newspaper policy against 
students operating newsroom computer equipment. The differences noted 
in relation to having a news-editorial sequence newsroom technology 
course and a newspaper management course could be explained by the bud-
get factor in that additional personnel could be necessary. The differ-
ence noted in relation to requiring a computer science course could be 
explained by a reluctance of the journalism program to reduce its respon-
sibility in providing instruction in the area of computers. The above 
differences indicated again that equipment has been lacking and equip-
ment cost and journalism budgets seemed to be related most to this 
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apparent lack of equipment. Also, the budget factor was suggested in 
an area other than equipment and the matter of responsibility for pro-
viding instruction was indicated. 
It has been concluded that there has been an apparent lack of news-
room computer equipment in the offering of instruction in newsroom tech-
nology in news-editorial sequences. This apparent lack seemed related 
mostly to the cost of equipment and journalism budgets. Other factors 
such as increasing enrollments, lack of space in the journalism facility, 
faculty competence in newsroom technology and a belief by some top ad-
ministrators that a journalism program should train newsmen not computer 
scientists and researchers seemed to be lesser reasons for the apparent 
lack of equipment. This apparent lack of equipment would suggest that 
instruction in newsroom computer technology was less than what journal-
ism program top administrators would prefer. 
Despite the apparent lack of equipment and the factors which seemed 
to be related to the lack, journalism programs wanted to retain re-
sponsibility for providing instruction in newsroom technology. The pro-
grams indicated they were opposed to relinquishing responsibility for 
instruction to the newspapers, although contacts with newspapers would 
be maintained and some contacts would involve instruction. The journal-
ism programs also indicated they were opposed to having much instruction 
related to computers and technology provided by another academic disci-
pline. 
The apparent lack of equipment was indicated less in accredited se-
quences than in non-accredited sequences. Accredited sequences more 
than non-accredited sequences seemed to be attracting more students, 
more faculty who appeared somewhat more competent, appeared to be 
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providing and would provide more instruction in newsroom technology and 
appeared to have more adequate contacts with professional journalism. 
Although factors such as cost, budget, lack of space, increasing en-
rollments and faculty competence were considered, the presence of ac-
creditation seemed to offer the greatest explanation of advantages held 
by accredited sequences. 
It may be concluded from the indications of top administrators 
that more equipment would be available in 1980 than was available at 
present, however instruction in newsroom technology in 1980 should be 
less than seemed desirable to journalism program top administrators. 
Reconnnendations 
As this study was designed to gather information which would pro-
vide a present description of the characteristics of news-editorial se-
quences offering instruction in newsroom computer technology and a 
present description of the status of instruction in newsroom computer 
technology in news-editorial sequences in journalism departments, schools 
and colleges, it would be reconnnended that the study would be updated 
each year. The annual updating of the information would provide con-
tinually current descriptions. The information could be made available 
to journalism educators, publishers, editors, state press associations 
and other organizations which would have an interest in the education 
of future journalists. 
As this study was designed to include information regarding the 
predictions and projections of journalism educators as to what instruc-
tion in newsroom technology in news-editorial sequences would be in 
1980, it would be reconnnended that this study would be a basis for a 
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study to be conducted in 1980. The purpose of the recommended study 
would be to learn if the projections presented in this study were 
realized, what projections and predictions were realized and what pro-
jections and predictions were not realized and why the projections and 
predictions were or were not realized. 
As a major finding of this study was that the present apparent 
lack of newsroom computer equipment was related to the cost of equip-
ment and journalism budgets, it would be recommended that a study would 
be undertaken in an effort to determine how the purchase of newsroom 
computer equipment could best be financed. The study could include 
journalism educators, editors, publishers and others who would have an 
interest in the education of future journalists. 
As this study suggested that an obstacle to providing instruction 
in newsroom computer technology seemed to be faculty competence in news-
room technology, it would be recommended that instructional programs 
be established to improve the competence in newsroom technology of 
faculty members. This program could be a co-operative effort by news-
papers and the American Council on Education in Journalism. 
As between 10 and 20 per cent of top journalism program admini-
strators indicated the responsibility of teaching newsroom technology 
should or would be that of the newspapers and not the journalism pro-
grams, it would be recommended that a study of publishers and editors 
should be conducted to learn if they believed newspapers should or would 
become responsible for instruction in newsroom technology. The study 
could ask newspaper publishers or editors how instruction would be pro-
vided. 
As a finding of this study was that accredited news-editorial 
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sequences seemed to hold advantages over non-accredited sequences, it 
would be recommended that a study of top administrators of accredited 
and non-accredited sequences would be made to determine what benefits 
and obstacles accreditation presented and what benefits and obstacles 
non-accreditation presented in the provision of newsroom computer tech-
nology. It would be recommended that a study of publishers and editors 
would be made to determine their beliefs about and attitudes toward ac-
credited and non-accredited sequences and how these beliefs and atti-
tudes did affect the relationships between newspapers and non-
accredited sequences and newspapers and accredited sequences. 
As this study suggested top administrators seemed to be concerned 
about the adequacy of contacts with newspapers and seemed to desire in-
creased contacts with newspapers, it would be recommended a study be 
taken to determine ways in which contact between newspapers and news-
editorial sequences could be increased and improved. 
Further Considerations 
The reconnnendations offered have called for further studies. This 
has not been done to provide a totally 11 ivory tower" approach. It has 
been done to examine carefully the responsibility of journalism educa-
tion before journalism education becomes lost in the gadgetry of tech-
nology. One recommendation was based upon the less than 20 per cent of 
top administrators who reported the responsibility of teaching newsroom 
technology was that of the newspapers and not the journalism programs. 
Their main contention, which was detailed and made strongly in Appendi-
ces E, G, H and I, was that the mission of the journalism programs was 
to educate persons in the reporting and editing of news and not to 
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educate computer operators and technicians. It was reconnnended that 
professional newsmen, editors and publishers, would be surveyed for 
their beliefs as to whether the newspapers or the journalism programs 
should provide the instruction in newsroom technology, thus identifying 
the responsibility of journalism education. 
Another reconnnendation was that publishers and editors should be 
contacted for their suggestions as to how the funds necessary to pur-
chase technological equipment for journalism programs could be realized. 
This reconnnendation was based upon the identification of economics by 
top administrators as a highly significant problem in providing instruc-
t ion in newsroom technology. It would seem to be a great waste of 
economic resources if top administrators would find that the responsi-
bility of providing instruction in the new technology were a responsi-
bility which belonged not to journalism education, but to the newspapers. 
The great waste would be that financial support would have been taken 
from the educating of persons to gather, report and edit news in a re-
sponsible manner. Money which could be spent in hiring faculty of the 
highest competence in the teaching of reporting and editing and in the 
providing of experiences to students which would enhance their abilities 
to gather, report and edit news would have been spent on tools which 
would make possible nothing more than the performance of mechanical 
tasks. 
As one top administrator stated, the instruction in the new tech-
nology would enhance the education of the prospective journalist, but 
the basic objective would have to remain instruction in reporting and 
editing. He believed that to become too involved with gadgets would be 
to transform journalism schools to trade schools rather than having them 
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be professional schools. It was a belief shared by other top admini-
strators. A journalism program would not send a graduate who could not 
type to a newspaper. The operation of electric typewriters, Video Dis-
play Terminals and other technological devices has been dependent upon 
the basic ability to type. The operation of the mechanical typewriter 
has not been taught by journalism educators. It has been learned by 
journalism students. The concern of journalism educators has been de-
veloping persons who would recognize a news story, would know how to 
gather information, would know how to accurately, fairly and responsi-
bly report the story and would know how to edit a story which would be 
accurate, fair and identified as responsible journalism. The less than 
20 per cent of top administrators expressed concern thatjournalism edu-
cation would become lost in technology, swamped by gadgets and pre-
occupied with "toys". They have insisted the primary concern of journal-
ism education was and needed to be the training of minds and the nur-
turing of inquisitive, connnitted and broadly educated news persons. 
Appendices G, H and I provided suggestions as to instruction. The 
technology has bejen simulated in laboratory exercises as students have 
prepared copy as if it were to be electronically edited. In these 
exercises the students have abandoned lead pencils and glue pots and 
have gained a familiarity with the marking of copy for electronic edit-
ing. Other reports have suggested the use of readings, slide presenta-
tions, lectures by faculty and newsmen and visits to newspapers. The 
instruction described did provide an awareness and an enhancement. It 
did not sacrifice the main responsibility of teaching reporting and 
editing. It would seem that the use of such methods could be continued 
until the determination has been made as to how the instruction in 
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newsroom technology would be provided without sacrificing or compromis-
ing the primary mission of journalism education--the development of per-
sons who would report and would edit the news in a fair, accurate and 
responsible manner. This would not suggest that those top administra-
tors who were not among those who have raised the question of where the 
responsibility for instruction in newsroom technology would lie were 
ignoring the main mission of journalism education. What would be sug-
gested and would be demanded would be that journalism educators would 
provide instruction in newsroom technology in a context which neither 
sacrificed nor compromised the main mission of developing persons who 
would gather, report and edit the news fairly, accurately and in the 
most responsible manner. 
An assumption presented in Chapter I that the comparison between 
accredited and non-accredited sequences would indicate the accredited 
sequences were providing their students with more hands-on instruction 
in newsroom technology at the journalism facility and at connnercial news-
papers and did have greater contact with professional newsmen seemed to 
be supported by the findings. Some explanation of the advantages held 
by accredited sequences seemed to be provided by accreditation itself 
and the obligation to meet the accreditation standards. The author of 
this study has taught in both an accredited and in a non-accredited se-
quence. The author has felt the pressures of the obligations to the ob-
jectives and purposes of accreditation while teaching in an accredited 
sequence. These pressures were not sensed by the author while teaching 
in the non-accredited sequence. 
It would seem presumptuous to attribute the difference between ac-
credited and non-accredited sequences to the presence of accreditation 
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and the accompanying pressures of the purposes and objectives of ac-
creditation. A study has been recommended and this study would include 
professional newsmen. This inclusion could confirm or deny a suspicion 
that professional newsmen have ignored or slighted non-accredited se-
quences because there have been no bonds of obligation between the non-
accredited sequences and the newsmen as there have been between the ac-
credited sequences and the newsmen. As top administrators of non-
accredited sequences expressed greater concern as to the adequacy of 
contacts than did top administrators of accredited sequences and as top 
administrators of non-accredited sequences identified the lack of con-
tact as an obstacle to providing instruction, an exploration of the re-
lationship between non-accredited sequences and newsmen would be im-
portant. 
A most important aspect of journalism education in the news-
editorial sequence has been the preparation of students for careers as 
competent newspaper professionals. This obligation has be:en part of ac-
creditation. It would seem presumptuous to state that non-accredited 
sequences did not have a like objective. A failure to strive for this 
objective would be detrimental to the students and to the newspapers. 
It would seem necessary that newspaper publishers and editors would be 
as concerned about non-accredited sequences as accredited sequences. 
There has been·a suspicion that accredited sequences have attracted 
more assistance from professional newsmen, greater financial assistance 
and greater academic benefits than non-accredited sequences. If the 
presence of accreditation would provide the best means of preparing 
students to be competent newspaper professionals, then it would seem 
that assistance should be given to non-accredited sequences to help 
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them achieve accreditation. This assistance would come from ac-
credited sequences and newspaper publishers and editors. What would be 
foremost in any undertaking would be the provision of the best educa-
tion for students, which in turn would reflect favorably upon journalism 
programs and would best serve the newspaper industry. 
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Objectives 
The objectives of the Council are: 
1. To enhance the professional status of journalism and mass connnuni-
cations by stimulating and encouraging sound programs of education. 
2. To aid in the co-ordination of educational programs with the needs 
of the profession. 
3. To further the study and investigation of problems in the field of 
education for journalism and mass connnunications as these may be 
referred to the Council by a member organization or by an individ-
ual member of the Council. 
4. To define and, insofar as possible, to gain acceptance for minimum 
standards for professional education in the field. 
5. To act as a voluntary accrediting agency for educational programs. 
Purposes 
The following was adopted by ACEJ as a statement of the purposes of ac-
crediting of professional programs in journalism:· 
1. To stimulate the constant improvement of education for journalism 
and mass communications through continuing review of objectives, 
programs and results. 
2. To describe the characteristics of schools and departments worthy 
of public recognition as professional schools. 
3. To guide prospective students in choosing a school or department 
that will adequately meet their educational needs. 
4. To serve as a guide to employers in all mass connnunication fields 
as to which schools and departments are recognized as presenting 
professional programs worthy of approval. 
5. To promote a closer relationship among the mass connnunication media, 
connnunication research organizations, and the schools and depart-
ments with the idea of meeting the educational and professional 
needs of the areas which the schools serve. 
6. To encourage and provide machinery for guidance for schools or se-
quence self-study by institutions seeking to prepare themselves 
for evaluation. 
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Selection of Visiting Team 
Members of the visiting team are selected by the Accrediting Com-
mittee and include educators and professionals. An expert in each se-
quence of study for which evaluation is requested is included on the 
team. The administrator is notified of the make-up of the team in ad-
vance of the visit. The institution may request that a representative 
from its regional association (a generalist) be included in the visiting 
team. In this case, the regional association assigns the representative 
after discussions with the institution. A member of the Accrediting 
Committee serves as team chairman. 
APPENDIX B 
COVER LETTERS 
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COVER LETTERS 
The cover letter was attached to the questionnaire on each of the 
four mailings. The first memorandum was attached to the second mailing 
October 14, 1974. The second memorandum was attached to the third mail-
ing October 31, 1974. The fourth memorandum and the post card were at-
tached to the fourth mailing November 27, 1974. 
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Date 
Dr. Harry E. Heath, Director 
School of Journalism & Broadcasting 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Dr. Heath: 
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Some editors and publishers are claiming that journalism programs have 
not and are not providing students in the news-editorial sequence with 
the necessary education in regard to electric typewriters, Cathode Ray 
Tubes, Video Di~play Terminals and other computerized equipment used in 
the newsroom of today. A study by the Associated Press Managing Editors 
reported that journalism graduates believed their training was inade-
quate to meet the needs of working amidst the technological revolution 
which has swept the newspaper industry. 
At this time there is no definitive body of information as to the in-
struction provided in newsroom computer technology to news-editorial 
sequence students in journalism departments, schools and colleges. The 
purpose of my doctoral dissertation is to provide that information. 
Without your help this purpose cannot be fulfilled. Without your help 
the contentions of editors and publishers can be neither confirmed nor 
denied. Without your help journalism educators will be unable to know 
what their own discipline is doing in the preparation of news-editorial 
students in newsroom computer technology. This is an opportunity for 
you to contribute to other journalism educators and to editors and pub-
lishers so that each of you may know what is being done, what is not 
being done, what is being planned and what problems confront journalism 
educators in regard to providing instruction in newsroom computer tech-
nology. 
The enclosed questionnaire will take no more than 30 minutes to com-
plete. Please respond in each of the parts of the questionnaire to each 
item as it applies to your news-editorial sequence at present, as to 
what would be the ideal, as to what is projected by 1980 and as to 
present problems in offering instruction. Please indicate on the 
questionnaire if you wish a copy of the report of the study results'and 
please return the questionnaire in the enclosed stamped envelope. 
Thank you for your time and consideration in helping me, and more im-
portant in helping students, journalism educators and editors and pub-
lishers. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Steng 
October 14, 1974 
Dear Sir: 
As I have not received a response from you I thought 
naire might not have been received by you or perhaps 
placed. I do look forward to having your response. 
sponded by the time you receive this, please ignore. 
your co-operation. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Steng 
Dear Journalism Administrator: 
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that my question-
it has been mis-
If you have re-
Thank you for 
I am writing to hear from you so that I may add your information, opin-
ions and views to those of the 70 journalism administrators who have re-
sponded thus far. As you probably have misplaced the questionnaire I 
have provided another copy. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Steng 
I am appealing to you because I desperately need your help to complete 
my study of instruction provided in newsroom computer technology to 
news-editorial sequence students in journalism departments, schools and 
colleges. 
I am contacting you for the fourth time as I need your response to pro-
vide a balance in the survey results. Thus far more than 70 per cent 
of all accredited sequences and more than 60 per cent of all non-
accredited sequences contacted for this survey have responded. 
I beseech'y9u to complete the questionnaire and return it to me.by Dec-
cember 20. I know that you are extremely busy and I will be forever 
grateful for your help. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Steng 
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If you do not intend to respond with the questionnaire please provide 
the information requested below and return this card. 
Name 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
University 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
(PART I) 
2. Number of students enrolled in news-editorial sequence 
-------
3. Number of faculty teaching courses in news-editorial sequence 
---
4. Number of full-time faculty in news-editorial sequence 
Number of part-time faculty in news-editorial sequence 
5. Number of ful 1-time faculty holding rank of professor 
' associate assistant instructor professor 
' 
professor 
' ---
Number of part-time faculty holding rank of professor 
associate professor 
' 
assistant professor 
' 
instructor 
other 
6. Number of full-time faculty whose highest degree is Doctorate 
Masters 
' 
Bachelors , No Degree 
Number of part-time faculty whose highest degree is Doctorate 
Masters 
' 
Bachelors , No Degree 
7. Check which of the following courses are offered in the news-
editorial sequence. Reporting Editing Production/ 
Typography Newspaper Management 
---
8. Check which courses are required in the news-editorial sequence. 
Reporting Editing Production/Typography Newspaper 
Management 
---
9. In which courses is instruction in newsroom technology offered: 
Reporting Editing Production/Typographr Newspaper 
Management 
---
10. A course in computer science is required of all news-editorial 
11. 
majors: Yes No 
---
If the answer is Yes, please indicate the title of the course and 
the department offering the course ___________________ ___ 
A course 
sequence: 
in newspaper technology is offered in the news-editorial 
Yes No 
---
12. If the answer to 11 is Yes, is the course required? Yes No 
13. Check which newsroom equipment is available to news-editorial se-
quence majors on campus. 
Electric Typewriters Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) Video Dis-
---play Terminal (VDT) Optical Character Reader (OCR) 
---Scanner 
---
. 
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Questionnaire-2 
14. In what quantities is newsroom equipment available? 
Electric Typewriters CRT VDT OCR Scanner 
--- --- --- --- ---
15. Where is the newsroom equipment available: 
Electric typewriters in classroom__ laboratories ___ . student 
newspaper __ _ 
CRT in classroom laboratories __ . student newspaper __ • 
VDT in classroom laboratories student newspaper __ • 
OCR in classroom __ laboratories · student newspaper ___ • 
Scanner in classroom ___ laboratories __ student newspaper ___ • 
16. Have news-editorial majors seen newsroom computer equipment in 
operation at conunercial newspapers? Yes No __ _ 
17. Have news-editorial majors had an opport~nity to have hands-on 
instruction in newsroom computer equipment at a conunercial news-
paper? Yes No 
---
18. If the answer to 16 and/or 17 is No, briefly explain why. 
19. News-editorial students are required to extract data from computers 
for story assignments? Yes No ___ _ 
20. If the answer to 19 is No, briefly explain why. 
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Questionnaire-3 
(Part II) 
(In the following section please check the choice which is most appro-
priate in describing present instruction in newsroom computer tech-
nology.) 
1. Verbal explanation if newsroom computer equipment is all that is 
necessary at this time. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
2. Viewing newsroom computer equipment in operation is necessary at 
this time. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
3. Hands-on instruction of newsroom computer equipment is necessary at 
this time. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
4. Electric typewriters should replace mechanical typewriters at this 
time. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
5. Newsroom equipment such as CRTs, VDTs, OCRs and scanners are not 
necessary at this time. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
6. Contact between the journalism program and newspapers is adequate. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
If the answer to 6. is Strongly Agree or Agree please briefly 
describe how adequacy is achieved: 
If the answer to 6~ is Disagree or Strongly Disagree please briefly 
describe what must be done to achieve adequate level of contact: 
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Questionnaire-4 
7. Teaching of newsroom computer technology is the responsibility of 
newspapers, not journalism programs. 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
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Questionnaire-5 
(Part III) 
(In the following section please check the choice which is most appro-
priate in describing what you would want to be done in providing in-
struction in newsroom computer technology. Assume you would face no 
obstacles, such as budget.) 
1. Instruction in newsroom computer equipment should be provided by 
explanation. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
2. Instruction in newsroom computer equipment should be provided by 
viewing newsroom computer equipment in operation. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
3. Instruction in newsroom computer equipment should be hands-on oper-
ation at the journalism school. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
4. Electric typewriters should replace mechanical typewriters. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
5. Investment should be made in all kinds of newsroom computer equip-
ment. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
6. News-editorial students should be required to extract data from 
computers for story assignments. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
7. A computer science course should be required. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
8. News-editorial sequence should have its own newspaper technology 
course. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
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Questionnaire-6 
9. News-editorial sequence should have a newspaper management course. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
10. News-editorial students should visit connnercial newspapers at off-
peak hours to have hands-on instruction with newsroom computer 
equipment. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
11. Contact between journalism programs and newspapers should be in-
creased. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
12. Teaching of newsroom computer technology should be the responsi-
bility of the newspapers, not journalism programs. 
Most Desirable Desirable Neutral Not Desirable Least Desirable 
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Questionnaire-7 
(Part IV) 
(In the following section please check the choice which is most appro-
priate to your program in describing what you believe will happen by 
1980 in the provision of instruction in newsroom computer technology.) 
1. Instruction in newsroom computer equipment will be provided by ex-
planation. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
2. Instruction in newsroom computer equipment will be provided by 
viewing newsroom computer equipment in operation. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
3. Instruction in newsroom computer equipment will be hands-on in-
struction at the journalism school. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
4. Electric typewriters will replace mechanical typewriters. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
5. Investment will be made in all kinds of computer equipment. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
6. News-editorial students will be required to extract data from com-
puters for story assignments. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
7. A· computer science course will be required. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
8. News-editorial sequence will have its own newspaper technology 
course. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
9. News-editorial sequence will have a newspaper management course. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
10. News-editorial students will visit commercial newspapers at off-
peak hours to have hands-on instruction with newsroom computer 
equipment. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
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Questionnaire-8 
11. Contact between newspapers and the journalism program will increase. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
12. Teaching of newsroom computer technology will become the responsi-
bility of the newspapers rather than journalism programs. 
Most Likely Likely Neutral Not Likely Least Likely 
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Questionnaire-9 
(Part V) 
(In the following section please check the choice which is most appro-
priate in describing the obstacles which stand in the way of providing 
instruction in newsroom computer technology at present.) 
1. Among the obstacles to providing instruction in newsroom computer 
technology, the cost of newsroom computer equipment is of 
Great 
Significance 
Significance Neutral Little 
Significance 
No 
Significance 
2. Among the obstacles to providing instruction in newsroom computer 
technology, the journalism program budget is of 
Great 
Significance 
Significance Neutral Little 
Significance 
No 
Significance 
3. Among the obstacles to providing instruction in newsroom computer 
technology, the competence of faculty members in newsroom tech-
nology is of 
Great 
Significance 
Significance Neutral Little 
Significance 
No 
Significance 
4. Among the obstacles to providing instruction in newsroom computer 
technology, contact between newspapers and the journalism program 
is of 
Great 
Significance 
Significance Neutral Little 
Significance 
No 
Significance 
5. Among the obstacles to providing instruction in newsroom computer 
technology, lack of space in the journalism facility is of 
Great 
Significance 
Significance Neutral Little 
Significance 
No 
Significance 
6. Among the obstacles to providing instruction in newsroom computer 
technology, increased enrollment is of 
Great 
Significance 
Significance Neutral Litt le 
Significance 
No 
Significance 
Questionnaire-10 
(Part VI) 
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1. Would you please provide descriptions of specific examples of in-
structional opportunities (laboratory exercises, classroom assign-
ments, visits to newspapers, visits from newsmen and other ex-
periences) in the use of newsroom computer technology offered in 
your news-editorial sequence. 
Please send any brochures, course outlines, exercises, assignments 
and other information which describes or illustrates how you pro-
vide such instruction. 
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Questionnaire-11 
2. Would you please provide specific information as to how you plan to 
offer instruction in newsroom computer technology by 1980. Please 
send any brochures and/or other literature which describes these 
plans. 
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Questionnaire-12 
3. Please use this space for any additional connnents you wish to make. 
**If you would like to have a report of the findings of this study 
please check this space 
----
APPENDIX D 
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INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO QUESTION 18, PART I 
Responses from accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. (16 Yes, 17 No) Lack of money. 
2. (16 Yes, 17 No) Local papers are just putting in this equipment. 
3. (16 Yes, 17 No) Haven't been able to make arrangements with paper. 
Distance also a factor. 
4. ( 16 Yes, 17 No) Not used locally. 
5. (16 Yes, 17 No) Too many students for limited equipment. 
6. ( 16 Yes, 17 No) Not locally available. No funds to transport all 
students to a plant so equipped. 
7. ( 16 Yes, 17 No) Unavailability of opportunity at this time. 
8. (16 Yes, 17 No) Scheduling problems •. 
9. (16 Yes, 17 No) Had Hendrix 5200 VDT demonstration in 1973. News-
papers with VDTs, scanners too far away. 
10. (16 Yes, 17 No) Hands-on instruction is given in the school, in 
editing class, to all students in news-editorial sequence, on the 
CRT. 
11. (16 Yes, 17 No) Some students have seen equipment. As to hands-
on, no opportunity to do so; local paper is quite small. 
12. (16 Yes, 17 No) Too many students, no enough equipment access. 
13. (16 Yes, 17 No) Day is 24 hours long. 
14. (16Yes, 17 No) Too many students for too little time on too 
little equipment. 
15. (16 Yes, 17 No) Paper lacks sufficient equipment; hands-on handled 
with college equipment. 
16. (16 Yes, 17 No) Too many students. 
17. (16 Yes, 17 No) Local paper converting to OCR--having enough 
trouble without having to contend with our students. 
18. (16 Blank, 17 No) We don't have such equipment available in our 
conununity, but we will by fall 1975. 
19. (16 Yes, 17 No) Newspaper policy prohibits it. 
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20. (16 Yes, 17 No) Equipment not yet available. 
21. (16 Yes, 17 No) Only one newspaper in the area has the equipment 
and it has just been installed. In fact, we had our VDT units 
before the newspaper did and they sent their staff to look at them. 
22. (16 Yes, 17 No) The conunercial paper using CRTs is still shaking 
down and time for students is not available. 
23. (16 Yes, 17 No) Obvious--admittance highly restricted. 
24. (16 Blank, 17 No) The equipment is on request. 
25. (16 Yes, 17 No) Part of orientation, not course. 
26. (16 Yes, 17 No) Equipment not available for that use. 
27. (16 Yes, 17 No) They have hands-on at the student daily news-
paper. 
Responses from non-accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. ( 16 Yes, 17 No) Arrangements are not possible. 
2. (16 Yes, 17 No) Too many students. 
3. (16 Yes, 17 No) We have tape punchers and readers in our news-
paper composing room operated by students. 
4. (16 Yes, 17 No) None (CRT, VDT, OCR) only composition machines 
(Singer, Compugraphic). 
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5. (16 Yes, 17 No) Most connnercial newspapers in areas that employ 
any interns don't have such equipment. 
6. (16 No, 17 No) Too early in semester--changeover in faculty. 
7. (16 Yes, 17 No) Facilities in Flagstaff are limited. When the 
class visits other papers time is limited. 
8. (16 Yes, 17 No) Hands-on instruction not yet possible. 
9. (16 Blank, 17 No) We are looking into such equipment as budgeting 
limits allow; the local paper has scanner equipment now, will have 
VDTs soon. 
10. (16 Yes, 17 No) ITU at local daily forbids such use; not avail-
able in newsroom of Bangor Daily News as yet. 
11. (16 Yes, 17 No) Money. 
12. (16 Yes, 17 No) Have seen it, but no opportunity to use. 
13. (16 Yes, 17 No) Too disruptive of normal staff routine. 
14. ( 16 Yes, 17 No) Unions. 
15. (16 Yes, 17 No) Systems vary and we consider this an element of 
on-the-job training--hardly part of an academic program. 
16. (16 Yes, 17 No) Local paper not receptive to hands-on use (except 
by our own interns working there) without previous instruction 
elsewhere, and we cannot now provide this instruction. However, we 
have interns placed at other papers, in addition to the local 
paper, and those interns at papers with OCR equipment to get hands-
on experience. 
17. (16 Yes, 17 No) Has not been feasible. 
18. (16 Yes, 17 No) No opportunity. 
19. (16 No, 17 No) None available in Laramie. 
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20. (16 Yes, 17 No) Field trips only. 
21. (16 No, 17 No) Local newspaper does not have it, school newspaper 
is printed by local paper, school does not have computer equipment. 
22. (16 Yes, 17 No) Haven't worked out arrangements. 
23. (16 Yes, 17 No) Only those employed at those newspapers have had 
the opportunity. 
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INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO QUESTION 20, PART I 
Responses from accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. Have no operating system. 
2. No access. 
3. Insufficient interest on part of faculty up to now. 
4. No computer available. 
5. Not available. 
6. They need to learn to do basic reporting and editing. Course is 
in journalism, not computer operation. 
7. This is one small facet of reporting. Some students do it, but 
not all. 
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8. Only some students--not all--have used this method of getting info. 
9. Not yet considered a necessary part of the curriculum for all stu-
dents. 
10. No terminal present in building; no access to other terminals at 
this time. 
11. Equipment not available. 
12. No computer-assisted morgue or resources available. 
13. No appropriate data available in campus computers. 
14. Because we haven't yet been able to finance a new course in com-
puters/aggregate data. 
15. Why use a computer for what can be put on a mimeograph sheet. 
16. T_hey don't do progranuning, etc. They do, however, work with 
others' survey results, printouts. 
17. No facilities thereof. 
18. No computer. 
19. None accessible. 
20. Relevant data not available. 
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21. We have yet to acquire the proper equipment which will allow this 
activity on a cost-effective basis. The necessary equipment is 
currently being acquired under a series of grants from the Gannett 
Foundation. 
22. Lack of opportunity, access, manpower (faculty) and sO' forth. 
23. Campus computer is tied up most of the time. 
24. Not available. 
25. Department has not considered this necessary part of curriculum. 
26. Do not have the computer yet, but will soon. 
27. Not trained to do so. 
28. Inadequate facilities. 
29. We are not yet operational with CRT/VDT interconnected with PDD 
11/45. 
30. They have the opportunity with city•county data--Reporting and Ap-
plied Journalism. 
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Responses from non-accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. New computer being installed. 
2. Reporters really don't use computers in their day-to-day assign-
ments. When that becomes necessary, we will go to it. Otherwise, 
the investment of time seems foolish at this point. 
3. We've no current agreement with computer center. 
4. No computer available for such work. 
5. Shortage of faculty in both Mass Communication and Computer Science. 
6. Not relevant to the program needs. 
7. No such equipment. 
B. No facility available. 
9. Not yet feasible. 
10. Not required, but some students do so on in-depth assignments where 
data is available via computer. 
11. Money. 
12. Not available. 
13. Computer not available for this function. 
14. We utilize, a computer-assisted interactional writing program which, 
coupled with the computer course requirement and use of VDT, which 
uses tube for retrieval we think is sufficient computer exposure 
at this time. 
15. Haven't got terminal hooked up yet with computer center. 
16. No equipment of this kind, either in classroom or at student paper. 
17. Haven't felt it has been necessary. 
18. No opportunity. 
19. No one available to teach the subject. 
20. Not a priority. 
21. No need. 
22. We are not trying to train researchers. 
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INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO ITEM 6, PART II 
Of those who responded Agree and Strongly Agree, the open-ended 
responses from accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. Great cooperation with editors and publishers for visits as lec-
turers; also for field trips. 
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2. Frequent visiting speakers from newspapers and field trips to news-
papers help make good, productive contacts •. 
3. Numerous contacts with area and state newspapers. Technologically, 
our VDT equipment is ahead of 90% of our state's newspapers. News-
paper officials have inspected it, discussed technology with us. 
4. Through use of student newspaper equipment. 
5. Internships, classes in newspaper newsrooms. 
6. Personal contacts, visitations, internships (summer). 
7. Intern and practicum arrangement. 
8. Internships, visiting editors/professionals. 
9. Our contact with newspapers re: VDTs, CRTs, OCRs is great! 
10. By visits to news offices; by having speakers; by having profession-
al newsmen as part-time instructors. 
11. Executives and news staffers from major area papers teach regular 
classes for us and provide guest lectures in others. Our faculty 
members work on newspaper assignments during vacation periods. 
12. Visits both ways--close ties. 
13. Our whole professional program is geared to eventual placement; 
hence we maintain good .contact. 
14. Class field trips to local metropolitan daily and community weeklies; 
advanced class in Community Newspapers (once a year) spends a week 
at a weekly and helps put out paper. 
15. Local pros visit classes, teach on part-time basis; papers give 
tours to classes, hire our grads. 
16. Internships and adjunct faculty. 
17. Visits proceeded by intensive study of the paper visited. 
18. Five part-time instructors are from local papers (in editorial se-
quence); many speakers from papers utilized. 
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19. Class visits, internships, visiting journalists. 
20. Interns-field trips-visiting lecturers. 
21. Several members of this department maintain professional contacts 
with Tucson's two newspaper and newspaper production staffs. 
22. Intern students regularly assigned to newspapers. 
23. Campus publications, extensive intern program, class field trips. 
24. It works, e.g. via employment, but is not good enough. 
25. Mutual cooperation--visits to newspapers and visits by newspapermen. 
Internships. 
26. Gannett van, area newspapers. 
27. Applied Journalism--sunnner internships. 
Responses from non-accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. In our operation we work very closely with the newspapers in. our 
state. As they make adjustments we follow in our institutional 
program. 
2. Adequate, but local papers do not have the newest equipment. 
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3. Most newspapers that we place our graduates with find our contact 
with them adequate for student instruction. 
4. Students accompany reporters on beats, compete with them in gather-
ing stories, etc. As for working with computer techniques, we 
teach the scanner using manual typewriters, which is adequate, al-
though ideally we would use electrics. Newspapers and scanner 
manufacturers have supplied me with instructional manuals and I am 
thoroughly familiar with procedures used by local newspapers. 
5. Faculty contacts with newspaper and cooperative newspaper publisher. 
6. Managing editor and others from local newspaper are teaching in our 
program. 
7. Field trips. Resource personnel in the classroom. 
8. Visiting faculty, visiting guest lecturers from newspapers. Visits 
to newspaper newsrooms and mechanical facilities. 
9. Faculty and students are in constant contact weekly with profession-
al journalists. 
10. Via editing and reporting internships. 
11. Class contact with Miami Herald. 
12. Excellent cooperation with nearby newspapers. 
13. Daily Iowan cooperates in use of its equipment during down time. 
14. But room for improvement. 
15. Field trips, internships, part-time jobs, on-campus speakers, etc. 
16. Through course work and internships. 
17. Internships. 
18. Frequent contact and visitation. 
19. Rapport with editors at local papers. 
20. We .have a news service. We have 12 client newspapers in the region. 
21. Internships, professionals instruct in program, assignments through 
commercial press. 
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Of those who responded Disagree and Strongly Disagree, the open-
ended responses from accredited sequences were: 
1. This question was confusing. If you mean contact between students 
and program per se--it is adequate--if you mean in terms of 
equipment--then it is not. 
2. Good new-technology paper is 3-hour drive away. Contact is diffi-
cult. 
3. Use equipment at college, not newspaper. 
4. Closeby commercial papers not so equipped; need VDTs, scanners for 
present campus offset daily which now has phototypesetting. 
5. Problem is distance; the most computerized newspaper in the U. S. 
is in Davenport, but how do you get funds to transport 100 or so 
students a year 190 miles? And how do you justify the time? 
6. Open-minded individuals on both sides. 
7. We believe that minimal hands-on instruction with VDTs is highly 
desirable, and we will have such equipment when we move back into 
our renovated building in about two years. 
8. Need limited access to limited number. 
Responses from non-accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. More faculty time to devote to this aspect. 
2. More students need to take advantage of our internship program; 
more newspapers need to offer internships. 
3. We need another 2-3 years to grow to point of recognition. 
4. We'd like to have internships with Detroit major dailies. 
5. More internships available to students. 
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6. By keeping channels of conununication open and constant with news-
papers. 
7. More comprehensive intern plan needed--while now is fair--more of 
our students need to work with and on newspapers before graduation. 
Area dailies and weeklies take only a few and these only the top 
students. 
8. Closer proximity to daily newspaper operation. 
9. More and better intern antl intern-like programs. I think that there 
should be alternatives to the conventional sutmner job order for 
interns. Rather it should be an on-going, continual association 
with the news media that is sought, co-operative and involving 
faculty in interaction with working press. 
10. Newspapers generally feel the instruction function is that of the 
college; resist "taking on our job" (except for students who are 
there on a regular basis--i.e., interns and/or part-time employees). 
Institute more internships and share or underwrite partial cost of 
needed equipment. 
11. Students should work on paper all the time. 
12. Time must be made available to faculty to cultivate contacts. 
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Responses from accredited sequences we_re as follows: 
1. Reporting, Editing, Management students tour local, Dallas-Fort 
Worth newspapers regularly to see the new equipment in action. 
Editing classes get a heavy dose of instruction on the new: equip-
ment, so they know what the various pieces (CRTs, VDTs, OCR, etc.) 
do. 
2. Electric type~riters in hand and will be installed next semester. 
3. 
We are in process of negotiating with student newspaper to help 
purchase VDT or OCR. This would be available for classroom and lab 
use. Intern programs provide hands-on experience for limited num-
ber of students. Mandatory computer courses will be dependent upon 
expansion of university computer facilities. This may come into 
play more if and when graduate program is offered. 
Students in advanced reporting cover 
paper, compare stories and edit copy 
through photocomposition equipment. 
campus beats for student news-
on VDTs and process tape 
Two hours of lab per week. 
4. Students spend one semester as interns at daily newspaper. Classes 
spend time in daily newspaper newsroom. 
5. None at present. 
6. All our six instructional classrooms for basic reporting are 
equipped with electric typewriters. 
As part of our basic editing course, students are taught hands-on 
VDT operation. We have·five Hendrix units and a control unit. 
Exercises on the VDT consist of style quizzes, spelling tests, all 
kinds of editing exercises. These are fed.into the system on paper 
tape, the students edit at the machines and output their "answers" 
on a Versatec hard-copy printout for marking by the instructor. 
We visit newspapers as needed, particularly to see OCRs in opera-
tion. In classroom we explain scanner editing and give students some 
scanner copy to edit. 
Newsmen are always visiting our campus. We find that most of them 
are gradually moving into scanner operation with an eye toward 
eventual VDT usage. The Gannett Mobile Technology Laboratory has 
been on our campus twice, for a week each time, for the benefit of 
our students. 
7. This is my first year here, so I haven't developed this sort of 
thing-much. However, I came from Richmond newspapers, which have 
as advanced a production operation as any newspaper in the nation 
and so I am able to present pretty "real world" information con-
cerning the latest newspaper technology, and for this reason I 
don't need any visiting firemen. I plan to use some of the ma-
terial we used at RNI when we reach the proper time. 
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I hope that I will be able to arrange a trip to either Roanoke 
(l~ hours away) or Richmond (3 hours away) so the students may see 
a modern plant in operation, but this is difficult because of the 
time factor and because other things naturally take precedence the 
first year in a course. The basics of reporting and editing, not 
the toys used to do it, are the most important thing in a journal-
ism class, and so field trips take second place and I make no 
apologies for it. 
8. Graphics labs will do production work. We produce, both editor-
ially and mechanically, a student magazine. Editing cla~ses visit 
local papers. 
9. Suffice to say that the new technology is touched on in reporting, 
editing, newspaper management and survey of contemporary newspaper 
courses, as well as on the intro courses. It is handled chiefly 
through lectures, discussions and readings. 
10. We require a one-unit 'course in Industrial Arts that covers some 
aspects of graphics. There is some explanation given in several 
classes on new technological developments. These are supplemented 
in some instances by visits from newsmen and visits to newspapers. 
Last week a wire service executive demonstrated a new device to 
call up any particular story that has been stored in the New York 
computer on a given day • 
.. 
11. Our advanced reporting-editing courses (J 101-102, Practicum) re-
quire, students to work one night a week on daily newspaper where 
CRTs, VDTs, OCRs are explained and used by the student copy editors 
who actually edit (real-life) for the newspaper. 
12. I am sorry but I just don't have the time to answer this fully. 
13. One of three writing labs, each with 20 stations, was recently 
equipped with IBM selectric typewriters. News-Ed chairman attended 
ANPA Educators Seminar in Richmond, Va., in April 1973, to gain 
info about new technology. Director, News-Ed Chairman, visited 
newspaper at Iaylviville, Ill., one of the first small dailies in 
nation to go fully electronic. News-Ed Chairman gives lecture each 
quarter, illustrated by slides, to acquaint newswriting classes in 
the new computer technology. School is seeking funds, so far un-
successfully, for one or two terminals for use both on school daily 
newspaper and for hands-on instruction during day-time hours. 
14. All news-editorial students have at least two hours' hands-on ex-
perience on CRT. All news-editorial, PR, and broadcast:-news stu-
dents spend at least one-semester news writing course at selectric 
typewriters. All news-editorial students are exposed to the sys-
tem, in its components and its totality, by which reporters' copy 
(and headlines) moves from typewriter to printed page. All such 
students take part in the entire system except the actual press 
work (which is done by the printers). All news-editorial and most 
PR students see on orientation film (~ hour) on use of the CRT. 
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Beginning this semester or next, we expect to have access to OCR 
for instructional use in a state facility. But we do not plan to 
invest in OCR because our best guess (we wouldn't call it a sure 
bet!) is that OCR won't be in much use within a few years. 
15. The laboratory exercises for editing are prepared as if they were 
to be read by the optical character scanner. Students are re-
quired to edit them so that the copy is scanner ready when re-
turned to the instructor. 
16. We have compgraphics in the building which are used by the Daily, 
but students don't operate them. They can and do observe their 
operation, however. Otherwise, we don't do much. 
17. Electric typewriters in editing class. Visits to local and distant 
· operations. Visitors whose systems are functioning, lectures, etc. 
18. All news-editorial majors are instructed by faculty on the different 
pieces of equipment used in the new technology. In addition, the 
college owns a Hendrix 5200 VDT, and all news-ed majors are re-
quired to participate in a training program on that piece of equip-
ment as well as putting in a minimum of six hours hands-on training 
time with it. 
Our reporting and introductory course lab room has been completely 
equipped with electric typewriters. The reasoning here was that 
all the new equipment in use now and in the future will operate off 
an electric keyboard. The student needs to be familiar with the 
feel and characteristics of the electric typewriter. 
Our students are also exposed to newsroom technology when we use 
(as we frequently do) professional journalists as guest lecturers 
in our various skills courses. In any given semester we will have 
from one to four professionals either handling skills labs for us 
or serving as part-time faculty teaching courses. 
Although the students are told about the OCR (scanner), we have 
purposely avoided the purchase of such equipment. In numerous dis-
cussions with professionals from Louisville, St. Petersburg, 
Houston, Dallas, Charlotte, etc., it would appear that the scanner 
is the bane of the copyeditor 1 s existence. We think the ability to 
use the electric typewriter is enough since the processing of copy 
by the scanner is basically a mechanical function best handled by 
a secretarial type. 
We are looking forward to the acquisition of a second VDT with one 
or both of the machines we would then have being on-line with a 
university computer to provide storage capacity. 
19. Laboratory exercises, classroom assignments, visits to newspapers 
and visits from newspapers are used. Gannett Foundation demon-
stration has recently provided exposure for our students. 
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20. The "new technology" has been observed through visits by the 
Gannett Foundation Newspaper Technology Van. Major Seattle news-
papers are computerizing their editorial operations. The School of 
Communications at UW is acquiring this type of equipment as well. 
So we will be able to offer students a broad experience in this 
area in the near future. 
21. Limited at this time--to tours--explanations at local newspaper. 
Newspaper hasn't solved own problems--still trying to instruct own 
personnel in use of OCR equipment and procedures. 
22. Electric typewriters are available in reporting and editing labs. 
A Hendrix 5200 stand-alone editing terminal is available to re-
porting, editing and typography students. Editing students are 
required to complete about three hours of editing assignments on 
the terminal in order to develop a familiarity with and a facility 
to perform on this type of equipment. 
Reporting students generate some of their stories on the terminal, 
and typography students use ~terminal to generate perforated 
tape for the headliner and phototypesetters. This type is used for 
various layout and makeup assignments. 
Some students get experience on typesetters and terminals on their 
summer internships. The ANPA slide set is used to teach about the 
application of the new technologies to news processing. Visiting 
lecturers (especially from AP and UPI) meet with our classes to 
inform them of what is happening in the wire services for speeding 
up the processing of the day's copy by using computer technology. 
23. It has just gotten underway this term, since we only added ,the 
equipment in September so any material we have is being used now 
in classes and we have not yet fully developed a surplus to give 
out. 
Students now being given hands-on training on Hendrix 6100 Elec-
tronic Editing Systems in copy editing, advanced editing and layout 
class, and graphic arts classes. Reporting students will be given 
instructions on the equipment beginning winter term also. 
24. We try to provide as much as can realistically as an integral part 
of our laboratories and classes. We are having as much trouble as 
any one else--except the extremely wealthy folks--in making de-
cisions on how much of this to do and how much not to do. We are 
all concerned that our students not be ignorant about the new 
technology, but we are even more concerned that we work on their 
minds and professional abilities without becoming terribly involved 
with extremely expensive equipment. Thus far, I do not have over-
whelming evidence from the profession that schools of journalism 
need to become totally involved in the new technology. 
Our efforts thus far are to acquaint them as well as we can through 
such outside efforts as the Gannett van, trips to newspapers, etc. 
The latter, I find good public relations for the school but not 
very satisfactory insofar as learning is concerned. 
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We do have some phototypesetting equipment. It is actually prima-
tive, compared to the most sophisticated equipment now available. 
It is our intention to add a tube or two to give our students some 
editing experience. That, too, is expensive. But we think we 
should go that far. 
I suspect that you know a great deal more about this than I. I 
might like to talk to you sometime after you have finished your 
survey. 
25. A member of our faculty was a member of a newspaper committee 
planning a move into computer devices and offset and saw much of 
this gear in operation in the early days of the spreading tech-
nology. 
He has maintained his knowledge of the technology by watching it 
in operation, by reading and by discussing developments with the 
people in charge of production and newsroom technology at the local 
newspapers. 
In addition, several different classes at the university visit the 
local newspaper operation. 
For about six months in 1972 we had a Hendrix stand-alone CRT, 
punch and reader on loan and taught our students how to use it for 
story writing and editing. 
26. None available. 
27. We've had a seminar on the subject and did visit newspaper in-
stallation (very early on). JOU 599 includes a unit (about 50%) 
on Precision Journalism, including the extraction and interpreta-
tion of computer output, based on student-generated survey re-
search project. 
28. Limited to visits. 
29. We have an extensive program where we produce a laboratory news-
paper using IBM Selectrics, optical scanners, telecopiers, etc., 
but equipment all belongs to local newspaper, not to us. We 
couldn't afford it. 
30. Editing classes visit local paper and local commercial printing 
plant. Newsmen visit all news-ed classes. Students in graphics 
classes (optional for news-ed students) do special projects in 
latest printing processes. Gannett Van is scheduled for visit. 
31. IBM Selectric typewriters will be used for an Advanced Reporting 
class for the first time in 75 spring semester. Gannett 
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Technology Van on campus for 3 days last spring (1974). Visits 
from editors who are in charge of technology for their newspapers. 
32. We have a new course--Fact Finding. One unit is concerned with 
how to get computer data for city-county government, Students 
take a two-hour field trip for explanation. 
We introduce technology in JM 301, newswriting, primarily to 
teach terminology. We spend a brief period on offset-letter-press 
and how the new technology is adapted to each. 
In JM 403, editing, students visit the Gainesville Sun for a tour 
of their facilities--they are fully offset and computerized. 
Students in JM 450, Applied Journalism, get a good concept of how 
the new technology operates, but don't have much hands-on practice. 
The Sun is moving into OCR and some of the student copy is typed 
for this operation. 
33. This summary will answer most of your Part VI questions: 
We added computer technology lectures to our editing course in 
1971. We purchased electric typewriters, IBM with OCR type element 
preparatory to moving to new location in 1973, January. Texas 
Student Publications purchased Photo typesetters in 1972, added 
Ultracomp VDT in 1973, and added a Hendrick's OCR-I optical charac-
ter reader in the fall of 1974--all for the producion of the Daily 
Texan and other publications. We have installed a Digital Equip-
ment Co. (DEC) PDP 11/45 computer this month (Dec/74) and software 
is now being written concurrent with making the computer opera-
tional. We have the first of eight Ontel CRT units on hand, and 
software is being written. This CRT arrived last week. Five of 
these units will include cassette tape auxiliary units, and there 
is some intelligence programmed into the individual CRTs. Six of 
these CRTs will be used in reporting and editing labs; two CRTs 
will be used at the Daily Texan, primarily as editing (do you 
choose to now call them VDTs) terminals. When software is fully 
written, we will be on-line with CRTs and Photon typesetters inter-
faced with the DEC computer, The DEC computer (a mini-maxi type) 
will be interconnected with the Control Data 6600 used for in-
struction and time-sharing for educational computation. 
The Computation Center will have a CRT, and will interface through 
our computer for the purposes of composing type on the Photo photo-
composition machines. 
Dean Wayne Danielson's graduate seminar has been working on com-
puter applications for several years, at least six to my knowledge. 
(Dean Danielson consulted with the Perry group when that Florida 
chain experimented with computerized newspaper type production.) 
His students have worked on automatic indexing, automated story 
writing for various routine news stories, read-ability tests, 
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headline writers, and other computer applications beyond type-
setting. Dean Danielson and Mike Sewell have submitted a report 
of this research to Journalism Quarterly this week. 
Our students in mass media management have tackled the problem of 
deciding what technology to employ. That same class has completed 
a month's computerized simulation in which students made manage-
ment decisions required for a newspaper publisher. Joe Harper is 
the author of that simulation. 
We have other projects underway, some of which have escaped by 30 
minute presentation. Please contact us for other details. 
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Responses from non-accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. Hour lecture and slides in basic reporting class. 
2. Expecting Gannett Van soon. Publish lab paper where professionals 
set type. 
3. We are begi.nning a program of sending a professor to the local 
daily one day each week to produce the newspaper. All jobs on 
paper for the edition to be performed by students. 
4. We have sunnner interns, field trips to Courier-Journal (state 
paper), Paducah Sun-Democrat (regional) and the local papers. 
These are tied in w/orientation, editing, management and reporting 
classes. In addition, we have a number of editors in the region 
who come to speak to the classes. The staff of the MSU News (the 
lab paper) work with our printing people to produce a weekly 
tabloid. We make trips to various papers as part of our affilia-
tion in SDX, WKPA, KIPA, and KPA (press associations). 
5. None 
6. In the editing course, we spend about 10 days writing and editing 
for the scanner. We do not have electric typewriters; however, we 
synthesize the operation with manuals, using proper computer codes, 
spacing, etc. We use a non-light sensitive pencil for initial 
editing, then follow through with proper editing by typewriter. 
This seems adequate, at least temporarily, since a student who can 
perform the operation on a manual typewriter should adapt easily 
to the electric. 
We teach only the optical scanner now because that is the only 
procedure currently in general use in the Atlantic area, including 
the two major newspapers, the Journal and Constitution. 
7. Visual aids have been the chief source of teaching the new tech-
nology. The two recent films made by UPI, the film "They Used to 
Call It Printing," filmstrips, and 15 slides furnished by the ANPA. 
Foundation along with my connnents have been helpful. Students have 
been required to do some reading about the new technology. 
I was one of 40 educators who attended the ANPA-sponsored workshop 
in Chicago. Some of the editors who had put in newsroom computer 
technology (including the editor from Ames, Ia.) said that it had 
taken only four hours for them to train persons to convert to the 
new technology. He advised against schools investing heavily in 
such equipment since it would soon become outdated. Most of the 
editors wanted us to stick to the basics of teaching news judgment, 
etc. 
8. Currently we have a mini-course in technology and our editing stu-
dents work on the downtown newspaper which is computerized. 
9. Except for visits to newsrooms and printing plants, we do very 
little now in this area. 
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10. Only two newspapers in our area have CRT/VDT technology, and both 
are in the process of conversion. There is no slack period at one 
(the KC Star) and we have poor relations wit~them anyway; at the 
other the equipment is unsophisticated. We use the Gannett Van, 
slides of that and are waiting for a good film to come out on the 
topic. 
11. We had a workshop in connection with the WSU Press Club last spring 
speaking of the OCR and CRT, but we could not get any of the equip-
ment on campus for demonstration to our workshoppers and students. 
We do have newspapermen come to speak for classes about the new 
technology. 
Our students do have to serve an internship at weeklies or other 
agencies such as pr-advertising and radio-TV which exposes them to 
various new technological advances. They serve the internships in 
their senior year. 
Unfortunately, budget does not permit us to get any of this equip-
ment, including electric typewriters at the moment. It is too bad, 
but I guess all universities are suffering in the same way. 
12. I have just moved to SMU and am teaching the courses in which this 
should be done. It hasn't yet, but we will. Therefore there is 
nothing to tell at SMU. 
13. News-editorial people take several trips to visit newspaper plants 
throughout the state in JLSM 410 Community Newspaper. These in-
clude the Yuma Daily Sun and the Tucson Daily Citizen. Films are 
shown. However, by the time we receive them they are outdated! We 
have employees, (ex~ Bureau Chiefs) from AP or UPI visit. 
14. We have a CRT, which students are learning to use in editing and 
typography classes. 
15. Description of new technology is included as part of the lectures 
in the basic course in history and theory of the mass media. 
This description is continued for students in the basic reporting 
course, the first class in news methods. Electric typewriters are 
scheduled for use in basic and advanced reporting, news writing and 
feature writing classes next year. 
Classes in editing and newspaper makeup received an overview of the 
new technology in class lectures and twice in the past two years, 
the classes have visited a shop where electric typewriters, VDT's 
and OCR's are in use along with computers and photocomposition 
equipment in production. Other advanced reporting classes have 
visited Washington wire services bureaus to see new technology 
being applied in daily news work. 
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16. At this point in program we rely on class readings and discussion 
and visits to newspaper plants. Expect to have the Gannett News-
paper Technology Van visit campus this year. 
17. (1) Visit to Salt Lake City newspapers for on-sight experience. 
(2) Use of Gannett Mobile Van. (3) Use of films. (4) Visits from 
SLC Associated Press and Deseret News personnel. 
18. We try to bring into the classroom as many qualified pros in the 
media, including the print medium, as possible. We have in the 
past sought out people connected with computer technology. 
19. We use Marion (Ind.) Chronicle Tribune (VDT), Kokomo (Ind.) Tribune 
(OCR), Richmond (Ind.) Pallidum-Item (offset conversion) and Muncie 
(Ind.) Star and Press (letterpresses with some cold type). Campus 
newspaper facilities are used as lab under our supervision. Com-
pugraphic equipment (A keyboard plus headlines). 
20. Not much, except visit to area daily which recently has installed; 
to lesser extent by a number of editorial students who work with 
some equipment in production in commercial plant of the student 
newspaper. We are far, far behind and getting behinder. 
21. Because we're a small school our journalism program is extremely 
limited. Our journalism professor is on sabbatical this year so 
any explanation of our program would be sketchy at best. 
22. News reporting and editing students input their stories on CRTs of 
Daily Iowan, first from copy and then directly. News Processing 
(editing) students put together lab tabs (Laboratory Tabloid news-
paper) through CRTs, perforated tape, photocomp, paste-up camera 
ready. Offset printing by contract with nearby weekly publishing 
firm. Hands-on visit to Davenport Times-Democrat (latest equipment) 
and Iowa City Press-Citizen. 
23. Workshop equipped with manual typewriters for in-class instruction. 
Visits to various media outlets, i.e. radio, TV stations, newspaper 
plants. 
24. Instruction thus far has been limited to "units" on the new technol-
ogy. These vary in length and depth, from a two-hour presentation 
in a summer workshop, for example, to a one-week period in an ad-
vanced editing class. Since we have no equipment, these are con-
cerned principally with basic principles, implications for future 
media workers, and visuals on a variety of installations. 
& 
Interns and part-time employees at the local newspaper and other 
papers get considerable exposure and some hands-on experience. 
Mass communications students who work on the student newspaper also 
get some exposure and experience, although the student paper's 
equipment is relatively "primitive"--a 2088 Compugraphic Compu-
writer for text type and a 7200 Compugraphic headliner for display 
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type. This seems adequate for their present operation, but of 
course provides no editing or data extraction capability. Assuming 
the funds, continued enrollment increases, etc., they may be ex-
pected to move into more sophisticated equipment in time. 
On the same assumptions, the department too may be expected to move 
in this direction. We have made a modest beginning (an IBM Selec-
tric II set up for OCR copy is on order, and hopefully other ma-
chines will follow). A more "efficient" approach might seem to be 
in combining the department's and the student paper's equipment, but 
the paper is independent here (and independently funded), and any 
movement in the direction of a laboratory-type operation controlled 
by the department does not seem indicated. 
25. None. 
26. None. 
27. All students visit modern newspaper operations; instructors in edit-
ing course come from papers employing up-to-date newsroom computer 
technology. 
28. Contact with ANPA research bureau, Easton, Pa. 
29. Editing class has one 3-hour "hands-on" session at local daily which 
uses VDT and OCR. Reporting classes have one 2-hour "tour" of the 
local daily facility. An optional course in our mass conununication 
major is Computer Science 201. Introduction to Computers for the 
Humanities. 
30. We have in our newsroom operation an IBM-Mr SR. We are considering 
the installation of a VDT that would tie-in with the university com-
puter. In our instructional activities concerning newsroom com-
puter technology we visit newspaper offices with such equipment and 
receive lectures from visiting newsmen. 
Our laboratory newspaper is produced using computerized equipment. 
The client newspapers of the American News Service, which is under 
the direction of a fulltime conununication professor and is staffed 
by graduate and undergraduate students' utilize computer technology 
in their operations. 
Our graduate students studying conununication research methodology 
utilize the computer facilities of the university. 
31. We have just moved into new quarters-which includes a new graphics 
laboratory-that has modernized our capabilities. We have just in-
stalled a CRT unit which will be used in our editing program. OCR 
and VDT available in computer center and available to our students. 
We have unit in senior Press and Society course in new technology 
which includes slides of latest equipment. We bring in editors who 
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explain the technology and the problems in adapting it to the news-
room. Seminar class visits two area newspapers that are completely 
converted to new technology. Additional information given in edit-
ing courses as well as introduction to research class. We are pro-
viding some tapes for CRT which include errors that students must 
correct and instructor corrects edited tapes. 
32. We now have compugraphic type stream--we are getting CRT. Visits 
to AP and UPI office where new VDTs in operation. 
APPENDIX H 
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO SECOND PART OF PART VI, 
1980 DESCRIPTIONS OF INSTRUCTION 
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Responses from accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. We expect to have VDT system in operation for both production and 
instruction within two years. It is unlikely that we will install 
any OCR as I view this as simply an intermediate phase of tech-
nology. 
2. We are in the planning stage for new facilities, so are unable to 
answer this question at present. 
3. Major goal will be to get a VDT to produce lab paper through news-
writing and editing courses. 
4. Hope to have funds for additional equipment--OCRs in particular. 
5. I can't comment on this because the technology is changing so fast. 
6. We hope to add VDT for classroom demonstration use in another 2 
years, as well as reviewing curriculum to insure the entire matter 
is covered in some regard. Our graphics lab (part of another se-
quence) may add an OCR device. OCR is less of a problem than VDT, 
in that it is an electric typewriter with an "added twist." 
7. We have no specific plans for 1980 or before. We have been author-
ized to purchase four electric typewriters for our reporting lab. 
These should be in place sometime next semester. 
8. We are discussing purchase of VDT and linkup from newsroom to com-
puter. 
9. At this time I cannot answer this with any accuracy. 
10. Our next step is to acquire a scanner, finances permitting, for the 
Lantern, the campus newspaper, which is part of our instructional 
setup. 
·. Student!? will prepare copy from the scanners on electric type-
writers. The scanner will convert the copy to electrical impulses 
and feed them into the VDT system. 
Students at the VDT consoles will edit, either as lab instruction, 
or as part of the production process of the Lantern, outputting 
their stories into photo-composition machines at the University 
print shop. 
All of the above will be implemented well before 1980, the date 
you set. By that time, I would suspect, pagination will be well-
advanced and we probably will be teaching page layout via machine 
as part of our instructional program. In the meanwhile, we have 
no intention of teaching pasteup, plate-making, etc., which we do 
.!!.21 consider professional journalism skills. 
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11. We are now seeking a grant to develop an editing by CRT program 
which can be used by us and by any other small college journalism 
department or most papers for training purposes. If we don't get 
it, we'll try again. I expect we will either be able to find the 
money from someone else or browbeat the university into something 
in the next five years. 
12. Two key facts influence us most: 
1. Montana dailies do not have editorial dept. computer equipment 
yet. 
2. The University cannot at present afford such equipment. 
The local daily plans to install the equipment soon. At that time, 
I hope we can work out an arrangement to train our students. 
13. Probably integrate in present writing, editing, and management 
classes, with the instruction being as practical as the availability 
of funds will allow. The newspaper, which serves as a laboratory 
now, would make an even better lab were it equipped with half a 
dozen VDTs, a scanner, and IBM selectrics all around. Tight budgets 
at present time, however, dampens prospects of funds being avail-
able soon. 
14. I don't have specific information or plans for 1980, but we plan to 
move with the technology and invest as necessary to achieve our 
goals. Well before 1980, will have instruction in extracting from 
aggregate data via computer. 
15. We are currently planning to install an additional 15 Selectric 
typewriters in the editing laboratory and to obtain a minimum of 2 
video editing terminals for use in teaching students to process 
copy. 
We are not convinced that a scanner is necessary in the teaching 
process except to demonstrate how the scanner functions. 
16. We will probably add video display units, but that is about all. 
Our graduates tell us that learning the new technology in the 
field is not particularly difficult--what they need to know is how 
to write and edit. We are planning more emphasis on ~peed and ac-
curacy in typing because this seems to be a problem where OCR units 
are used. Also, the new technology demands better (editing) (self-
editing) by reporters since proof reading is bypassed and the copy 
desk is as we have known it is shrinking. 
17. Stand-alone electronic editing facility plus hard copy printout and 
punched to be, plus tie-in to university computer, plus compu-
graphic to be input/column width output. Let's hope. 
18. I do not believe we will ever set up a separate course in newsroom 
technology, but will handle the instruction through various courses 
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and labs as we do now. It is our present intention to stay abreast 
of developments through the careful purchase of necessary equipment. 
We think our students should be prepared here for the tools they 
will have to use in the newsroom of 1975 or 1980. The ability to 
use the VDT, for instance, is as basic as the ability to write a 
good lead or a crackling headline. 
We also have here at the College of Journalism a complete cold-type 
production area including a Compugraphic 2961 photocomposition unit, 
a Compugraphic 7200 headline machine and a POS 1 photo enlargement/ 
reduction/copy unit. Our students use all this equipment in the 
production of our weekly laboratory newspaper as well as being re-
sponsible for the paste-up of the paper. We think that if they 
understand the production process, they will understand why dead-
lines exist in the newsroom. 
19. We have submitted proposals for a new facility (building). If 
granted, it will undoubtedly include~ of the new technology. 
20. Our planning calls for combined OCR-CRT system with input from 35 
selectric stations. Capacity on the CPU for the system will be 
sufficient (either due to its real capacity or its ability to con-
dense and supervise exchange with a central computer facility 
elsewhere on campus) to allow data retrieval, computer assisted 
instruction and the like. We are presently lining up financial 
support to underwrite this project. Reporting and editing courses 
would be exposed to the equipment on a day-to-day basis. 
21. New newspaper layout course--Journalism 421--2 hours lecture--2 
hours lab--approved this semester (Fall, 1974) for Fall, 1975--
0CR and CRT equipment being ordered for new building for 1975-76--
will include initially electric typewriters (IBM Selectrics) and 
two stand-alone CRT units. Trying to add ECRM 8100 autoreader for 
1976-77 to have complete production system for lab newspaper. 
Present student newspaper (independent editor) may or may not allow 
more emphasis on education to allow more students to participate. 
Growing enrollment placing great stress on limited facilities. 
Need better informed faculty. 
22. As of this moment, some of our students have had an opportunity to 
observe the new technology in newsrooms. However, no complete sys-
tem is located in our community. 
Two members of our news-editorial faculty have attended ANPA tech-
nology seminars over the past two years, and the head of our N-E 
sequence traveled to about 10 newspapers with circulations from 
6,000 to 600,000 to observe their new systems. He made a study 
which is assisting us in our choice of equipment for our building, 
which is to undergo a thorough renovation over the next two years. 
By 1976, when we move back into our hall, we will have writing and 
editing terminals for use in our labs. We anticipate tying our 
terminals into the system which the University daily will be buying. 
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In fact, the daily general manager and our N-E head traveled to-
gether this past summer to examine the aforementioned systems at 
newspapers. We probably will have at least one terminal for ad 
composition. All of our labs will be equipped with IBM Selectric 
typewriters. The University daily will have an OCR and photo-
typesetting equipment, so our N-E students will be able to gain ex-
perience in a full system at the campus daily offices. In fact, 
our N-E majors are the ones who produce the copy for the daily, but 
they do it as paid employees of the newspaper--not as lab assign-
ments. 
Our N-E grads should move from our instructional labs, to the cam-
pus daily to any other daily after graduation with no trauma. 
Lest we be misunderstood, the technology will not turn out superior 
N-E graduates. Plenty of conventional writing and editing under 
supervision in labs will still be necessary. Lots of typewritten 
(on electrics) copy will be blue-penciled by faculty members. The 
new machines will only enhance our student's education and make 
their transition to the professional world a little easier. 
23, We have requested funds to buy smaller computer such as Compuscan 
and related equipment to set type and provide camera-ready copy. 
24. I would hope that by 1980 we will have some of the latest equipment 
available to our students in order for them to get some "hands-on" 
experience. 
I would expect that we will have all electric typewriters in our 
labs, a couple of editing terminals, an OCR in our printing lab -
for our journalism students to use, etc. 
It is difficult to speculate on what will be available by 1980 
given the recent rapid advances in newspaper technology. We will 
try to keep up as required and as our resources will allow. 
25. Who knows? 
26. None available. 
27. I have already described part of what we plan to do. In the present 
economic situation in this nation, I would be foolhardy to make any 
guesses about 1980. I suppose if a chunk of money comes down the 
road, we might involve ourselves in a fairly extensive purchase of 
computer equipment. I suppose, if one wanted to dream, one might 
imagine that we would have a school with the entire chain. That 
is, all the way from the reporter's computer-attached typewriter 
to the printed page. I don't anticipate having that kind of money. 
Also, obviously, it does not worry me greatly. I am much more con-
cerned about the other things that schools of journalism must pro-
vide the future professionals. I hate to sound like a curmudgeon, 
but I am actually concerned that we may become so involved in 
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technology that charges that we are trade schools might become ac-
curate. I want you to remember that that statement comes from a 
school that is as professionally oriented as any in the country. 
28. We hope to have some equipment--such as a stand-alone CRT. 
29. We're pretty well set up now, except to add scanner itself. 
30. No. 
31. We have fund raising program underway. 
32. Fight for budget and space increases. Work with publishers and 
manufacturers. 
33. If we can get the money--which is doubtful--we 1 11 be doing a lot 
more along these lines by 1980. 
34. I don't know yet. 
35. We have again budgeted for equipment for the coming year--whether 
or not we get the money is a question. 
36. Hope to have some VDT, CRT equipment for use by reporters and copy 
editors. Some of this could be used by students who work on student 
newspaper. 
37. We're planning space in the editing lab of our new building for CRT 
and VDT units. These would be used on rotation basis by students. 
I would think about four machines would be maximum. 
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Responses from non-accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. Now buying electric typewriters. Lectures and slides. Visit local 
paper. Get Gannett van on campus with electronic equipment. 
2. Expecting budget support for equipment. 
3. We currently have both tape punchers and readers which give us copy 
output. We are introducing electric typewriters on the newspaper 
this year and hope to put them in the reporting lab next year. ,Qur 
next step will probably be the purchase of a Compuscan or similar 
varatype operation. At this point, we will be looking toward the 
purchase of one or two VDT units. The newspaper operation in our 
connnunity currently has IBM typewriters and Compuscan, and the 
Louisville Courier-Journal has a similar operation. Both papers 
plan to go to VDTs over a 5-year period. We will have to keep pace 
in our training program. 
4. Currently, we have no equipment nor do any of the regional papers. 
W'e teach by explanation and handl"outs that describe the new: tech-
nology. We have been able to take one class to Louisville and the 
state AP bureau to play with the VDTs but that is the limit of 
practical application. If the area papers get the equipment, will 
use theirs. If they don't will have to lease for the department. 
J-enrollment is up, but university is down. Thus, expansion budget 
is not seen for several years. Cost will play a major role. 
5. We are just beginning to work on this. The Texas Journalism Educa-
tion Council meeting, scheduled for Oct. 27-28, will be devoted al-
most entirely to this subject. We will probably be fully involved 
in instruction in newsroom computer technology by 1980, perhaps be-
fore. 
6. We hope to use actual computerized equipment. However, we expect to 
use only that type of equipment most generally employed by news-
papers in the Atlanta area. 
7. From a realistic standpoint, I doubt if our school will feel that 
it can afford any of the modern technology other than perhaps elec-
tric typewriters, although it has been impossible as yet to con-
vince the right people that the department needs electric type-
writers. If our enrollment continues to increase (we now have 34 
majors), we will have more asking power. 
In the meantime, we will present some courses in cooperation with 
the local newspapers and stress our internship program through 
which students can gain credit while working on newspapers. If we 
have some nearby newspaper that will let us.do some hands-on work, 
we certainly will take them up on it. 
8. We are currently planning to add electric typewriters to our labor-
atory programs. Also, we are looking at VDT and OCR costs with 
hopes of purchasing some. 
,• 
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9. I am hopeful that the Minnesota Newspaper Association will offer 
workshops. at selected locations in the state for journalism students 
who need this kind of training. The Gannett Technology Van is also 
making a useful contribution in this kind of training. 
The shared responsibilities of education in the new technology is, 
I think, a matter of some concern to both educators and profession-
als. This is a topic which will probably be explored by the new 
regional committees established by the American Society of Newspaper 
Editors and includes a mix of professional people and educators. 
Since I am a member of the regional committee in this area, I ex-
pect to make it a topic if it is not now included. 
10. We already have CRT/VDT technology on campus for registration. We 
will keep trying (for the budget) to interface with it. 
11. Our plans are contingent upon budget which at the moment looks 
rather bleak for us and other segments of the university community. 
But if monies ease up, then naturally we will do what we can to 
begin such programs here and getting proper equipment to work in 
connection with such programs. 
12. I can't say for sure, I just know that we will have to do it. Plans 
are in the works (in the early works) to do something about a new 
building here and that would be part of the new equipment. 
13. Our department needs funds right now to provide typewriters (manual) 
for our students. We have 23 typewriters in the department and over 
300 majors. Sad!!! 
14. Depends upon finances, probably limited. 
15. Conversion of the student news room (classroom) to all electric 
typewriters should be complete well before 1980. 
Also, we plan 
ment both for 
hands-on use. 
so that use of 
typing of news 
to have before then regular use of some VDT equip-
reporting classes and editing classes to experience· 
It is possible that this equipment will be limited, 
it will supplement rather than completely replace 
reports on copypaper and hand-editing of copy. 
16. (1) Develop tie-in with Salt Lake Newspaper Agency Corp. for use of 
computerized equipment. (2) Development of data bank through on-
campus computer system. 
17. We are in the process of conferring with the university administra-
tion on the need for putting newsroom computer technology and 
equipment in the classroom, at least on a limited basis. 
18. Completely equipped laboratories. 
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19. Have made proposals to secure at least elementary equipment for 
composition and other proposals for the sophisticated scanners, 
video, etc., but have met with not the least encouragement because 
of tight money and budgets at this institution. 
20. We'll have our own CRT-VDT photocomp, paste-up equipment. Will 
also use Daily Iowan' s upcoming on-line system. Will have own com-
puter-stored data (morgue) terminal and computer-instruction system. 
21. Difficult to ascertain at this time. 
22. The question is essentially answered in the reply to 1., preceding: 
a large-scale investment in this equipment (hence a large-scale 
program alteration, to correspond) does not seem likely by 1980. 
Ours is an expanding program, but one which is expanding in a 
number of directions, several of which also require heavy invest-
ments in equipment (e.g., radio-TV, cinematography), and the amount 
of investment that will be made in the new newsroom computer tech-
nology will of course be determined on a priority basis by the de-
partment as a whole. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
Our best estimate at this time is that we shall be fairly well 
equipped in this area by 1980, but probably on a "shared-use" 
basis--that we shall have an adequate number and variety of this 
equipment that all students may have ~ hands-on experience, 
in several of the upper-division classes (e.g., advanced reporting, 
advanced editing). But a full course or course sequence, with a 
full array of, and a full concentration on, such equipment does not 
at this time seem indicated. 
We haven't considered it yet. 
None. 
No specific planning is under consideration. 
We are beginning our third year of operation and still have higher 
priority choices to plan. There is ~ newspaper in Alabama fully 
computerized. 
27. No specific information at present. 
28 •. By 1980 it is our hope to be utilizing newsroom computer technology 
to the maximum extent possible given budgetary considerations. This 
will entail some instruction and "hands-on" use of equipment in our 
reporting and editing classes. 
29. No specific information available at this time. Much is contin-
gent on budgets. We have attempted to establish a priority list 
in equipment and plan to purchase items as soon as possible. We 
find that the new technology may be almost too new as equipment 
changes render models obsolete long before the costs can be 
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absorbed. Our professional advisory board is helpful to us in our 
planning. We are anticipating replacing our manual typewriters in 
our editing laboratory with electric models but may be only able 
to do a limited number each year. We have established a computer 
center in our building that will make more CRT and OCR units avail-
able each year. We hope to add a second CRT unit next year. 
30. VDTs in editing and reporting classes and graphic stream for De-
sign and Production class. 
APPENDIX I 
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO PART THREE OF 
PART VI, COMMENTS 
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Comments provided by accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. Money is the major holdback. At present time we are trying to 
get broadcast equipment and then will eye print equipment. 
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2. We are following the recommendations of •the ANPA research division 
offered at meetings with journalism educators. The money just 
isn't there for equipment--also, investments in the new technology 
today will buy equipment that will be obsolete in 3-5 years. 
3. I am more concerned about the possibility that we might be turning 
out students who can't think than I am by the possibility that we 
might be turning out students who can't run a CRT or an electric 
typewriter. We need to be careful not to overemphasize gadgets. 
4. We need to provide~ familiarization with VDT/OCR equipment. 
However, we must not become so wrapped up in gadgeting that we lose 
sight of more compelling educational goals, including turning out 
broadly educated, inquisitive, committed individuals who can com-
municate well, no matter what technology is used to put the words 
on paper or in the air. 
5. We do not teach Advertising, Public Relations, Agricultural Busi-
ness or Home Economics Communications, nor do we offer teacher 
certification. It is not the task of a Graduate School like this 
one to teach people the delicate transition from manual to electric 
typewriters. Nor am I persuaded that the skills essential to high-
quality reporting and editing need to be taught through "hands-on" 
instruction. 
Surveys such as the one you have undertaken suggest to me that all 
too many editors and publishers have become so intoxicated with the 
promise of the new cost-cutting technology that they have forgotten 
what journalism is all about. We need to spend a lot more time 
sensitizing students to what happens around them, and in my judg-
ment, a lot less on technologies which have yet to be standardized 
and which in a school such as ours could eat up a disproportionate 
sh~re of the budget. 
6. I can't speak for other journalism schools, but insofar as the 
Ohio State Journalism School is concerned I would certainly ques-: 
tion your opening statement that "Some editors and publishers are 
claiming that journalism programs have not and are not providing 
students in the news-editorial sequence with the necessary educa-
tion in regard to • • •11 etc. 
If anything, we have been ahead of most newspapers in converting 
to the new technology--and at this stage, we still are. 
As to the APME report that J -grads believe their training was inade-
quate to meet the needs of working amidst the technological revo-
lution: 
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Of course! 
The technological revolution did not really begin until the '70s, 
despite some early experimentation. And, by and large, mos·t news-
papers are slowly coming around to it. Many newspapers, as of 
September, 1974, are still using manual typewriters, more are 
bogged down in switching to scanners, and only a relatively handful 
of the 1700-plus dailies are really using VDTs as news processing 
devices. The fact is that the industry itself is just coming 
around, and I think it's a little much to expect that J-schools 
prepare students for techniques that most newspapers still aren't 
using. At that, the J-schools, and certainly this one, have been a 
few years ahead of the industry. 
7. I'm glad you're not worried about money. Maybe you should be our 
university president. When you start talking about $50,000 in 
hardware, not counting time needed to develop programs for these 
things, you're talking about a whole lot more money than ANY 
moderate-sized school has got to throw around. The problem is not 
imagination here--! just came from the most advanced news produc-
tion operation in the country, so I know what the stuff is all 
about. But what it's about when you talk about teaching it is 
money, and it cannot be ignored no matter how valuable it might be 
for J-students to learn how to use the new hardware. 
Second, you seem to have lost sight of the fact that learning to 
write and edit news stories is the prime role of the journalism 
students. Learning to use a specific piece of hardware he may never 
see again is not what he is in school for. If he can use a manual 
typewriter, he can use an electric, and he can learn to operate a 
CRT in very short time. Scanners are used by production people and 
repaired by mechanics, so news people don't need to know how to 
feed pieces of paper into them and would be useless in a news 
course. Sure, it would be much nicer if j-students came out famil-
iar with some of the new electronic stuff, but it would be much 
nicer if they came out familiar with the principles of journalism, 
and that does and should come first. 
Third, what is the bit about computer sciences classes? Very, ve~y 
few reporters will ever in our lifetimes have to extract data from 
a compu~er to write a story, I would suggest, and when they are 
ready.to do such heady stuff they can pick up the few comments 
needed from the people who operate the computer. These guys, again, 
are being trained as journalists, not computer operators. They 
need to learn how to write obits and city council stories. Giving 
them all this fancy knowledge is going to give' them the idea they 
are going to walk into some small newspaper somewhere and become 
Woodstein overnight, and that's part of the difficulty with journ-
alism education now: too much emphasis on the fancy stuff that only 
seasoned, mature, experienced journalists can and should handle and 
not enough on how to write and edit a basic newspaper story. They 
need to learn to walk and you are suggesting they ought to be able 
to talk to computers, Really! 
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Don't get me wrong. It would be lovely to have the hardware so 
the students can be aware of what it's like. And the stuff can be 
programmed to take some of the mechanical grading off the teacher's 
hands, but it's not the major question facing journalism education 
by any means. 
8. That is a heckuva long questionnaire. Instead of taking the time 
to fill in the questionnaire, I will simply tell you what our po-
sition is here and what we are doing about it. 
First of all, we believe that Journalism majors should be not only 
exposed to but required to use as much of the new technology as 
can be accommodated to the classroom as soon as possible. We also 
believe that the new technology should become an integral part of 
instructional objectives and techniques, with the ideal terminal 
course(s) being one in which students go through the whole process 
from reporting to production of some kind of publication, even if 
only an insert or supplement. 
We have already begun to replace traditional typewriters with IBM 
electrics for the purpose of producing tapes for computer produc-
tion at the University of Illinois Press. As we do not have a stu-
dent newspaper under the direction of the department, we expect 
eventually to have a complete production system, with the CRT, VDT, 
OCR, electrostatic plate maker, variable photo reproduction units, 
etc. as student equipment. 
The problem at the moment is a University-wide lack of equipment 
money. The University has not received an increase in its equip-
ment allocation from the Board of Higher Education for the past 
three years. However, by some scrounging and good luck, and possib-
ly the hand of Providence, we have enough basic equipment on order 
now to get a new program off the ground next spring or fall. We 
hope eventually to have equipment that at present prices would 
probably run $180,000 to $200,000. 
9. At least three members of the news-ed faculty have extensive ex-
perience in printing production, both letterpress and offset. Ex-
pertise isn't problem--it is funding for the needed hardware. 
10. At the ANPA-sponsored Newspaper Technology Seminar last spring in 
Chicago, Forrest Kilmer of the Davenport Times-Democrat (which is 
almost total computer news processing) gave the journalism educators 
there some rather sound advice. 
He said, in effect, the following: Don't be enamoured by the new 
technology. Be familiar with it, teach about it, and if you are 
fortunate enough, have some of the equipment available for your 
students to use. But remember that your main job is to continue to 
teach reporting, writing and editing and to teach these skills well. 
Everything else follows from that. 
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This isn 1 t a direct quote, but it seemed like rather sage advice, 
given the tendency to get caught up in the technology rather in the 
essence of what it is we are all about in journalism education. 
11. Some of the answers to foregoing questions may be contradictory 
but we are in a state of indecision as to which way to proceed. 
12. 
We are not in position to make major equipment purchases at this 
time. Even if we were, there is considerable doubt as to what type 
of equipment to acquire. These is a feeling among the faculty 
that still-to-come changes may make any purchases now less desir-
able that what may soon be available. We would rather wait a little 
longer to weigh the merits of different types of equipment. Some 
of the pioneers in the educational institutions may wish they had 
not been so hasty unless they are in the enviable, and perhaps un-
known, position of having unrestricted budgets. · 
There also are doubts as to how important it is to stress the new 
technology. In observing technological changeovers at the Fresno 
Bee the past year, we noted that reporters and editors have 
adapted to new methods and machinery quite rapidly. 
Our present feeling is that stress on basic techniques will still 
be the most vital function of journalism departments and schools. 
We do feel that ability to type should be given increasing emphasis 
and we are moving in that direction. 
My own observations have convinced me that learning to operate a 
VDT, for example, is not something that requires extensive course-
work. I suspect that once a reporter or editor sees how effective 
a VDT is, they will have all the motivation they need to learn new 
tricks. 
Undoubtedly, our policy will shift somewhat in the next few years. 
We do not intend to ignore technological changes. We do want to 
evaluate them carefully before we invest in additional equipment. 
I have been remiss in not responding to 
the questionnaire you had sent earlier. 
explanation for my lack of response. 
your request to complete 
I believe I owe you an 
Three main questions surround my reluctance to return your ques-
tionnaire. First, with so many explanations required, I believe 
the questionnaire will take an enormous amount of time if it is to 
be given proper and full answers which would be meaningful. I 
simply do not have the time now for such thoughtful responses, and 
I do not wish to provide flippant answers nor hasty ones which 
would diminish the usefulness of your instrument. Secondly, it is 
difficult for me to understand the relationships with some of your 
questions to the goals you set forth in your letter. This, of 
course, takes additional time to try to figure out what the 
questioner had in mind in phrasing a particular question. Third, 
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the length of the questionnaire, again, would indicate a consider-
able expenditure of time, which, as I said above, I do not have at 
the moment. 
I might add here that an additional annoyance was to find ques-
tions which are readily available through existing sources such as 
faculty rank and requirements for the major. I concur with your 
feeling that the study could be an important one, but I have 
answered at least three similar surveys recently which, in my mind, 
focused more pointedly at the topic. 
I wish you well on your study and hope that others may have more 
time to give you the answers you need. 
13. This area of J-education is being resea~ched to death. 
14. Some of your questions were too broad. 
15. I hope that all my corrnnents have not seemed cynical. But I am 
suspicious about all of this. If schools of journalism are forced 
into a great deal of technology work, I fear that we are going to 
do damned little to improve, the breed. Since that is my main per-
sonel objective, I am going to look closely before allowing us to 
become terribly involved. 
16. Much-needed study. Can use the ammunition. 
17. Questionnaire probably needed a better pre-test. 
18. I don't think it is as urgent as some do that journalism schools 
invest in a lot of equipment. Students need to be exposed to what 
is available and what is being done. However it takes little time 
for people to adjust to the new technology in the newsroom. Edu-
cators need to concentrate on teaching students how to report, 
write and edit. There is ample time for students to learn how to 
operate the equipment on the job. The professionals tell us this. 
19. A big obstacle not covered in your questionnaire is the reluctance 
to invest a great deal of money in equipment that could well be 
obsolete in a couple of years. Maintenance of the equipment is 
another factor when considering cost. We just switched to all IBM 
Selectrics this year, which represents one great step for us. We 
also plan to install a dozen machines at the local newspaper for 
our students. 
20. I would prefer to give my own sunnnation of the need for keeping 
journalism education abreast of the new technology of mass corrnnuni-
cations, instead of taking the time to fill out your questionnaire. 
The issue is so simple, and to me the answer is so obvious, that my 
views can be stated more directly, as follows: 
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We are gradually phasing electric typewriters into all of our news-
writing laboratories and into the newsroom of the Columbian Mis-
sourian. We are doing this, in part, so that students will be ac-
customed to the i 1 touch11 of the electrics, which are essential for 
OCR equipment and are similar in touch with the CRT's. Not all of 
our typewriters will be equipped with the type faces necessary for 
OCR's because we do not plan to utilize OCR equipment in the School 
of Journalism. This decision has been made because we feel tha~ 
any normal person can become accustomed to effective OCR use in a 
few minutes time and instruction. 
Video display terminals are different, however. We have found that 
reporters and copyeditors who may reach the point where they are 
efficient writers and editors with typewriters and pencils may be-
come baffled and confused when confronted with a·computer keyboard. 
Inasmuch as VDT's will supplant in some cases the tools of a 
journalist, journalism school graduates who profess to be ready to 
work on newspapers in this age need to be proficient in their 
operation. We treat the operation of VDT's in the same category 
as the operation of typewriters~ The student is expected to reach 
an acceptable level of proficiency before he receives his degree. 
We do not offer courses in VDT operations, but we have the equip~ 
ment available in newswriting and editing laboratories and use this 
equipment routinely in the production of our daily laboratory news-
paper. Students taking courses in editing are exposed to the 
theory and potential of electronic writing and editing equipment, 
supplementing their instruction in computer theory that comes from 
their courses. 
Students involved in instruction or research utilizing computers 
have a computer terminal in the school that is connected with the 
University's computer center, which is available for their use. 
Other terminals are located at nearby locations and likewise are 
available to them. 
My frank thoughts concerning the responsibility of journalism 
schools to turn out students who understand the potential and are 
able to use the instruments of our new technology are guided in 
part by my experience as a newspaper editor. We did not have time 
in the newsroom to teach students to type, nor to teach them to 
write a simple story, nor to instruct them on the basic fundamentals 
that lead to accuracy and the best attainable level of objectivity. 
We did not hire students who needed such instruction, and if by 
mistake we did we got rid of them quickly. I would not like to see 
graduates of this school confronting a busy city editor without the 
basic skills that a journalist needs in our time. 
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Comments provided by non-accredited sequences were as follows: 
1. A major problem is that so many automated and computerized systems 
are available and in use. The cost of installing all types of sys-
tems at Georgia State would be prohibitive; in addition, it would 
take one helluva course to teach all systems. Realistically, we at 
Georgia State can only expect to teach the systems used by the 
Atlanta newspapers, offering only brief explanations of other sys-
tems. 
Newspapers certainly could ease this problem by standardizing their 
systems. I don't expect this for some time; the Journal and Consti-
tution, only recently converted to the optical scanner, expect to 
convert to an expensive and more sophisticated system within four 
or five years. We at Georgia State can't afford to do this. 
Another consideration is that most writers and editors (and 
teachers of these subjects who are former newsmen) have difficulty 
mastering computerized techniques, or at least are fearful of ad-
vanced technology. In my case, fortunately, I took a number of me-
chanical engineering courses and many math courses as an undergrad, 
and these have made me confident of ability to deal with automation 
and computerization. 
2. Much of the questionnaire was unanswerable, due to the general feel-
ing of the faculty that: (1) Future emphasis will be on software. 
(2) We do not train technicians. (3) Technology replaces itself too 
rapidly to dwell on specific machines. (4) Specialization is not 
emphasized at the undergraduate level. 
3. The general opionion I get from talking to working journalists at 
this point is that intensive training on CRT/VDT is not really 
necessary because ( 1) there are a diversity of different systems 
and languages with no standardization yet; consequently, the news-
paper can teach its own employees and (2) adaption only takes a 
few days--so why not wait for the young journalist to actually get 
his job before "training" him on the new technology. Expose him, 
yes, but train him, no. 
4. We are a small department with about 350 students in the program. 
Our part-time staff are all professionals working on Detroit dailies 
in one capacity or another so our students do get men in the field. 
Most of our graduates do very well in journalism. We are proud of 
them. 
5. With the budgetary question so uncertain at this time and unlikely 
to improve, many of the questions here must be answered via specu-
1 ation and as a visionary. We would like to see more use of 
electric equipment available to our students, but cost and practi-
cal (at this stage) use are overriding deterrents. 
6. A ten-page questionnaire is not likely to get the return rate of a 
shorter instrument! 
7. Sorry could not provide more detailed data but information is 
lacking. 
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8. We do have one advantage in that a department member has just re-
turned from a sabbatical leave during which he investigated the 
new equipment and has a fairly good if general picture of the na-
ture and importance of the equipment, and of its implications. 
But there is a question in his mind (as in that of many other jour-
nalism educators) regarding the kind and extent of training which 
is the proper (and especially the feasible) responsibility of the 
schools. Just as the new technology is itself in somewhat of a 
shakedown phase, so is this question--and the results of your 
questionnaire should shed considerable light on this. 
9. I agree that it is undoubtedly necessary for journalism students 
to have knowledge of computers, particularly on how computers 
will help them with research, surveys, etc. I am not really sold 
on the idea of students in journalism spending time on the ma-
chines, etc. This should be handled by secretaries and technicians. 
We have enough trouble trying to "learn" students the 3 Rs and some 
history and government and English. More time spent with techni-
cal details, using equipment that students probably never will use 
when they go to work on newspapers, might be a waste of time. 
Perhaps I'm old-fashioned and fuddy-duddy, but I'll wait and see· 
your results. At least I'm open minded about the whole thing. 
I still feel a good liberal arts education plus some journalism 
classes in writing is enough. 
10. I apologize for being testy about this. But your questionnaire 
simply isn't designed for infant programs like ours, or else I'm 
unusually dense this Monday morning. 
11. In Wisconsin we still get the message from the editors and pub-
lishers that we should concentrate on trying to teach solid writing 
and editing practices and they will provide the technological com-
petency. We hope to provide a minimal hands-on experience for our 
students and a maximum identification program on equipment and its 
potential. The way this state budgets our money I cannot be opti-
mistic that we will get the funding we need to make the purchases 
we want. 
I\ 
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